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MSU Buildings Now On
'
1
4*

Historic Places Register
By Li.Hortin
Murray State University Historic
Buildings were entered on the National
Register of Historic Places August 3,
1978.
In a letter to Murray State University
President Constantine Curris Aug. 21,
Mrs. Eldred W. Melton, executive
director and State Historic Preservation Officer of the Kentucky Heritage
Commission, made the announcement
of the official listing.
Her letter to Dr. Curris stated:
"Listing on the National Register gives
recognition that the site has historical,
architectural, or archaeological
significance within the community,
state or nation. Benefits include
protection against adverse action by
federal agencies and eligibility for
consideration for a federal 50-50
matching grant for restoration."
Mrs. Melton added: "I know you are
as proud and delighted as we that the
property has been so honored."

Wrather Hall, which will soon
become an historical museum for the
Purchase region, was listed on the
National Register June 11, 1975. Seven
university buildings (including
Wrather Hall) were nominated in a
proposed MSU Historic District that
was approved at the State level, May
10, 1977, by the Kentucky Historic
Preservation Review Board.
The five older buildings and the two
newer structures included in the
Historic District are:
--Oakhurst (formerly Edgewood
home of Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T. Wells),
built in 1917. It is a two-story brick
Colonial Revival residence.
-Wrather Hall, dedicated in 1924, is
the Old Normal School Building constructed with $117,000 contributed by
Murray and Calloway County. This
brick and limestone-components
structure has been described as
"modified Collegiate Gothic."
-Wilson Hall, built in 1925, was

MSU Housing Dilemma
Turns Woods Hall 'Coed'
A PLANE? - No. Johnny Allen will
be quick to tell you the aircraft he
flies is not a plane. It's a gyrocopter.
He's shown here flying his machine
over Kyle field in Calloway County.
The Route 1, Mayfield, man is
president of an, organization called
Tri-State Rotorcraft Club. He talked
about gyrocopters in a recent interview with The Murray Ledger &
Times Staff Reporter Lowell Atchley.
His store ions pictures of Allen in action appear today on Page 6.

Coed dorms at Murray State?
Not quite, but according to MSU vice
president for student development,
Frank Julian, the university has
reservations for more people than the
institution has dormitory space, and the
resuft is some male students will occupy a wing of Woods Hall, a women's
dormitory.
"It was the only space we had in the
system and because of its distinct
wings, it worked our perfectly," Julian
said today.
Julian said the situation will probably
not be permanent because ordinarily
the university has about 10-15 percent
"no-shows."
The vice president for student

development said,' ll we had an exceptional number of walk-ens and if the
no-show rate changed, then we would
continue to have this."
Julian said he hoped the current
housing situation "is a positive sign for
overall enrollment." He cited a
national movement of college students
"returning to the residential halls." He
called that return "a typical pattern"
among colleges and universities
nationwide.
He indicated students have started
occupying rooms in the dorm. Students
registering today receive a printed
explanation of the housing situation on
campus.

named for Regent James F. Wilson of
Mayfield. It has been known variously
as "Classroom Building," -Liberal
Arts Building," "Administration
Building," and "Library Building."
The style of this brick and limestone
trim building may be said to be
"Collegiate Gothic."
-Wells Hall, erected in 1925, was
named for Murray State's founder and
second president. This beautiful
residence for women students is Ushaped and features a portico on the
west facade with six Egyptian columns.
It is now being renovated.
-The Murray State University
Library, recently named the Forrest C.
Pogue Library, is a Renaissance
Revival structure designed by G.
Tandy Smith. Constructed in 1930, it has
matching east and west facades. The
double-door entrances are enriched
with bronze components which have
been described as being of "Art
Nouveau inspiration." An "annex" to
the library was added in 1966 and it has
been recently re-named the C.S. Lowry
Center.
•
-The Business and Education
Building, completed in 1962, is in the
shape of an angular "S." It is included
in the "Historic District," although it is
--relatively modern, since it was
designed in respect to the older
buildings between which it is placed
(Wells Hall and Wrather Hall). The
Administration Building, now known as
Sparks Hall, was completed in 1967.
This rectangular building has five
floors with a basement level. Materials
include white concrete and exposed
granite. It faces West Main Street and
is located directly east of Oakhurst. It,
too. is much newer than the 50 years
usually required for "Historic Places."
Both of these newer buildings "lie
within the district boundary and are
architecturally harmonious with the
older structures."
See BUILDINGS,
Page 20, Column 6

Association Gets 'Development'Grant
Murray Civic Music Association has
received an "Audience Development"
grant from the Kentucky Arts Commission. The money from this special
grant will be used during the campaign
week (Sept. 11-15) to fund a series of
concerts.
Application for this grant was made
by Jack Winter, president, and Neva
Grey Allbritten, treasurer, who have
the responsibility to request all such
grants from the Kentucky Arts Commission as a function of their particular
offices on the Executive Board of
MCMA.

'Charlie
Browif
Begins
The final week of the MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre's
production of "You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown," begins this evening at
8 p.m. in the city-county park.
Additional performances will be Aug.
23 and 26. Admission is $2.50 for adults
and $1.50 for children under 12 and
senior citizens.
The play is an adaptation of Charles
Schultz' famous
comic
strip
"Peanuts."

Board members charged with the
responsibility of setting up for these
concerts, as well as setting up
headquarters the campaign week at the
Bank of Murray (downtown) are Dick
Farrell and Libby Hart. The concerts
will be presented free of charge in
public places with time and places to be
announced later, and after each one,
those attending may purchase season
membership tickets for the following
attractions:
-Owensboro Orchestra (plus taster
spectacle as presented in Hollywood
Bowl concerts) Sunday, Oct. 15 at 3

p.m.
-Sound of Music, featuring Sally Ann
Howes, Tuesday, Oct. 24 at 8:15 p.m.
-Cincinnati Ballet (including second
scene from "The Nutcracker") Friday,
Nov. 3 at 8:15 p.m.
-Horacio Gutierrez, - internationally
famous pianist, Tuesday, Dec. 5 at 8:15
p.m.
-Richard Fredericks (baritone ) and
Louise Russell (soprano), Tuesday,
April 3 at 8:15 p.m.
-Chicago Symphony String Quartet.
Sunday, April 8 at 3 p.m.
Plus a mutual agreement permits all

MCMA members to attend concerts in
Paducah as follows:
-James Dick, piano, Tuesday, Oct.
17.
-Bob Green's World of Jelly Roll
Morton, Saturday, Nov. 11.
-Canadian Opera Company, "The
Marriage of Figaro," Wednesday, Jan.
24.
--Ballet Folklorico Nationale of
Mexico, Wednesday, March 7.
All Paducah concerts are held in
Tilghman auditorium at 8 p.m. All
Murray concerts are held in Lovett
Auditorium on the campus.

GOP Backers Of Tax Cut Plan
y Economic-Policies
WASHINGTON (AP)- Backers of a
Republican proposal to slash income
taxes by a third over the next three
years compare the plan to Kennedy
administration policies that invigorated the U.S. economy 15 years
ago.
But a prime architect of the Kennedy
program doesn't agree.
"We don't want to stimulate so much
that we worsen inflation," Henry H.
Fowler, undersecretary of the treasury
during the Kennedy years and treasury
secretary under President Lyndon B.

inside today

Johnson, told the Senate Finance
Committee on Tuesday.
Things are different today than in
1963 when the late President John F.
Kennedy urged a massive tax cut to
prime the economy, said Fowler, now
an investment banker and stock broker
"The very serious dollar problem .
the very major problem of inflation"
did not exist then, he added.
Although Fowler cautioned against
rushing into the Kemp-Roth plan, he
heartily endorsed a GOP initiative to
sharply reduce the tax on capital gains
In fact, he noted that the capital gains

plan he advocates is precisely the one
he wrote - and Kennedy backed - in
1963. - 7
Led by Sen. William V. Roth, R-Del..
and Rep. Jack F. Kemp, R-N.Y.. most
Republicans in Congress have endorsed
:he controversial bill that would cut
,ndividual income taxes by an average
one-third over three years. The
House already has rejected the KempRoth measure and adopted a $16.3
billion tax retie bill.
Backers of the Kemp-Roth plan claim
would spur the economy, bringing in
-lore revenues than it costs.

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE DONATIONS - Two Murray businesses have
donated funds to the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's
current membership drive. In the top photo, Ronnie Jackson, right, county
coordinator of the drive, accepts a donation from Art Jewell of the Poppy
Shoppe and the photo below, the county coordinator, accepts a donation
from The Murray Ledger & Times publisher Walt Apperson, right. Margaret
Trevathan, with the Community Theatre, said businesses are not being
solicited directly during the theatre's current drive, but the organization accepts all donations from those who wish to contribute. The theatre's membership drive continues this week with additional house-to-house
solicitation calls planned, Mrs. Trevathan said.

U.S. Postal Service
U nions At Standoff
Strike Looms Again

•

WASHINGTON (AP)- With a mail
strike hanging in the balance. the U.S.
Postal Service is at a standoff with one
of its unions, and two more labor groups
may join the dispute by the end of the
week.
The nation's letter carriers rejected
on Wednesday an
agreement
negotiated by their union leaders in
July. Meanwhile, vote counting due to
be finished this week could put two
other postal unions in the same
situation.
- The 14/Ai/ana1-4ssociation _of Letter
Carriers voted 78,000-59,000 against the
tentative agreement. Union officials
say they want to renegotiate the pact.
NALC President J. Joseph Vacca is
authorized by his union constitution to
call a nationwide strike by next week if
the postal service refuses to return to
the bargaining table.
However, Postmaster General
William F. Bolger has publicly pledged
not to reopen talks. "We have concluded our negotiations," he said in
advance of the voting. He seemed to
take the ssrne position after the letter
carrierote was announced.
Bolger, as he has done several times
in recent months, warned postal

workers about the consequences of a
strike.
When some mail handlers walked off
their jobs in July in disgust over the
tentative agreement,the Postal Service
promptly fired more than 100 strike's.
Vacca declined to say whether be
would call a strike by his 181,011:
.
member union. "I am fully aware of the
law on strikes," he told reporters.
Vacca supported acceptance of the
proposed pact.
He would only say that he wanted to
reopen negotiations, .The,„,..snew__ that
Bolger has ruled out.
One source close to the postal
negotiations said the issues would be
clearer after the votes are counted for
the largest of the three unions, the
299,000-member American Postal
Workers Union.
That vote is expected by Friday. The
third vote on the tentative agreement this by the 36,000-member Mail Handlers Division of the Laborers' International Union - is expected by
Saturday. The fourth postal union.
representing 38,000 rural letter
carriers, is not polling its members on
the settlement.

House Leaders Under Pressure To Join

One Section - 28 Pages

A

If you've never seen a windmill regatta, or don't even
know what one is, you should take a trip down to the old
Cherokee Park area near Kenlake this week. If you can't
make it down and still want to find out what it's all
about, see the story and photos by staff reporter Debbie
N. Lee on Page Nine of today's edition.
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Senate Votes On Energy Tax Credits
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By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - House
lead-eels, fighting to keep President
Cartel's energy tax proposals together,
now are under pressure to join the
Senate in approving popular tax credits
for home insulation and solar energy.

elMleAlesdayk
break the credits a way rom other tax
portions of the energy plan - where
they have languished for months- and
to pass them separately.
This increased the chances that
homeowners soon will be getting the
energy tax credits Carter promised
when he submitted his energy plan n
Congress 16 months ago.
Under the legislation, homeowner"
could receive tax credits of up to Kr

for insulation, storm windows, the
purchase of wood-burning stoves and
for a variety of other energyconservation devices; and up to $2,200
on solar-energy equipment.
The credits would apply to purchases
made after April 20, 1977 - the date
cartet submitted his plan to Congress
-.;:TIL.r%noust
ivig"no t?y many
setversas na e a
OwlealFment t
Carter's proposal for a crude oil tax -with which the tax credits had been
linked - is dead for this year. On a lopsided voice vote, senators
attached the tax credits to a Housepassed bill dealing with taxes paid by
various foundations.
That sent the measure back to the
House, which will have to decide when it comes back from its current

recess in September - whether to join
with the Senate or stand by the wishes
of Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, 1)-Mass.
He wanted to keep the energy-tax
package together.
Sen. Gary Hart, NColo., the chief
sponsor of the move to separate the tax
credits, said O'Neill will now be under
=wide** qresaiiire.30Aq&U,A6.,....,
trung,lhere.are la CO7-71rOrone
sponsors ( for a separate tax credit hill)
on the House side," Hart said after
Wednesday's vote
He said the Senate vote is "an
acknowledgment by one house of
Congress that the package approach
has run its course."
With every House seat up in this
year's congressional elections, splitting
out the tax credits is sure to be

politically appealing to incumbents.
The administration had hoped the tax
credits would provide the sweetener
needed to make taxes in the energy
package - including the crude oil tax
- - more palatable.
But administration officials appeared
evelment with
resigna on.
Hart's move "was not opposed by the
Energy
administration,"
said
Department spokesman Jim Bishop.
Both chambers approved the energyconservation tax credits in 1977, but
they since have been bottled up with the
crude oil tax in a House-Senate conference committee that has met only
once this year.
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Miss Sheila Kirk Honored
At Tea, Community Room

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Thursday, August 24
Thursday, August 24
Society for Presentation
Ellis Center will be open
p.m.
of
Encouragement
and
from ten a.m. to three
Barbershop Quartet Singing for activities by the Murray
in America will have a Senior Citizens. For inorganizational formation call 753-0929.
chapter
meeting at the Mid-Continent
Bible College, Mayfield, at
Friday, August 25
7:30 p.m. For information
County
Murray-Calloway
call Leland King 7534355 or Community
will
Theatre
753-0716.
present "You're A Good
Man Charlie Brown" at the
Columbus City-County Park at eight
of
• Knights
dinner for ladies night will p.m.
be at St. Leo's Catholic
Church at 6:30 p.m.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
of
Association
National
es
Employe
Federal
Retired
meet
will
Mary
Legion of
is scheduled to meet at the
at 1:30 p.m. in the rectory
WOW Hall at 9:30 a.m.
Church.
Catholic
of St. Leo's

Saturday, August 26
FF'A
County
Calloway
Farm. Tractor Pull will be
held at the Jaycee Fair
Grounds at seven p.m.
Immunization clinic will
be held at the Calloway
County Health Center from
nine to 11:30 a.m. 7

Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club will have a
dinner at the high school
p.m.
1:30
at
cafeteria
Players and cheerleaders
will be guests of the club,
and parents and other interested persons are invited
at $2.50 per person. The club
will hold its regular meeting
following the dinner.

Land Between the Lake
activities will include walk
Lodge
Moose
Murray
Medicine
"Nature's
on
willhave its annual
2011
Chest" at ten a.m., and Paul Heise picnic at ttie
_walk for exploration of Moose Pavilion at one p.m
underwater world in search
of aquatic life at two p.m.,
"You're " A Good Man
both starting at Center
Brown" will be
Charlie
Station; lantern tour of The
by the Murrayd
presente
8:30
at
Homeplace-1850
Theatre at
County
y
Callowa
"Archaeological
p.m.;
Park at
County
Citythe
at
a.m.
Adventure" at ten
p.m.
eight
information
South
the
station.

Kenlake State Park activities will include arts and
crafts at recreation room at
a.m.; bumper pool
ten
tournament at game room at
one p.m.; dinosaur egg hunt
Kenlake State Park acHOSPITAL NEWS
at hotel front lawn at two tivities
include
will
seed awareness walk at hotel
watermelon
p.m.;
spitting contest at hotel front front porch at ten a.m.; ice
Slide show and field trip to lawn at 2:30 p.m.; bubble
contest at 8-10-78
observe summer wildflowers gum blowing contest at cream eating
one p.m.;
at
room
patio
Adults 113
will start at Center Station campground bathhouse at
at hotel
derby
fishing
junior
Newborn 6
Lakes
the
in Land Between
patio
at
bunco
3:30 p.m.;
playground at two p.m.; egg
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
at three p.m.
room at 4:30 p.m.; hayride toss
campground
at
Baby Girl Starks (Mother
cost
with
stables
at horse
bathhouse at three p.m.;
Rt. 1, Benton, Baby
Susan),
ary
East Calloway Element
being one dollar per person frisbie golf at hotel front
Girl Crouch (Mother Lidia),
School PTC will have its at 6:30 p.m.; shuffleboard lawn at four p.m.; hayride
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn., Baby Boy
membership drive kick-off at tournameht at hotel tennis at horse stables with cost
Reed (Mother Jennie), Rt. 6,
seven p.m. in the school court at 6:30 p:m.; square being one dollar per person
Benton.
cafeteria. A general meeting dance at circle drive behind at 6:30 p.m.; new games at
DISMISSALS
house
open
with
p.m.
held
at
eight
be
hotel
will
campground bathhouse at • Mrs. Karen C. Hopkins, Rt.
to follow in each class room.
"Today's 2, Murray, Mrs. Eva L.
p.m.;
seven
Program on the wood duck Country Sound" at hotel
Refreshments will be served.
Roach, Rt. 6, Murray, Marty
will be shown at three p.m.
terrace at eight p.m.
E. Bohannon, Rt. 1 Kirksey,
at Center Station in Land
Donnie G. Hargrove, Rt. 1
Activities at Kenlake State Between the Lakes.
Dana L. Pea, 835
Dexter;
Gospel singing featuring
Park will include hike to top
Murray, Jimmy
Rd.,
Glendale
The
Singers,
for I'Senior Halleujah
Shopping
of -water tower with small
W. Gills, Rt. 1 Mayfield, Craig
other
and
Faith,
call
and
of
held
be
will
Sound
Citizens
children to be accompanied
D. Green, Rt. 3 Bx 245 Murray,
by an adult at ten a.m.; 753-0929 by nine a.m. for youth groups will be held at
Kimberly A. Tucker, Rt. 6 Bx
on.
Church
Baptist
by
Hill
and
Mars
shopping
in
morning
ping pong tournament
16 Murray, James T. Grubbs,
game room at one p.m.; 11:30 a.m. for afternoon Highway 80 between Hardin
Rt. 2 Clinton, Mrs. Becky
and Brewers at 6:30 p.m.
kool7aid kill it hotel front shopping.
Ellenberger and Baby Boy,
lawn at 2:30 p.m.; paper
E. 12th, Benton, Mrs. Ida
613
Sunday, August 27
Twilight golf will be at,
airplane flying contest at
Stunson, 171 Riviera Ct.
Mae
Partners
Parents Without
campground bathhouse, at Murray Country Club at 5:30
Mrs. Shere E. Parker
Murray,
3:30 p.m.; registration for p.m. with Chris Graham as will meet for a family
Boy, Bx. 24 New
Baby
and
s
Columbu
potluck picnic at
challenge of sexes at four chairman.
Beverly Turner
Mrs.
,
Concord
Belmont State Park at two
•p.m. and challenge of sexes
413 S. 10th
Girl,
Baby
and
all
for
be
p.m. This will
at 4:15 p.m. at hotel front
Glynda S.
Miss
Murray,
single parents and their
lawn; hayride at horse
Friday. August 2.5
r
419 S. 8th Murray,
Burnett,
stables with cost being one
Bluegrass CB Club will children.
Timothy M. Graves, Bx 115
dollar at 6:30 p.m.; fish have an ice cream supper at
Hamlin, Charley R. Bowden,
Collie
Mrs.
Mr. and
pond at recreation room at the old Murray City Park at
Rt. I Henry, Mrs. Betty Todd,
Stubblefield will be honored
seven p.m.; bingo at patio seven p.Ira.
Kt. 3 Murray, Mrs. Adele
in
n
receptio
a
with
room at 8:30 p.m.
Mohler, Rt. 1 Benton, Mrs.
celebration of their 50th
Kenice E. Paschall, Rt. 8 Bx.
by
anniversary
wedding
50 Murray, Clarence E.
their children at the New
Griffith, Rt. I Cottage Grove,
Providence Church of Christ
Tenn., Mrs. Modena C.
All
educational building.
Wilcox, 507 Broad Murray,
relatives and friends. are
Utie Kelso, Rt. 7, Murray,
the
invited to call between
Mrs. Johanna P. Rose, 810
hours of 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Broad Murferthirs. Della A.
Jacobson, Bx 407 Hazel,
Kenlake State Park acTommy Cavitt, 504 N. Cherry
tivities will include interMurray.
faith worship service at
campground amphitheater at
8:30 a.m.; closest-to-the-hole
conest at golft course from
nine a.m. to five p.m.;
water balloon toss at hotel
front lawn at one p.m.;
stagecoach ride at horse
Parents without partners
stables with cost being two
for
dancing
meet
will
at
two
person
dollars per
at the
25,
Aug.
Friday,
p.m.; tennis lessons at hotel
Bridge
on
Club
Eagles
hayride
p.m.;
4:30
court at
B0617.
to
nt
(Adjace
Street
at horse stables with cost
across the street
Store
Drug
person
per
being one dollar
from Great Western Music
at 6:30 p.m.; movie, "20
Co.) in Paducah at 9:00 p.m.
at
Earth"
To
Million Miles
-Sunday -Aug:
campground-iiiiipiiitheater
luck and hike will be
pot
eight p.m.
held at Columbus-Belmont
Battlefield State Park (on
Activities in Land Between
Mississippi River Bluff near
the Lakes will include slide
s, Ky.) at 2:00 p.m.
Columbu
's
Secrets"
show on "Nature
Bring your children and
at Center Station at two
your food and all area single
p.m., and "Ghosts of the
parents are invited to attend
Past" at The Homeplacespokesman said.
a
p.m.
1850 at 8:30

"You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown" will be
presented at the City-County
Park at eight p.m. by the
County
Murray-Calloway
Community Theatre.

FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 2S, 18
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar 21 to Apr. 20)
One of those days when a
snap decision could turn but
surprisingly well — especially
if travel is involved.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Whatever your plans, take
into account new trends and
ideas and, if necessary,
change maneuvers to fit the
current picture. Be dauntless,
ready for the unexpected.
GEMINI
i May 22 to June 21)
Another good day for
launching new plans and
projects. Of course, sensible
precautions and complete
understanding of your undertakings will be important.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)03(C)
You may gain a little here,
lose a little there, but the
overall picture is one of advancement. A strong lunar
day stimulates quick thinking,
good judgment.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)iii2f-g
Emotionalism and temperamentalism could get you
into trouble if not careful. Selfcontrol needed; also a
determination NOT to try and
dominate others.
VIRGO
r Aug. 24 to Sept. 2.3i ni,k-t
Keep on your toes now. A
competitive factor of which
you are unaware could be
building up. Watch, too, for
some tricky maneuvering.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Consider new methods and
don't
but
techniques,
o,verreach your capacities.
Neither be overanxious.
Impress others with your
poise and good judgment.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 171/eV'
the
Aspects indicate
possibility of some deception
in your area. Be alert and

Er

An,

ready to counteract with
firmness. Above all, avoid
those who have deceived you
before.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21))9440
ready to face comtion. You usually enjoy the
stimulation of this, but don't
burn the candle at both ends in
your desire to get ahead. Easy
does it!

ple

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Not much planetary help
here. In general, it would be
better to stick to routine
matters. Perhaps, too, to take
a little time to make some
long-range plans.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)=44
Some astute checking could
save you time, prevent wasted
energy and costly errors.
Don't divert efforts into unproductive channels.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)X
Pay no heed to glowing
reports or sensational rumors
— especially if finances are
involved. Keep on an even keel
and you should do well.

blender given to the honoree
A bridal tea was held on
the hostesses, were
by
Aug. 13 at the Peoples Bank
Community Room honoring displayed on white draped
Miss Sheila Kirk, bride elect tables accented with fabric
rossettes in the same color
of Billy Dale Smith.
Hostesses for the occasion scheme.
were Mrs. Ray Broach, Mrs.
The tea table was covered
Hurt, Mrs. Lubie
Max
with a beautiful imported
Charles
Mrs.
Parrish,
white lace cloth and cenChilcutt, Mrs. J. R. Smith, tered with a silver cooler
Mrs. Lester Nanny, and
magnificent
containing a
Mrs. Gregg Stoll.
arrangement of fresh roses,
The honoree, the mothers, kale
snow-on-theand
Mrs. Pat L. Kirk and Mrs.
mountain. Three branched
the
and
Smith;
Billy
silver candelabra holding
paternal grandmother, Mrs. lighted white tapers flanked
each
Hal Smith, were
either side of the cenpresented with a fresh rose
terpiece. A silver punch
corsage.
service completed the apThe guest register was
pointments.
kept by Miss Bobbie Smith,
Individual guest tables
sister of the groom-elect.
accented with white
were
with
The table was covered
linen doilies
edged
lace
a rose linen skirt and a
table
register
the
g
matchin
white lace edged linen cloth.
with bud
centered
and
cover
A silver vase filled with
vases filled with fresh roses.
fresh roses and snow-on-theAssorted delicacies and
the
adorned
mountain
fruit punch were served to
register table.
the guests received.
The gifts, including the

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a lively outlook
on life; are keen-minded,
remarkably intuitive, perceptive and practical. You are
more meticulous about
handling details than those
born under most Signs, and
your integrity is outstanding.
You have a great love of
knowledge and never stop
trying to accumulate more
than you have, If you can curb
a tendency to be overexacting
with those under your
supervision, you would make
an excellent teacher, but
many other fields are suited to
your wealth of talents,
notably: science, literature,
music, the stage, medicine
and the law. Birthdate of:
James Lick, astronomer; Bret
Harte, Amer. author; Leonard
Bernstein, symphony conductor, composer; Sean
Cannery, screen star.

THE ROUGH AnD TUMBLE
HE-SHE SHOE
The mox with. cushioned collar roomy
square toe traction
one-piece sole and heel Protection, support and lots of wear
•
•
•
4
\Ass
FREE!

Sites
124-3 Youths
344 Boys
5-10 Misses
64-12 Men's

Family Shoe Store
510 Main

Be Held By PIVI)

, , 1 ,1 1 1 1 1 Mil

The emphasis at Pier I is
on contemporary home
furnishings and decorative
accessories. Tropical furniture, baskets, plants, planters, rugs, kitchen accessories and art prints are
just a few of the exciting
possibilities
decorative
available at Pier 1.
-rime visit a iv-orld oftlifference with more new
looks for less.

Q. Mrs.
she has I
baby for
has recen
her nipplr
may for
breast-I

Swing Otatt-Unique handcrafted chair forindoors ctrout. Steel frame, mighty
chain, extra rattan wrapping.

Nurli,,,m1110,0111

Area Rugs. Selection of
Oriental. Indian and contemporary designs in lots of
sizes and colors.

Baskets. Heaps of shapes
and sizes with an endless
variety of uses Versatile
-and inexpensive

v.15.9,20
It's Alive -8:0O+ 11:15 Fri. sat
Again - 9:40 Only
'0,tirrs Wed seifert nteopir,

Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
•

\
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"Crafts In The Village"
Planned At Gilbertsville
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By Mrs. It, D. Key
Aug. 8, 1878
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch, and
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
visited the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee in Roseville,
Mich., last week. Mr. and
Mrs. Bertha Grooms and
daughter, Kim, of Frazier,
Mich., 'visited with us on
Tuesday night.
A large crowd from the
church attended the ice
cream supper at the home
of the pastor, the Rev. and
Mrs. Phelps, Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley of Mississippi visited
Cooper Jones over the
weekend.
Mrs. Lorene Smith of
Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs.
Sadie
Bucy spent last
weekend with Bro. and Mrs.
Hallie Cook of Benton.
The Rev. and Mrs. Terry
Sills, Steveand Terri Lynn,
of Paducah visited Mr. and
Mrs.
Douglas
Vandyke
Saturday.
•
Mrs. Fannie Jackson of
Paris, Tenn., visited the R.
D. Keys on Saturday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and Mitch and Rudy
Key were supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
Saturday night.
Holice
Mrs.
Grooms
returned home from the
County
Henry
Hospital
Monday. On Saturday Mrs.
Nikke Crane and children
and Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Grooms from Detroit, Mich.,
came in to visit with her
and other relatives for a few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Tarkington and boys from
the Army Camp. are here
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
other
Tarkington
and
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs
:
. Cooper
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Carnol
Boyd, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr,
Mr. and
Mrs. Howard
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Mrs. Warren Sykes,
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key,
Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon
Morris, and Rickie On
visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall
at her home during the past
week.

Mrs.
Paschall
Mark
visited
Mrs.
and
Mr.
WedDouglas
nesday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Brian, were
supper guests of the Glynn
Orr family Friday night and
then visited Douglas Vandykes and R. D. Keys for a
while.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Mitch were
Sykes and
dinner guests of the Wilburn
Martins on Sunday.'
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Phelps
of Nashville, Tenn., visited
Bro. and Mrs. James Phelps
over the weekend. Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited Bro. and Mrs Glynn
Orr on Sunday. Rickie
returned home with them for
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
Key, and Mrs. Hoyt Miller
Mrs.
and
Mr.
visited
Douglas Vandyke on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frances
grandson,
and
Deering
David, of Detroit, Mich., are
here visiting Mrs. Ovie
Wilson and other relatives
for a few weeks.
Mrs. Ruby Owen visited
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke on Monday
afternoon.
R. D. Key was in to see
Dr. Newmann Wednesday
for blood test and reports
are better.
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Duke
of Benton visited the R. D.
Keys Tuesday afternoon.
The Oak Grove Baptist
Church dismissed prayer
service on Wednesday night
and attended the revival at
North Fork with Jimmie
Key and Cindy Smith doing
special music.
dismissed
Fork
North
prayer meeting on Wednesday night and attended
the revival at Oak Grove
last week with Marilyn
Paschall and Mrs. Judy
Fries doing the special
music.

Q. Mrs. D. B. writes that
she has been nursing her
baby for six months. He
has recently started to bite
her nipple. It is painful and
may force her to stop
breast-feedings even

though she would like to
continue. She has pletity of
milk, and the baby seems
satisfied. She says that she
thought at first that the
biting might be because of

-Crafts in the Village"
is the their* for the
craftman's fair at Kenlucky Dam Village State
Resort Park at Gilbertsville on Saturday and
Sunday, August 26 and 27.
The fair will be held from
9 a.m. until 6 p.m. each
day.
Show site is located
near the Gilbertsville
PAMELA
L.
SILLS, Post Office, overlooking
daughter of Mr. and Mrs., Kentucky Dam and Lake.
Ronnie B. Sills and gran- Ample parking will be
ddaughter of Mrs. Edith available at the site.
Mathis of Murray Route
Four and Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. Kemp of Paris, Tenn.,
has been named to "Who's
Who Among American High
School Students" for its 1978
edition. She is a senior at
Calloway
County
High
School and plans to attend a
Christian
college
after
graduation
majoring
in
secretarial science.

Crafts displayed will
include jewelry, primitive
furniture photography,
tole painting, pottery,
weaving, quilts, etched
glass, leather work, dolls,
reverse painting on glass,
flower arrangements,
mirror art, ceramics,
driftwood art, pottery,
hooked rugs and oil
paintings.
The Village Craftman's
Guild is sponsoring the
fair, to which the public is
Invited. There is no admission charge

NELSON GARRISON JR.,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Nelson
Garrison of Mesa, Ariz., and
grandson of Mrs. Irene
Garrison and the late Toy
Garrison of Murray, was
graduated from the Arizona
Military Academy on Aug.
12. He was a distinguished
graduate
winning
the
academic
and
award
physical fitness award. Mr.
Garrison was one of four
distinguished award winners
at graduation and commissioning ceremonies.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Berta L. Brant of Puryear,
Tenn., was dismissed August
13 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.

a lack of milk or because
he may be starting to cut
his teeth.
She asks for suggestions
for handling this problem.
A. Babies often develop
practices more or less
spontaneously, and biting,
along with nursing, can be
viewed as a habit. It is
likely unrelated to the flow
of milk from your breast or
his cutting teeth.
When he bites, this habit
can usually be broken by
promptly withdrawing the
nipple from his mouth. Of-

Gentle flowing lines and soft textures have taken dresses to
their ultimate femininity. Our collection is the softest yet...
come see for yourself. Select from beautiful junior, missy
and half-sizes in a glorious array of colors.32.110 to 78.N.
•-

SRMITS

ten doing so four or five
times will teach him that
the biting stops his feeding.
Let him wait for a minute
or so before allowing him
to start nursing again.

Super savings on
Burlington Socks!

In addition, if simple
withdrawl of the nipple is
not sufficient to make him
stop, a gentle thump with a
finger against his scalp or
outer ear — just enough to
get his attention and be a
bit unpleasant — may also
be used at the time you
withdraw the nipple.

Gymnastic Classes
•Turpbling
*Floor Exercising
*Balance Beam
Classes Begin Sept.5th
OIL NOW's

153-0129
Murray Tennis
Center Inc.

Save like never before on our
entire stock of fabulous
coats. Select from pantcoat and
dress lengths in wide range of
fashion colors. Some even have
luxurious fur trimmings from
all over the woild. SAVE'

Interruptions of his feeding will likely be all that is
needed to get him to learn
that biting stops his feeding for awhile.
Also, keep in mind that
such habits often discontinue spontaneously after a
few weeks.
His biting will likely not
persist, and you should be
able to continue breastfeeings.

iharHANEY
Dr. and Mrs. Glen Chaney
of Paducah announce the
birth of a baby girl, Laura
Gail, born on Thursday, July
27, in Louisville
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Eugene Chaney of
Murray and Mr and Mrs.
Warren Holt of Mayfield.

Young, trendy feet are ';1104r111) Footwork'istolkillb4 • •
dal sensation. Strippy straps of leather above a high wood
heel and new tread sole

Hetes your chance to step out in style at stepped-down prices. It's a big sale on
socks from Burlington! Now thru September 2nd' Select from solids and novelty
styles in a large color selection. Save today!
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Tennis Group To Play

Miss Crass Married To Mr. Rollins At Church

'Dem.-ANT
By Abigail Van Buren

-DEAR ABBY: Is losing things a disease? And if so, is
there a cure? My son is 30 now, and you would not believe
the number of things he has lost in his life. In college he was
constantly losing his billfold, books. car keys, briefcases,
coats and practically an entire wardrobe!
Since that time,: he hasn't improved. He keeps losing
watches, sunglasses. clothes, computers and every type of
sports equipment you can name. tHe even lost an electric
blanket once!(
This week his billfold was mailed to him from the sport's.
arena where he had lost it.
I. must have at least 50 beautifut argyle socks— but only
one of each kind, because he "lost" the mates.
I am so tired of looking for his things. I am ready to give
up. Is there any hope? He's such an easy-going, charming
guy:. he never gets upset at losing anything. Even a girl.
Help me.
DEAR MOTHER: The !set that you wrote to tell me
about your son's problem might be a clue to the solution. He
has never had to develop a sense of responsibility because
he has always had a mother to run interference for him. Let
him keep track of his own belongings or suffer the loss. Losing things is not a "disease"— it's a careless habit.
DEAR ABBY: I have been trying to find an insurance
company that will cover maternity expenses for a single
woman and have been unable to locate one so far. I would
greatly appreciate your assistance in finding an insurance
company offering'this type.of coverage.
STILL LOOKING IN CALIF.
DEAR STILL: I don't know where in California you've
looked, but apparently you have overlooked some of the
most familiar names in insurance codipanies. 1 am informed
that in almost every tose,„..whatever a married woman is
covered for, a single woman must also be covered for — no
discrimination'
DEAR ABBY: There is. a local hang-out in our small tewn
where I met a boy from another state. We just rode around
and talked and he asked to see me the next night. I liked
him. so I said OK. That night'he told me he was married and
had two kids. I should have said goodbye right .then and
, there. but I liked him too much.
Abby. I only intended to have a good time and forget
about him, ani-cl he said he had the same intentions, but it
wasn't that simple for either of us. He says he's in love with
me. and I know I love him.
__ _He says he's thinking about divorcing his wife and marrying me. It's gone beyond the point of turning back. I think
about him night and day; I can't give him up. even if he is
another woman's man. What should I do?

DEAR HUNG UP: As long as you keep telling yourself
von CANT give him up, you won't be able to. Tell yourself
ou CAN give him up because you must.'Wipe the stardust
out of your eyes, little girl.
If he should divorce his wife and marry you. what woUld
you have? A guy who romances another girl when his wife is
out of sight. Is that the kind of man you want for a husband?
Think about it. Then lose him.
If you put-pff writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send SI and •long, stamped 128 cental
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive. Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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The First Christian Church
of Murray was the scene of
the
candlelight
summer
wedding ceremony held for
Miss Laurie Rosalmed Crass
and Hugh Edward Rollins.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass
and Mr. Rollins is the son of
.Mrs. David Wright and Bill
Rollins of Murray.
The church sanctuary was
adorned with brass branch
candles entwined with ivy
from the garden of he
bride's
paternal
grandmother, Mrs. Maurice Crass,
Sr. Window alcoves were
decked with single brass
candlesticks with ivy. The
pews were .marked with
bridal satin bows for the
family.
•
Serving as maid of honor
for her sister was Miss
Susan Crass dressed in a
long seafoam green creation
over taffeta with a capelet
and flounce. She carried a
bouquet
of
multi-colored
roses'and Shasta daisies tied
with streamers knotted with
love knots.
Miss Gay Crass, cousin of
the bride, and Miss Rita
Rollins, sister of the groom,
were bridesmaids along with
Misses Terri McCord, Mary
Smock, Jill Austin, and
DeAnn
Thornton.
The
bridesmaids wore identical
creations designed like the
maid
of honor's, Each
carried • a
of
cascade
rosebuds and shasta daisies.
Flower
girls
were
and
Meredith
Jessica
Newton, twin daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. Rance Newton
III of Gravelswitch, and
granddaughters of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Boyd of Murray.
They
wore long
crepe
seafoam
de'chine
green
dresses with white eyelet
pinefores fashioned by the
bride. They each carried
identical satin rose baskets
filled with fresh rose petals.
Master Brian Carroll, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Carroll,
was the ring bearer. He
carried the rings on a satin
pillow. Brian wore a white
linen eton style suit with
short pants and white eyelet
trimmed long sleeve shirt.
His boutonniere was of
bridal wreath and a red
rose.
Cliff Dibble was best man.
Groomsmen
included
Richard Rollins, brother of
the groom, Mark Brady,
Frank
Gilliam.
Lindsey
Hudspeth, Rick McGee, and
Larry Sinter. The groomsmen wore summer white
tuxedos with a white ruffled
shirt in seafoam green to
compliment the dresses of
the bridesmaids.
Organist,
Mrs.
Larrie
Clark, presented selections
during the candlelighting
ceremony by Tripp Jones
and
Gary
Crass, both
cousins of the bride.
Grandmothers
of
the
groom were escorted by
Gary Crass. Mrs. William
-Rollins, Mayfield, was attired in a peach two-piece
knit dress and wore a
lavender orchid at her
shoulder.
Mrs.
Billy

Morgan, maternal grandmother, wore a mint green
chiffon long dress with an
orchid corsage.
Tripp Jones ushered the
bride's grandparents. Mrs
Walter Jones, Sr. selected
an apricot chiffon long dress
with a draped bodice. She
comniplimented her outfit
with white accessories and
an orchid corsage. Mrs.
Maurice Crass, Sr., paternal
grandmother of the bride
wore a dusty blue crepe long
dress
with
silver
accessories. Her corsage was
an orchid also.
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs. A. B. Crass
selected a robin egg blue
chiffon with a side interest
flounce. She wore a gardenia
in her hair and carried a
small beaded evening bag.
Mrs. David Wright, mother
of the groom, chose to wear
for the occasion a yelloiv
drape double knit accented
with a tucked bodice and
wrap-tie
belt.
A
white
gardenia was pinned at her
shoulder.
"The Wedding Prayer" by
Handel was sung by Mrs.
Margaret Porter 'before the
wedding vows were read.

Bench. The closing prayer
was the "Indian Wedding
Prayer."
Bride's Dress
Dr. Roos presented the
couple 'to the congregation
The bride, escorted by her and welcomed -them to
the
them
receive
at
father. wire the dress worn
the
line
receiving
in
by her mother on her
Traditional wedding music
was
wedding day. She
radiant in the original, was the bride's selections
fashioned of French ruffle for the recessional and
processional. The register
panels with lace over satin
for the guests was kept by
featuring
re-embroidered
Miss Gina Jones, cousin of
Alencon lace. The neckline
the bride, and the wedding
was accentuated by handwas directed by Mrs. Jo
and
sewn
pearls
seed
Crass, aunt of the bride.
sequins. The bodice was
Bully
Miss
Greer,
complimented in the back
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
with fifty covered button
Butch Greer, and Miss
closure. The long
fine
Catherine Carroll, daughter
pointed 'sleeves with Alencon
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Carroll,
lace was finalized with fine
satin self-covered buttons.
• gave the guests satin rice
bags fashioned in the color
A chapel train of lace
completed the gown. The scheme of the wedding in
nylon illusion veil was at- the shape of roses.
tached to a crown of lace
Reception
encrushed with seed pearls.
The wedding reception was
The bridal bouquet was
fkld at the home of the bride's
fashioned from roses from
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
the rose garden of her
Crass, 2100 Gatesborough.
grandmother, Mrs. Walter
Guests were greeted by Mrs.
Jones, Sr. with each variety
Crass and the wedding couple.
represented.
being
Five
Guests were invited by Gina
adorned
gardenias
the
center of the cascade of
roses. A prayer book backed
the bridal bouquet which
was also carried by, tile
bride's mother twenty years
ago in her wedding.
The Rev. Dr. David Roos,
minister
of
the
First
Christian Church opened the
ceremony written by the
bridal couple with selections
from the Prophet by Gibran.
In symbolism of giving of
their daughter in marriage,
a kiss was given to her
father and a long stemmed
red rose was presented to
her mother by the bride.
The
couple
exchanged
vows in a double ring
ceremony before friends and
"The
relatives.
Lord's
Prayer" by Malotte was
sung by Mrs. Margaret
Porter as the couple kneeled
on the Glenda Boone Prayer

I

At Club On

The Advanced Group of
Women's Tennis at the
Murray Country Club will
play in the following foursomes on Monday, August 28
at nine a.m.
Court Ode: Agnes Payne,
Kay Ray, Carolyn Bradshaw, and Kathy Burchfield.
Court Two: Penny Cappock, Charlotte Gregory,
Jana Hughes, and Lynn
Stout.
Substitutes who may be
called are Shirley Boone,
Mary Frank Valentine, Joni
Billington, Sharon Wells and
Lochie Landolt.

Mrs. Betty Scott served as
coordinator for the reception.
Assisting Mrs. Scott were
Catherine Dick, Carol Dick,
Stacy Fulton, Carol Edwards,
and Julie Billington.
A companion groom's table
was set up on the patio,,. The
groom's cake was choOtate
with creamy moca icing and
was served to the guests by
'Alexander.
Gay
Miss
Assisting in preparing groom
cake boxes for the guests to
take home were Charla
Cheryl
and
Walston
Billington.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Music for the evening was
Dorothy J. Paschall of
furnished by Chuck Simmons,
was
dismissed
Don Story and Joe Jackson. Murray
After the reception the August 12 from the Comcouple left for an unannounced munity Hospital, Mayfield,
wedding trip, with the bride
wearing a selection from her
trousseau of a two piece white
pima cotton accented with
peach ribbon and applique.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Proms Food Editor

Jones to view the gifts that
were displayed in the formal
dining room.
The bride's table was
overlaid with imported lace
and linen embroidered table
cloth in ecru. The three-tiered
bridal cake in white was the
focal point having a lighted
water fountain surrounded by
white pillars entwined with
ivy and Shasta daisies. A
miniature bouquet adorned
the top of the cake. Silver
appointments complimented
the table along with an antique
cut-glass punch bowl and nut
dishes. Petits fours', mints,
spice coated nuts and fruited
punch completed the bridal
table.
Assisting in serving at the
bride's table were Miss
Rosalind Crass, Nashville,.
Tenn., Mrs. Sam Crass,
LaGrange, Mrs. Charles
Brown, Paducah, and Mrs.
Walter Jones, Jr., Mrs. Ted
Billington, and Mrs. Frank
Edwards of Murray. Serving
sandwich trays to the guests
were Cathy and Karen Crass,
LaGrange cousins of the
bride.

Rehearsal Dinner
WEEKEND BRUNCH
Mr. and Mrs. David Wright
Fruit Juice
hosted a rehearsal dinner in
Sausage
honor of the couple at the Shirred Eggs
Muffins
Beverage
Biscuit
Peoples Bank building.
BISCUIT MUFFINS
The candlelight dinner was 134 cups all-purpose flour
served to 47 guests. Those in 212 teaspoons baking powder
attendance included the wed- '2 teaspoon salt
ding party, their guests and '2 tablespoons sugar
1 egg
close family members. The
34 cup milk
tables were arranged in in1-3rd cup butter or
timate groups of four with
margarine, melted
fresh daisies and candles as
Stir together the flour, baking
centerpieces.
powder, salt and sugar. Beat
together the egg and milk to
were
couple
The honored
blend; add to flour mixture
joined at the head table by the with butt,
.T. Stir only until
Crass
maid of. honor, Susan
ingredients are moistened and the best man, Clifford batter will be lumpy. Fill butDibble. Centered at the head tered muffin-pan cups 1.-each
table was an arrangement of inches across the top and 1 inch
fresh summer flowers com- deep two-thirds full. Bake in a
plementing the yellow and preheated 400-degree oven until
orange decor of the dining a cake tester inserted in center
comes out clean — 25 minutes.
area, flanked on either side by Serve at once. Makes.10
brass candelabra. The bride
was presented a single gardenia by the grooms mother.
Register for FREE
After dinner, informal
conversation among the
guests completed the honor
occasion.
Bachelor Party
A bachelor party was given
in honor of Eddie Rollins.
Clifford Dibble and Rich
McGhee welcomed the friends
to the celebration at the Pike
Lodge in Murray.

Quasar Color TV,
Hoover Vacuum,
Litton Microwave

PAUL
WINSLOW'S
OLYMPIC PLAZA
MURRAY

759-1636

See how we soften the going with these comfy casuals. Waxhicte leather uppers
top low'n'cushiony crepe soles to give you the best sporty larks going.

:r -Nr-11-11--T-71--T- 7

i
Here's the Diamond Sole youlie
been waiting for! Choose from over
300 Blazing Gents' or Ladies' Clusters
ond Save 30% Buy now with easy terms

MICHELSON'S
(
753 7695

etreir't
Bel-Air Center
Murray. Ky

4:4..,•-i4-44.4

,)1,
)
4 0.4,L4-14,..
•.

ondav

Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Test Tube Birth
Raises Questions
The birth of the world's first
test-tube baby raises serious
questions about future experimentation.
The birth of the baby in
England has been hailed by
some as a great scientific
achievement. Others have warned that mankind has gone too
far in meddling with nature.
We join with those who fear
the problems that may result
from the new-found ability to
produce human life by
removing an egg from a
woman, fertilizing it and
placing the embryo back in the
mother's womb.
While these couples who cannot have children by normal
methods may see the new
knowledge as a breakthrough,
we see the following troubling
questions on the horizon:
— How soon are we going to
confront the problem of the
surrogate mother, involving an
egg cell fertilized outside the
natural mother's body and
placed in the womb of a different woman for development
and birth?
— What are the ethics and/or
morality of discarding the
laboratories' failures, whether
these are eggs that failed fertilization, or developing embryos rejected for some reason
or other?
— How can competent
medical performance be
assured for the thousands of
child-wanting couples who will
be seeking the new procedures,
'including many who are
clamoring already? Will there
be a rash of inexpert attempts
to accommodate this demand?
— What about the genetic
engineering which will be all
the easier where the process of
human conception takes place
in the lab? Is the day of menplaying-God much closer than
was thought when the controversy other cloning (singlecell reproduction) erupted a
few months back?
— Before long, will there be
banks of sperm and egg cells
for laboratory mating according
some
to
experimenter's notion (or that of

Business Mirror

some new fanatic bent on
creating a master race otherwise reshaping humanity)?
— How are we going to deal
with legal rights and responsibilities when More than two
human beings are involved, as
in the case of two natural
parents and a surrogate
mother, in the birth of a baby?
The mind boggles at the range
of legal complexities which this
and other test-tube combinations (say, the introduction
of a substitute father's sperm)
could pose.
— Will families, and testtube offspring, be able to cope
with the emotional gaps,
stresses and strangeness of the
new relationships?
— Aren't we now an
ominously`short step from transferring the whole reproductive
episode to the laboratory,
despite the statement from one
eminent gynecologist — Dr.
John
Marlow,
L.
of
Washington, D. C. — that he
doubts the capacity of the
human mind to duplicate the
functions of the womb?
With questions like these popping up, it is apparent that
government controls are
needed. Ethical standards
should be applied this new
scientific work. Without applying moral sensitivity in
reaching the awesome new
decisions ahead, scientists'
discoveries could become
nightmares.

20 Years Ago
"Wind if-er, some of us join you?"

Garrotes Galley

By M.C.Garrott

How To Take The Back Breaking
Out OfRaising Your Cucumbers

My
dyed-in-the-wool,
good,
Chestnut is now was just a sage field — Street for a sampling of whatever their
Democratic friend, Grogan Roberts, with sage grass five feet high — and we grandmother has on the stove or in the
who lives on North 8th Street, raises one
almost got burned out once when the oven.
of the most interesting and unusual
city firemen came out and insisted on
A lot of good eating comes out of that
gardens I've ever run across.
burning it off. The fire got so close to garden.
Instead of planting his vegetables in a
our place it cracked the storm windows.
++++++
square or rectangular plot like conRemember, Jo?" Mrs. Roberts nodded
Speaking of vegetables and the like,
ventional gardners do, he puts his stuff
her head. She remembered.
not all of Calloway County's corn
out in little patches here and there
The Robertses haven't always .lived
burned up in the recent dry weather.
about his sloping backyard, much the
in Murray, although both were born in
J. D. Lamb, who oversees some of the
same as most people put out flowers.
Calloway County — he in the Shiloh
custodians at Murray State, including
In one 6-foot square plot this year, he
community and she, the former Jo the ones who work in our building,
had his squash, six plants of them. In
Outland, on a farm east of town.
came by the office the other day with a
another about 15 feet square, he had 11
After their marriage in 1931, they
monstrous ear of corn which he had
late tomato plants. Planted in June and
moved to Detroit where Mr. Roberts
picked among the 60 acres he has out
the moisture around their roots
worked for 18 years with the Ford
near Coldwater.
protected by straw, these plants are
Motor
Company. When they came back
It was 14 inches long and he identified
five feet high today and loaded with
to Murray in 1951 and built their home, it as a "Truckers' Favorite" roasting
rapidly ripening tomatoes. On one plant
he went to work with Jiggs Lassiter's ear. It had sneaked into his fields from
alone, I counted 20 of them the size of
auto
cleanup shop, where he was for 20 seed left in the bottom of the drill from
Muharruned Ali's first.
years before his retirement in
another planting.
It is Mr. Robert's cucumber setup,
November of 1971. Since then, they do
J. D. farms what is generally known
however, that really catches your eye.
pretty much what they please and. as the Gil Watson farm some two miles
Instead of letting the vines run along
whenever they feel like it.
northwest of Coldwater, and he says his
the ground like most people do, he
Their daughter, Charlotte, now Mrs. corn crop is in pretty good shape
sends them up a trellis-like lean-to he
James Parker, was born while they
despite the dry weather, most of it
put together using an old piece of fence
were in Detroit, and was in the seventh
being in bottom land. "I've got a pretty
which had been part of a dog pen.
grade when they moved back to good stand," he said, thankfully.
Resting on the ground at the two hills
Murray. David and Beverly Parker are
The Truckers' Favorite variety was
in which he had started two cucumber
their two grandchildren.
scattered
throughout his field corn and
plants in each. It slopes upward for
Not many days go by without one or
he got a good supply from its stalks.
about 14 feet to a height of five feet. As
both of them stopping by 304 North 8th
4- -4the plants grow along the trellis, the
cucumbers grow and hang down
beneath like fruit on a tree. This makes
for easy picking.
++++++
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts picked 332
cucumbers off those two hills and they
didn't have to strain their backs
searching for them on the ground
By CHET CURRIER
abrasions. No insurance money for that
among the vines.
By LEE MITGANG
AP Business Writer
stunt,
Farther toward the bad( of the
although the store was said to
- Associated Press Writer
Roberts' lot is another garden plot, this
NEW YORK ( AP) — Smile. Your have given her a few dollars just to shop
one 15 by 30 feet in area and in which
insurance agent may be laughing at elsewhere in the future.
—Two lovers were finally reunited in
they have 34 more tomato plants, bunch
you.
Nebraska
beans, butterbeans, okra, dill and green
after a long separation. The
Yes, in those backrooms where your
beans.
claims have been collecting dust, the man gave his true love a bearhug and
They've already put up 40 quarts of
good-hands people are howling over two cracked ribs. He later found out
green beans, 20 quarts of tomatoes and
some of the weird fixes that sometimes that his homeowner accident policy did
given tomatoes to just about everybody
send Americans to their insurance not cover damage to the woman's
stepped-up selling lately after a period
they know, including me.
ribcage.
companies.
of buying, on bakance, earlier in the
Presiding over the yard and the,
—After a recent accident, a NashWhat
say,
can
for
you
instance,
about
year.
garden plots are two spreading and
ville, Tenn., woman was asked by the
Arkansas
an
woman
who
claims
International Moneyline of New York
heavily laden apple trees. One is a red
damages after being knocked down and insurance adjuster why she was driving
points out that if the Dow Jones indelicious variety, the other a yellow,
sat on by a feisty donkey? Or to the with her left wheels on the center line of
dustrial average is adjusted for inand both were planted in 1951. "They
insurance adjuster who arrived on the the highway. "I always do that she
flation back to 1967 dollars, it stands at
were supposed to have_heen a dwarf
scene, was knocked down by the same said. "It makes my tires last longer."
about 450, even after its sharp rise this
variety," laughed Mrs. Roberts,
donkey and then had his wristwatch
summer.
looking up at the 30-foot-high trees.
eaten by the animal?
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
This is strictly a selective market,"
++++++
of
a
Out
fair
sense
play,
of
perversity,
As
a service to our readers, The
observed Eugene Peroni, an analyst at
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts have been
or whatever, several insurance comMurray
Ledger
&
Times
Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis Inc.
married for 47 years, and have lived at
panies
have
agreed
the
now
to
rest
let
of
periodically
publishes the addresses
Internal market factors have exerted a — their North 8th
Street address since
us in on the laughter. In answer to a
of the state and federal elected
favorable influence this summer, he
1951 when they built their home. "It
Nationwide,
request,
Kemper,
Aetna,
representatives serving our area.
said, but the fundamental news is no
wasn't much more than a cow pasture
United
Services
Automobile
FEDERAL LEVEL
better than it was. "There is no check
along here then," Mr. Roberts
Association and State Farm have
Any senator or representative
on inflation whatsoever, and the dollar'
chuckled with his quick smile. "It was
provided this selection from the current
may be reached through the
is still in trouble."
owned by Mr. Alman Beale — he was
hit parade of zany insurance claims:
congressional switchboard, 202-224Normally,a rising market is taken as
Mr. Tremon Beale's father — and there
—A New England woman sitting in
3121.
a signal of better things to come in the
wasn't but one house between where
her new portable whirlpool bath one
Here are the mailing addresses:
economy, even if it Is hard to see any
Chestnut and Olive Streets are now" day decided to try it without the drain
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
signs of improvement in the current
Then waving his arm to the north, he
cover. The resulting suction caused her
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
news.
went, on, "From here -on tb where
rear-end to stick fast to the bottom of
D.C. 20510
But this time, some brokers maintain
the
Sen.
strong-armed
pool.
Wendell H. Ford
men,
A
team
of
that investors are buying out of fear
•
including the insurance adjuster, had to
4107 Dirksen Building
Murray Ledger & Times
rather than hope: Fear that inflation
yank her out. But her subsequent suit
Washington. D. C. 20510
and the dollar's,decline against other
Murray Field Office,753-1852
against the manufacturer was doomed
Pubiisher
Waller I. Apperson
currencies will continue. Under their
Fditor
R Gene MrCutchenn
the minute she tinkered with the drain.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
reasoning, people looking for a
The Murray ledger & 'Noes Is published
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
—In Michigan, a man happened to be
,.very afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ•
financial haven are turning to stocks as
[nal flay. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving In
Washington, D. C. 20515
driving along at 1 a.m. and crashed
in the phrase coined by Salomon
Murray New*ipers, inc. 103 N 4th St
STATE LEVEL
hood-first into a startled couple's kitMurray, Ky 42071 Second Class Pastage Paid at
Brothers — "the only bargain left."
Murray. Ky 42071
State legislators may be reached
chen
sink.
Wishing
morning.
good
them
--- —
SURS('RIPTION RATES In
server/ hi
he
in
Frankfort when the General
pulled
apparently
What
left.
out
arners.
and
UN
per
advant
month,
payable
111
John Curtain is on vacation
H% mall in Calloway County and to Benton, liar
Assembly is in session by dialing 1outraged the woman of the house was
In Mayfield,Seth& a04 Farmington, Ky ,And
564-2500 or by writing to.them incare
that
.
'the collision 'knocked her birth
eallit: Buchanan-1R Puryear, Th, $1750 per
year. By mall to other destinations. $3500 per
of the State Capitol- Building,
control pills into a waiting garbage
par.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
.dispogal. Insurance came to the rescue,
Abonber at Aisectited Press Kentucky Press
Agaggluifi lad Ileuthern Newspaper Publisher'
addresses of state legislators
paying for both kitchen damage and
/411111ocklUtin
• For I am WotItibamed of the gospel of
serving Calloway County are:
pills.
The Asinctated Preis is exclusively entitled
Christ. — Roman 1:11.
rIgaithail local news originated by The Morrar
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Illinois woman, tired after a
—An'
Times
lAgfilgik
as well as all other AP news
How difficult it is for us to ?land up
Route 7
day's shopping in a local department
TP.I.EPH11NE NUMBERS
for our convictions in the presence of
famines.Office
753-191,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
store, decided to take a load off her feet
(hatlified Advettiaina
people who are looking down on our
7111916
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
astride an "up" escalator. Arriving
Retail I Display) Advgrtisene
75.1-1914
beliefs. Yet we, like the Apostle Paul,
Circulation
7511911,
201 S. 3rd Street
at the top, her dress was torn off, and
News and Sports Dept
753-1915
must not be ashamed of the gospel.
Murray,Ky. 42071
what lay just beneath it suffered min-

Those 'Unusual'
Insurance Claims

Solid Bull Market?
NEW YORK(AP) — An onlooker who
relied nn nothing but the stock-price
indicators might conclude that Wall
Street is in the midst of a solid bull
market.
But if that's what it is, hardly
anybody seems to be enjoying it.
The Value Line composite index,
made up of some 1,700 stocks, has
doubled since the end of 1974.
Indicators for the American Stock
Exchange and in the over-the-counter
market are at or near all-time highs.
Trading volume records were set in
April and again early this month at the
New York Stock Exchange.
And even the Dow Jones average of 30
industrials, which has consistently been
lagging behind most other market
measures, recently touched its highest
level in more than a year after climbing
150 points from the end of February to
mid-August.
Yet most market commentaries
being issued by brokers these days read
like anything but invitations to a party.
The voices of Wall Street are virtually unanimous in their criticism of
the Carter administration and its
handling of the economy.
By all indications, pension fund
managers, the giants of the marketplace, are more bearish than ever. New
data show that they sold more stock
than they bought in the first quarter of
this year — the' first -time that has
happened since the government began
keeping track of their activities.
Mutol funds, fpi:. their part, have a
near-record 12 peAtif ortteir assets
out of the market.
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, the nation's largest brokerage
firm, says its cash accounts -- a means
of measuring pattern; among inhave shown
Aividual investors

Allen Cunningham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Cunningham, has enlisted
in the United States Air Force.
• Dr. (Colonel) Oliver C. Hood, son of
Mrs. Mary L. Hood of Murray and the
Late Hall Hood, has received the Legion
of Merit, one of the nation's highest
military decorations, at Clark Air Base
in the Philippines.
Mary Jane Littleton is one of the
alternate delegates for the Kentucky
delegation at the Democratic national
convention in Chicago, Ill., starting
Aug. 26.
Beurdean Wrather is worthy matron
and Raymond Wrather is worthy
patron of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
of the Order of the Eastern Star.
New- officers of the First Baptist
Church W1VIS are Mesdames Ray
Moore, Orville Anderson, 0. C. Wells,
R. A. Slinker, R. W. Churchill, Hugh
Noffsinger, Edgar Shirley, and Eugene
Tarry.

Bible Thought

Ray Henderson, gunner's mate third
class, USN, is serving aboard the
Attack Aircraft carrier USS Midway in
the Western Pacific.
Open house is being held this afternoon at the new arts building at
Murray High School. The Board of
Education has accepted the new
building from the contractor, Jimmy
Bucy. Board members are Dick Sykes,
Maurice Ryan, Hilton Hughes, Dub
Elkins, and Hugo Wilson.
Deaths reported include Buren
Baker, age 56, and Tom Lamb, age 91.
Miss Sally Jones,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Jones, was married to A.
B. Crass, son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Crass, on Aug. 17 at the First Methodist
Church.
Births reported include a boy, James
Grey, to Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Potts on
Aug. 8.

30 Years Ago
Calloway County Court Clerk Lester
Nanny said eight days remain for
persqns to register to vote for the
general election on Nov. 2.
Deaths reported include R. N.
Johnson, age 79.
Boys and girls from twelve counties
arrived on the campus of Murray State
College yesterday for the Purchase
Tradewater 4-H Club Camp.
Special boat races will be held Aug. 29
at the Irvin Cobb Resort.
J. D. Sexton and daughters, Misses
Ruth and Frances Seaton, have
returned home after a tour of the
western United States, and parts in
Mexico and Canada.
Mrs. Jess Wallis was hostess for the
meeting of the Missionary Auxiliary of
the North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church held at her home

White House
Sinking?
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White'
House isn't sinking. But it does appear
to 4e rotating.
So say preliminary findings from a
survey team that spent five days last
month in a routine check of the
presidential mansion's foundation.
The rotation is barely measurable,
and even if confirmed through further
checking is no cause for immediate
alarm.
Charles T. Whalen, an official of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's geodetic survey, said
his findings indicate that the southwest
corner of the White House, adjacent to
the Rose Garden, has sunk five onehundredths of an inch since a 1971
survey.
But at the same time the northeast
corner, on the left to a person facing the
building from Pennsylvania Avenue,
has risen about the same distance.
"This would really indicate that
you're having a slight rotation about an
axis which would run through the
southeast and northwest corners of the
White House," Whalen said.
He said the apparent rotation could
be a result of normal settling following
the extensive renovation of the
presidential mansion during the
Truman administration.
Even if the movement continues, it
would not necessarily cause cracks in
the walls, provided the settling continues as evenly as it apparently has so
far. Whalen said.
He stressed that the movements were
so alight , as to be barely measurable
with the precision leveling devices used
in such work.
"This would be a preliminary look at
,it," he said. "We have to take a harder
look at the data."
Similar surveys, taken in 1955, 1971
and 1974 had shown no detectable
settling since the original renovation in
1949-52. Whalen said.
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Who Is That Flying That Whatever
It Is Around Murray-Calloway Field?
ail unnn

CHINESE
second fr•
tory Squa
arrival for

Ent:
Tryi'
GETTING READY — Pilot Johnny Allen straps on his helmet and gets his gyrocopter
revved for another flight over Kyle field in Calloway County. The Route 3, Mayfield,
man demonstrated the unique aircraft recently. He is president of a club consisting of
rocopter erithusiastsJike himself, the Tri State Rotorcraft Club, based in Cairo, 111.

THE LANDING — Johnny Allen says he built this gyrocopte*hich he brings
in for a
landing at kyle Field, working "part time" in two months. The aircraft is pow
eree by
propeller and flies up to 70 miles per hour. It is capable of vertical descents.

AT DAY'S END — Johnny Allen of Route 3, Mayfield, a
gyrocopter pilot, says when the flying is complete for the
day, one can load up his airplane and take it home with
him. Allen has built a trailer to haul his unique aircraft,
Allen says the gyrocopter remains airborne by means of a
rotor attached to the top of the aircraft.

Staff Photos by Lowell Atchley
•••10.1.001.•.• AND •••Lot
Alt litraiTCRIO TRA01.Aluts
,
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It's A Gyrocopter
And He's Serious;
There's Even A
Club For Enthusiasts
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By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Allen said, describing his normally at half of what it
costs to order the kit," Allen
STAFF REPORTER
Benson Gyrocopter.
Johnny Allen calls his "the
Powered by a 72-horse, said. Depending on the type,
only airplane you can load four-cylinder engine, Allen's an engine for the gyrocopter
up and take home with gyrocopter, like all others, is can cost up to $700.
Allen said it Lack him
you.•'
capable of doing vertical
two
months,''part
But, the Route 3, Mayfield, descents. The rotor, which about
man is quick to tell you turns by wind pressure and .time," to assemble his
what he flies is not an is
independent
of
the aircraft.
Allen said the gyrocopter
airplane—it's a gyrocopter, propeller, provides the lift.
has little commercial value,
a machine that resembles a Should the engine die in
but considerable recreational
cross between a go-cart and mid-air, a pilot can guide
miniature helicopter.
the aircraft to a safe lan- potential.
The Graves County man
Allen is president of a ding. "With a fixed wing
Cairo. I11.-based club, called aircraft, once you're down to said the club he is president
Tri-State Rotorcraft Club, a certain speed you will of started just for persons
made up of other gyrocopter literally fall out of the air," 'Ike himself who are interested in the relatively
enthusiasts like himself who Allen said.
delight in flying the unusual
Allen says the gyrocopter. new hobby. Formed about a
month and a half ago, the
aircraft.
is "much more agile than a
Tri-State Rotorcraft Club
Allen was at Kyle Field fixed wing aircraft, capable
recently demonstrating the of shorter turns." Allen says now has 15 members.
"We've built a dual seat
unique aircraft.
the aircraft is capable of
trainer in order to • train
What is a gyrocopter? It's flying up to 7,000 feet but
people on how to fly the
a
propeller . powered,
normal
flight,
-cross
gyro. Before you get on a
''experimental" type air- country," is done at 1,000 to
powered machine, you have
craft, lightweight, capable of 1,200 feet.
speeds in excess 'of 70 miles
Built
using
aircraft to learn the basics ,on a
trainer. It normally takes
per hour, that flies by aluminum, gyrocopters are
two hours to solo on a
means of 'a rotor fitted at available in -kits,- with
trainer,"
Allen said.
the top of the aircraft.
everything except the engine
"You have to at least have
"This one weighs about costing about $2,500, Allen
your . first class Medical
250 pounds and has the said. "You cn buy it in kit
(pilot's
license) to fly
capacity to lift about 600 form or secure the raw
these," he said. "You have
including one's own weight," materials from other outlets.
to have any rated instructor
see you take off on three
towed landings," he added.
Allen said a critical aspec
of fly,ng the gyrocopter
becoming accustomed to thc
controls. "A critical part if
not over-controlling. , The
controls are
very sensitive...The time on the
trainer is for a person to
learn the sensivity of the
controls," Allen said.
He pointed out that a.
private pilot "is usually
rhuch more prone to wreck
ti7"
these"
because
the
gyrocopter flies differently,
compared to a regular fixed
Awing aircraft.
Allen said his' club is
attempting to attract other
enthusiasts within an 110 mile
radius
of
Cairo,
but
welcomes those from farther
away.--Thr-rlth '''Rponsirs
"fly in" gatherings, the next
Whiti,Assorte(J .Stvlps
one slated- ht. gout/past
Missouri
in • SePtellitier.
Anyone interested cat) call
Allen at 502-623-8615.
Allen loads his gyrocopter
MAYHEW SHOPPING RA/A-PH 241-8419
on a trailer and tows it from
one airport to another. "You
HOURS: 9:301 PM: NON.-FRI
don't have to pay hangar
.1 9:30-5 PM SAT.
fees or tie-down tees...You
MAIM,KY.
can take your airplane home
with you," he quipped.•
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Here's how you Join the Pepsi People...

get your hands on an ice-cold Pepsi-Cola. Anytime
a thirst puts you out of action, Pepsi goes all
the way to get you back in acon. Back to that

feelin' free feelin' that lets Pepsi People get a little
more out of living.
Grab yourself a Pepsi...grab one for a friend.
And Join the Pepsi People feelin'free.
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Specials Good
Aug. 24-Aug. 30

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 153-4681

CHINESE VISIT ROMANIA — Chinese Communist Party Chairman Hua Kuo-feng,
second from left, and Romania's President Nicolae Ceausescu loin dancers at the Victory Square in Bucharest for a typical Romanian "Hora" dance shortly after Hua's
arrival for a visit.
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WS ANGELES (AP) —
When their bandages are
removed next month, five
plastic surgery patients hope
to resemble the late entertainers Elvis Presley, Jim
Croce, Janis Joplin, and Jim
Morrison.
The bandages come off
Sept.
1
on
NBC-TV's
"America Alive" show.
Behind the idea is Ocala,
Fla.,
promoter
Danny
O'Day, who has had a
plastic surgery patient under
contract
before.
O'Day
wouldn't reveal how much
he paid for the operations,
but says he plans future
surgeries to create lookalikes for Otis Redding, Jimi
Hendrix, Mama Cass Elliott
and Bobby Darin.
O'Day, 30, and his five
latest actor-singers gathered
Wednesday
in
suburban
Studio City to promote their
concert next month at the
Greater Southern Fair '78 in
Atlanta, Ga.
Hoping to look like Elvis
are Jesse Bolt, 31, of
Salisbury, N.C., and his

Panel Agrees To
Study Problem Of
Domestic Abuse
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
—
The
Interim
Joint
Committee on JudiciaryStatutes has agreed to study
the problem of domestic
abuse for possible legislative
action at the 1980 General
Assembly.
A
three-member
subcommittee of Reps. Gerta
Bend!, 1)-Louisville; Louie
DeFalaise, R-Ft. Mitchell
and Buel Guy, D-Scottsville,
was named Wednesday to
study the problem.
also
committee
The
reviewed bills which failed
to pass the 1978 Legislature,.
dealing with pretrial release,
firearms, the criminally
insane'and capital offenses.
Rep. Jim LeMaster,
Lexington, chairman of the
committee, said the panel
would discuss methods to
clerical errors
eliminate
during legislative sessions at
its next meeting, Sept. 27.

girlfriend, Erin Rhyne, 23, of
Charlotte, N.C.; portraying
Croce
is
Marc
Jim
Hazebrouck, 28, of Woonsocket, R.I.; the Janis Joplin
Ramona
look-alike
is
Caywood Moore, 27, of San
Diego,. and Jim Morrison of
the rock group "Doors" is
Duke O'Connell, 29, of
Washington, D.C.
Last winter, O'Day signed
a contract with Danny Wise,
21, of Joplin,. Mo., who was
restructured to look like
Presley. However, Wise's
act at a Miami nightclub
failed and he has filed suit
to get out of his contract
with O'Day.
The
five
underwent
surgery last weekend at a
major Miami hospital, whose
name O'Day said he couldn't
reveal. O'Day also said four
of the five surgeons he'd
contracted to perform the
operations had canceled. "I
had to promise to keep
everything a secret so the
last surgeon wouldn't cop
out."
Elvis-impersonator
Bolt,
whose Elvis act in Florida
was successful, said he
wanted to be as close to
Elvis as possible."
His swollen upper lip
sported a row of blue stitches and he said he was still

California May Become First
To Ratify Votes For Capitol
WASHINGTON t AP) —
California may soon become
the first state to ratify full
congressional representation
for the nation's capital, but
other
outlook
in
the
legislatures is mixed.
Prospects for the proposed
amendment
constitutional
generally appear brighter in
the larger, more urban
states, a survey of officials
and legislators by The
Associated Press shows.
Officials in some smaller
states, Meanwhile, were
indifferent or hostile to the
proposal, which would give
the District of Columbia's
two
residents
700,000
senators and at least one
representative.
Who
knows?
Who
cares?" asked Raymond

t a little
end.

Get Ready For Winter!
The New Toyota

4-Wheel Drives
Are In

Stop In For
A Free Test Drive

515 So 12th

"All of the surgery was
beneficial to us," said
O'Connell. "I looked a lot
like Morrison anyway and
all I needed were some bags
and ligs removed from my
eyes."
- Hazebrouck said he'd often
been mistaken for the late
folksinger Croce. "I really
like his music — I always
have. Our backgrounds are.
very similar. I've been doing
a great deal of research on
him and feel I really know
him."
Janis Joplin-impersonator
Miss Moore said the singers
were still themselves.
"We're not trying to be
moitid by having these
operations," Miss Moore
said. "We're just into them
and their music. Janis has
always been a great folk
hero to me, but I'm certainly not her. She was a
very unhappy person. Not
me, I'm really laappy."

753-4961

Rizzo, an aide to Indiana's
Republican. Gov. Otis R.
Bowen.
-Why should the Wett give
more votes to the East?"
asked Montana Gov. Thomas
Judge, a Democrat.
In Albany, N.Y., however,
Richard Roth, a spokesman
Republican
Senate
for
Majority
Leader Warren
Anderson, said, "We'd be
delighted to have the extra
representation in Congress.
The interests of in ban states
are all the same."
On Tuesday the Senate
amendment,
the
passed
already approved by the
House, 67-23 — just one vote
more than needed. It must
be ratified by 38 states
seven
years to
within
become part of. the Constitution.
Melanie
Woolston,
assistant director of the
Coalition
for
SelfDetermination for D.C., said
the California House was
expected to vote this week
and the state Senate may
follow next week.
In
Sacramento,
state
President 'Pro
Senate
Tempore James Mills and
Assembly
Speaker
Leo
McCarthy, both Democrats,
predicted
the legislature
would ratify the measure.
John J. Callahan of the
National Conference of State
Legislatures said lawmakers
In Michigan, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and New York
are expected to be in session
next month. He said all
legisibtures except
Kentucky's meet next year.
The
new
District
of
Columbia lawmakers would
almost
certainly
be
Qemocratic, as more than 90
percent of the district's
registered
voters
are
Democrats.
Both houses of 35 state
legislatures are controled by
Democrats.
Republicans
control both houses in four
states. Ten states are split
while Nebraska's one-house
legislature is nonpartisan.

320z.

with $12.50 additional
purchase excluding
dairy & tobacco

•
groggy from sedation, but
"this is really worth it."
His girlfriend said she
already had many of Elvis'
features. "I'm going to be
Elvis in the early 1950s
when he was femininelooking," Miss Rhyne said.
"I'm not going to look male
at all."

ARMOUR TEST TENDER

ROUND
STEAK
$139

epos I-1 liss-Ther
Fri sad Sat.14

KEG OF
KETCHUP

SUGAR

Entertainers Undergo Surgery
Trying To Look Just like Stars

WE GEARY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

19

with $12.50 additional
purchase excluding
dairy & tobacco

Del Monte

PEAR HALVES
Del Monte•

PEACHES

‘c....,-,

Halves or Slices

29 Oz

53'_
59
'

Del Monte

Lb.

FRUILCOCKTAIL
Del Monte Whole

Armour
Test Tender

0& C French Fried

ONIONS
Lb ,

GREEN BEANS

RUMP
ROAST
$
1

POTATO
STICKS

170z.49'

39C
1/69'

160z

Del Monte Cut

GREEN BEANS

160z

Del Monte

39'

SPINACH

Del Monte .

A

Fresh
4/$1 / HIEN
BREAST
4/$1
$109
Grade

CORNBREAD MIX
Flaps tax

BISCUIT MIX
Niblet Whole Kernel

Vlosic Kosher

MIXED
VEGETABLES

3/1

4/$1
CLOROX
69' BLEACH
Gal 79'
59' MILK
$189
49'
$169 DOG FOOD
79' ICE CREAM
Hyde Park

Minute Mold

LEMONADE CRYSTALS
Planters

POTATO CHIPS

T wIn Pet

30 oz

6/$1
s169

Seoltest

Except Butter Peron
Ore Ida

CAT LITTER
•

GOLDEN FRIES

MEAT MAKES THE MEAL
THERE'S NO FINER MEAT THAN OWENS BEST

SIRLOIN TIP STEAK
Armour Test Tender

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST
Armour test Tender

PRO LEAGUERS
Bryan
SMOKEY HOLLOW HAM

5198
5189
5198
89'
$219

Golden Ripe

BANANAS
Lg 36 Size

CELERY
3 lb bag
Red Delicious, Golden Delicious, Jonathon
New Crop

GREEN CABBAGE
Yellow

SWEET ONIONS

31b bog
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PSC Gets Conflicting Views About Rates

A Show Of.Shows
By LEWIS BOSSING
As people walk into the
meeting room of the Calloway
County Public library this
week,they will be greeted by a
strange and wonderful sight.
Gollum. straight from Middle
Earth. in all his ghastly glory,
• is standing there not ten feet
away But, wait! No breath
comes from his black, scaly
body. What is the'esplanation
for this"
•
The explanation is. simply,
that the Murray-Calloway
County Community. Theatre's
second annual membership
drive is underway and the
theatre
do
wished
to
something to commemorate
its eighteen-month history. So,
not only can Gollum be seen,
but also Rapunzel's hair,
Manly Rash's suit, Jesse
Stuart's desk. and I.ucs-'s
psychiatrist's booth.
Diane Johnson, curator,aif
the display. assembled the
more-than-800 properties and
costumes used. "I really think
that walking through the
mans' exhibits would bring
back memories for anyone
who saw or worked on one of
our productions, and would
make newcomers to the
Community Theatre interested in becoming a
member. Also, I would like to
thank all of the people who
helped me with setting up our
'museum.' especially Susan
-Barrett whose flair for design
really helped us,- Ms.
Johnson said.
The display is constructed
so visitors may walk through
several areas in the room.
each representing a different
production. Scenes from The
Hobbit. Rapanzel. both
melodramas ("Curse You.
Jack Dalton" and "No' No A
,Thousand Times No!"), Story
Theatre, the puppet shows,
androeles And The Lion, Torn
Sawyer. The Thread That

DISCOUNT SALE
Continuous Aluminum
GUTTERING
•

-

€.

,

•ae•sr, .0-a's
Get BIG 10% discount

iremi 753-2310
ow,expue,Aug 31
for FREE satimate

Sears]
I, ws. 11011:11LCZ

co

&maim& seappeas Center
5:104:3I
lise 48t •

Runs So Trier. You're A Good
Man, Charlie Brown, and The
Fautastieks can all be viewed,
along with programs, books on
the theatre, and rare uncirculated copies of Callboard,
the Community Theatre's
newsletter
-Besides being a theatre
display," added Ms. Johnson,
"the room will also serve as a
center for the membership
drive. A member of the
Community Theatre will be
there at all times to answer
questions and collect dues
from new members We urge
everybody to come and find
out what we're all about."
The theatre's memorabilia
will be on exhibit every day
from 9:00 to 5:00 through
Saturday, August 5, in the
meeting room of the Public
Library located to the right as
you enter the library.

Sloane To
Appeal On
TVA Rates
PADUCAH, Ky. API gubernatorial
Democratic
candidate Harvey Sloane
says he will go to Knoxville,
if necessary, and appeal
directly to Tennessee Valley
Authority directors regarding electricity rates paid by
Kentuckians.
Sloane. former Louisville
mayor, was in Paducah
Tuesday for a news conference after four days of
Fulton,
walking
through
Hickman,
Graves
and
McCracken
counties
in
connection with his race for
governor.
He is on a 1.000-mile, 3L2month walk across the state.
He said
a prepared
statement
200,000
that
Kentuckians purchase power
from TVA through municipal
utilities or co-ops, and that
"it is about time they had
some real representation on
the TVA board."
"The constant round of
(rate, increases is breaking
people's backs, and we
simply must do something to
stop it." Sloane said.
He said that during his
four days of walking he has
found that the pocketbook
issues are "too much inflation, too much taxation
and too much government
spending and waste."

SHINTO SUPERHERO
ta-earing a king-nosed mask
of a legendars superhuman a lapanese south marches
in the Sanno Hie Shrine iestisal in Tokyo. The
procession, the first since the end ot-Morld War
marked the 100th annisersars of the shrine. •
.
taserphotai
(AP

Joggers Urged To Wear lD
BOSTON 1API - D(ictors
recommending
are
that
joggers pin their names and
other vital information on
their sweat suits, in case
they meet *, tragedy while
loping along city paths and
country highways.
In a letter in today's New
England
Journal
of
Medicine, two Pennsylvania
physicians reported
that
treatment for two joggers
was impaired because no
one knew who they were.
One jogger suffered a
ruptured cerebral aneurysm
- a burst blood vessel in
the brain - and another
was struck by a car.
"In both cases, identification was ; totallY absent," the doctors Mitt
"Although
emergency
measures and diagnostics
were
performed.
vital
patient
information
was
unobtainable."
The
doctors,
Morris
Rossman
Roberto
and
Carvejal of the Delaware

We've
Moved To
Our
New Locati
on 4
‘.1
e°
4;7
On 641 North

tv

Come See Our
New Building!

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) The state Public Service
Commission has received
conflicting views about the
impact of increased rates on
rising electric bills.
W.D.
Bechanan,
vice
president
of
Kentucky
Utilities, Co., claims that
two-thirds of the increase in
the electric tatlA of the
average
KU
residential
customer over the past
decade was due, to increased
use of electricity.,
However,
assistant
Attorney GEneral Glenda
Beard said her comparison
of an actual KU bill for
service last month with a
similar bill 10 years ago
indicated 71 percent of the
increase was due to higher
rates granted the utility.
Mrs. Beard said 'her
comparison
included
the
controversisal
fuel
adjustment
clause,
which
allows utilities to pass on to
their customers the increased costs of coal and
other
fuel
for
their
generating plants.
The conflict came Wednesday -during
crossexamination of KU officials
by opponents of a $25.9
million
rate
increase
requested by the Lexingtonbased utility.
The attorney general's
office has asked the PSC to
dismiss the rate request
filed in _June_ three months
after KU was granted a
6.3 million increase. The
utility seeks $12.5 million of
the increase immediately
under
an
emergency

Valley Medical Center in
Bristol, Pa., recommended
that joggers "wear an
identification tag with their request. ,
name,
age,
address,
Bechanan told the comtelephone number, known mission that
the annual
mediCal
conditions, billing of an average KU
medications and allergies."
residential customer in 1967

was $105.40 He said that
Howard Mount, a Chicago recommending the pure
same customer using ...the securities analysist, agreed of KU stock, even though
same amount of electricity that
capital provides Li relatively gi
KU's
as in 1967, would have paid requirements were going to return.
$149.62 during 1977.
"Without effective ra
go up _drastically as existing
However, Bechanan said facilities have to be replaced relief, KU is going to be a
the average KU custotner's with
more
expensive even higher risk compan
bill during 1977 was actually facilitiesthan the present tune,
$238.07 because of the extra;
He said his firm is not Mount said.
amount pf electricity used.
Aly figures indicate the
quanity of use has a great
effect on rates," Bechanan
said. Mrs. Beard said
her
comparison was based on
the same amount of electricity used in each month,
1000
kilowatt
hours.
Bechanan said his company
would compute and supply
to the commission a similar
comparison, but said that
amount was larger than the
average user.
Bechanan also said that a
curtailment
program
instituted by the company
resulted in $1 - million less
spending during July. He
said that included $661,000 in
deferred capital constructon
KALISDC S
projects and $347,000 in
ti‘
reduced expenditures.
Bechanan
the
said
GUYS
Ir
n(82115
NO-MT STYLING NOT PERM
program was instituted in
response to the insufficient
It's the perm that gives you instant styling with triple:.
revenues the- Company is
conditioning action. It's curl with bounce-hack body. It's
realizing from its current
hair that shines, and has that fabulous manageability that
rates, even with the increase
lasts week alter week, washing after washing.
granted in March.
Bechanan admitted that 'So more trii/. No more sets. No more blow-drying. Just
the greatest looks in town -instantly! We are making
about half of the reduced
appointments now tor Guys 'n Dolls.
expenses could be considered profit, but added the
reduced expenditures would
eventually cost the utility
more money in the long run
as construction costs in- service
crease
and
is
reduced.
#11111111

Great Looking Hair
You Just Wash and Wear

Sue-Z-Q's
Beauty Salon

FARM
TRACTOR
PULL
SAT. AUG. 26
7 PM-MURRAY, KY.
CALLOWAY CO.
FAIRGROUNDS

Ws®

Wide Selection Of
Cars & Jeeps To
Choose From.
•

BackTo School
Classroom Kit.

Cain's 1111Cr"
JeepIleep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Road
753-6448

V

Watch or
Our Grand
opening

4
)

1
.4e Sot N
•

If your corn falls down, let CORN
SAVER put more corn in the bin.
• Can save ever 2,000 pounds per acre under some conditions
•Does not bother the standing corn
•Helps prevent clog-ups that waste corn and time
• Helps keep the operatot_in the cab and out!the corn
header
k.
•Has long:lasting. all-sealed bearings
• Gan be easily dismounted. although many farmers
never take it off

2 Pencils
• Pencil Sharpener
• Memo Pad
• V'Ruler
• Metric Scale
• Captain D's First Mate Patch
•ID Labels For Muir Books
• Sturdy Plastic Zipper Bag
Foribur Notebook
•PLUS
49.05 of Valuable Captain D's
Coupons

A

S11154
41.4. - VALUE

Captain D's

We build CORN SAVERS for most makes, models,
and sizes of corn headers.

LARRY ARNOLD
PHONE 328-8619
SEDALIA, KY
Yoft are hal in Waldo repair Wines.

rerrn.k

4

Sponsored by Calloway Co. FFA
CLASSES:
5,500, lb.; 7,500 lb.; 10,000 lb.- FACTORY EQUIPPED- 18.4 Tires
12,000 lb.- No Turbo- 20.8 Tires
12,000 lb.- Factory or Add on ( For Farm Use)-20.8 Tires
15,000 lb.-Open Turbo- Open tires-Stock fuel system
PRIZES: First Place $50 plus trophy Second Place-$20 plus trophy
Third Place-trophy
Weigh-In begins at 2:00 p.m. at Fairgrounds - Entry Fee $5.00 (May
Double Enter)
Admission: Adults $2.50
Ag 6-12-$1.00
Under6- Free

^

Our Service Dept.
Is Waiting To Serve You.
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ABC Gains First Place
NEW YORK tAPI - A ABC.
couple of ABC programs.
The rating for "Joe Kidd"
including- a previously shown was. 24.3, while the week's
movie and a rerun of No. 2 show, ABC's "Three's
"Three's
Company.
Company," had 21.8. Nielsen
bounced "One Day at a says that means of all the
Time" from first place in .homes in the country with
the ratings, a spot the CBS ',television. 24.3 percent sal.;
comedy had held for otwo at least part of the movie.
. 4i'
weds in a row.
Four of the week's five
The strong showing glp ee lowest-rated shows were on
top - ABC had.three other CBS. NBC's "Black Sheep
shows in the Top 10 for the Squadron" was No. 61,
week ending Aug 20 - left followed
by
four
CBS
the network ahead of CBS programs
"Friends;"
and NBC in their battle for CBS Saturday Movie, "Come
the prime tin* viewer..
Back
Charleston
Blue;"
"One Day at a 'Time," one -Down Home," and CBS
of four CBS shows in the Wednesday
Movie, "The
first 10. was third for the Deadly Trap."
week. while NBC's best.
Here are the Weell's 10
"Quincy. M.E.," tied for mostwatched programs:
ninth
ABC Sunday Movie, "Joe
The 16 highest-rated' shows Kidd." with a rating of 24.3
were repeats- of previous representing
17.7
million
episodes. CBS' -60 Minutes" homes,
and
-'Three's
was the top new program, Company," 21.8 or 15.9
No. 17, and ABC's "20-20" million, both ABC; "M-A-Snewsmagazine was 23rd
H." 21.6 or 15.7 million,
The high score for "Joe "One Day at a Time," 21.2
Kidd."
a
feature film or 15.5 million, "Barnaby
starring Clint Eastwood. Jones," 20.6 or 15 million,
helped ABC to a rating for and "Alice," 20.2 or 14.7
the week of 15.6, followed by million, all CBS; "Laverne
CBS at 13.7 and NBC at 13.4. and Shirley," 19.8 or 14.4
The networks say that million.
and
"Charlie's
means in an average prime Angels," 19.6 or 14.2 million,
time minute during the both ABC. and "Carter
week, 15.6 percent of the -Country."
ABC,
and
homes in the country with "Quincy, ME.," NBC, both
• televiiion were -Tuned to ZVI or 14 frinlion

•.

SI

NOVIONLY

PADUCAH & MURRAY
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
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Entire Families Can
Get Involved In A
Windmill Regatta

with triple:
body. It's
ability that

Story and Photos
Fifteen states are represented at this
By DEBBIE N.LEE
year's championship, and 47 boats are
Staff Reporter
entered in the competition. More than
There are few sports in which an
100 people have come to Kentucky Lake
entire family can get involved. There from
as far away as New Mexico,
are even fewer where a parent takes
Florida, Iowa, Texas, Kansas, North
direction from his offspring. That is the
Carolina, Georgia and Virginia.
case, however, in the Windmill
National Championship Regatta being
This year's regatta is sponsored by
held this week at the Old Cherokee
Fleet 60, Hoover Yacht Club in
State Park on Kentucky Lake.
Columbus, Ohio. The Kentucky Lake
Presently ahead after two races on
Sailing Club is helping to host the event.
Wednesday are the Krumdiecks, a son
Each year the regatta is held at difwith father crewing combination from
ferent locations — last year the site was
Birmingham, Ala., and the Andrases of
Pensacola, Fla., the year before it was
Lakeland, Fla., a son with mother
held in North Carolina.
crewing.
Members of the Columbus fleet came
This regatta is limited only to windto Kentucky Lake last spring to look
mills, a 1542-foot sloop. A sloop is a boat
over the centrally-located site. The
witha main sail and a jib, the little sail
available facilities of Kenlake State
Park Hotel and Barkley Lodge made
out on the bow. All windmills must
possible a sailing vacation for families.
measure within k4 inch of each other as
that is the maximum tolerance allowed.
The Ohioans also thought that the water
This regulation gives all boats an equal
would sail well. When the Kentucky
Lake Sailing Club agreea to help with
footing and eliminates the need for
the event, the regatta planning began.
handicapping. Most windmills entered
are fiberglass hulls, but there are also a
The Windmill Class Association,
few wooden hull boats.
based in Wisconsin, has an active
• The windmill was designed in Florida
membership of 400 in the United State.
by Clark Mill as a fast boat originally The 47 boats entered this year
intended to challenge teen-agers. As it represent approximately 10 percent of
I grew in popularity, adults found that it the membership.
handled well and also began sailing it.
Last year's champion, Dennis
1 There are now more than 5,000 wind- Fontaine of Florida, could not attend
mills in the United States and Finland. this year's event, leaving the door open
„
Boats entered in this regatta must for a successor to Fontaine.
• A
Entrants in the event compete on a
•. (.'
•'•• have a minimum weight of 198 pounds.
•. s.
v There is no maximum. Some of the three and one-half-mile triangular
: ft entrants had to have lead weights course. One race is twice around this
added to reach the minimum weight. course, making a total of seven miles.
The winning of the race is dependent Two races were held Wednesday, and
• ,.2..
:.. 1t on the skill of the skipper and his crew
two will be held both Thursday and
, t•. of one. The crew is usually a family
Friday. Participants get to throw out
.r member. On the average, competitors
one of their six races.
lose 4 pounds in the three hours of
Awards are based on the point system'
I 7 racing a day.
with the winner getting 3/4 point, second
tatera4: •
• - 4.4
•

i

I

ce getting 2, third getting 3, and so
onhrough the 47 places. The 34 point
for first place eliminates tying. The
point system also enables a participant
to win the title without ever winning a
race provided he consistently finishes
high enough in the standings. Five
places will be awarded.
A committee boat, belonging to Jim
Swango of Gilbertsville, a member of
the Kentucky Lake Sailing Club,
oversees the races. An imaginary line
from the mast of the committee boat to
a mark across from it is the finish line.
Swango's boat is a 38-foot Erwin, and
the people on board the boat keep a
record of finish places and points accrued.
Richard Chrysler, past commodore
of the Kentucky Lake Sailing Club, is
using his boat for the chase boat. The
chase boat runs ahead of the fleet and
locates the pins.
This year's racing event began with
the Windmill Junior Nationals for 18
year olds and under on Monday and
Tuesday. Three races were held with no
races thrown out, and nine boats were
entered.
Richard Krumdieck, who is presently
tied for first in the adult nationals, won
the junior nationals. His brother, Alex,
placed second. Andy McIntosh of
Kansas City was third, and Sam Andras
was fourth. Andras is also tied for first
place with Richard Krumdieck in the
adult nationals.
The Andras family really views
sailing as a family sport. In the adult
competition, the mother is crewing with
one son, while the father is crewing
with the other son.
The awarding of prizes will be held at
the banquet Friday night. This event
will close the regatta.

SON-MOTHER COMBO — The Andras son-mother winning combination approach the finish line in
yesterday's second race in the Windmill Class Association National Championship being held this week
at Kentucky Lake. The Andrases and Richard Krumdieck and his father of Birmingham, Ala., are presently
tied for first place after the second of six races that will be completed by Friday.

HAPPY WINNERS — Sam Andras of Lakeland, Fla., skipper, and his mother,joaft, crew member,smile
after winning yesterday's second race in the Windmill Class Association National Championship.

WHEN NOTHING BUT THE BEST WILL DO,WE'LL DO IT AT LOWER COST
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SAVE 30%
Audiophiles delight! Bold styling, superb sound tell you
right off it's all professional. Auto-Magice fine-tunes
and locks in FM stations, Glide-Path' volume/balance
controls and taping flexibility lets you work up to 3
decks at once. 31-2065
*55 W/Ch RMS min. at 8 ohms 20-20,000 Hr at no more than 0.30
4
THD.

• Realistic STA-2358 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
• Two Nova-713 Walnut Veneer Floor Speakers
•Realistic LAB-54 Changer with Base
and $17.95- Value Magnetic Cartridge

FLOOR/SHELF SPEAKER SYSTEM

SAVE 50%

Nova -7B by Realistic

Elegant 221
/
4x121
/
2x111
/
4" acoustic
suspension system offers heavymagnet 10" woofer, 2 all aluminum
voice -coil tweeters, smooth steepslope L-C crossover, phono sack plus
screw terminal inputs. Genuine
walnut veneer cabinets, molded latticework grille. 40-4025

THINK.OF HI-Fl, THINK OF REALISTIC, THINK OF RADIO SHACK

Most items
also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers
Look for this
sign in your
neighborhood
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

„
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Flickers Political
Career Again Rising
By G. MICHAEL HARMON
Associated Press Writer
ANCHORAGE (AP) — The
up and down political career
of former Interior Secretary
Walter J. Nickel, who gained
national prominence when
he was fired by President
Nixon in 1970 only to be
rebuffed by Alaska voters
when he came home, apparently is on the rise again.
With only a handful of
bush precincts yet to be
self-made
the
counted,
millionaire developer edged
incumbent Gov. Jay Hammond Wednesday by 900
votes in the Republican
governor.
for
primary
'Hammond had upset Nickel
in his 1974 attempt to regain
the office he vacated during
- mid-term to -join Nixon's
first Cabinet in 1969.
With all but 17 of the 403
precincts reporting, Nickel
led by 901 votes, 27,113 to
26,212.
Still to be counted are
8,000 absentee ballots, but
the majority of those ballots
are from Anchorage where
Nickel beat Hammond by 10
percentage points during
voting on Tuesday.
Hammond outpolled Nickel
in rural areas of the state
and Alaska's capital city of
Juneau. But he couldn't
overcome Hickel's big lead
in Anchorage, the state's
largest city with a skyline
Nickel's
by
dominated
tritower Captain Cook Hotel
complex.
In 1970 Rickel became the
first Cabinet officer to be
fired since Harry Truman
ousted Commerce Secretary
Henry Wallace in 1946.
He was fired after writing
a highly-publicized letter to
Nixon, urging him to listen
to antiwar demonstrators,
quiet the rhetoric of Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew
and become more accesible
to his cabinet.
Nickel's nomination as
interior secretary was bitenby
opposed
terly
vironmentalists as a sellout
to industry. As Alaska
governor, .Nickel supported
the trans-Alaska oil pipeline
and construction of a road
across the tundra which
turned into an ugly waterfilled ditch.
His decisions while runrung the interior department
and .his dismissal by Nixon,
however, made Nickel the
enthe
of
darling
vironmentalist movement.
Then he flipped-flopped in
public opinion again. He reembraced his earlier boomer
philosophy and quickly lost
enof
blessing
the
vironmentalists during his
campaign for the Republican
gubernatorial nomination in
1974.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Seritscnivors wko M. oot
roc•ivell Moir kowor43•11voncti
copy of lb* *array Wow
Tows try 530 p.m.- Mootioy•
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. oft Sotrdays ors mood to call 753-1116
So/144411—filriPrillirrywr.-,Nemdoy•lvidoy, or 3:30 p.m.
sod 4 p.m. Soto/days, to insure
*Avery of PM* Resspoper. Culls
most hi placid by 6 p.m
omelutays or 4 p.m. forivrtloys
to poromtomiolivoty.

Hammond, a
former
wildlife officer, defeated
Nickel with a campaign
which reflected voter fears
about the impact of the oil
pipeline
on
Alaska's
traditionl frontier lifestyle.
Hammond has addressed
those fears with a slow and
approach
cautious
to
development with the imposition of a structured
system of study and public
hearings on resource exploitation projects.
However, the superheated
economy
Alaska
has
slumped since completion of
the oil pipeline last year,
giving rise to high unemployment and a backlash
constitutency for Hickel.
Hickel came to Alaska in
the early 1950s as a carpenter and proceeded to
make himself the millionaire
Aowner of three major hotels
in Anchorage and Fairbanks.
He campaigned on a
pledge to fight current
Interior
Secretary
Cecil
who
Andrus,
favors
legislation now in Congress
which would set aside onethird of Alaska as wilderness and parklands.

KSU Officials
Mum On Figures

Soviets Give Formal Warning To Reporters
MOSCOW
AP) — The
Soviet
Foreign
Ministry
today told two American
reporters involved in a
slander case here that they
deserved to lose their accreditation but that ministry
action would be limited to a
formal warning in the interest of bettering U.S.Soviet relations.
The ministry also said it
was taking into account the
fact that the reporters,
Craig R. Whitney of The

New York Times and Haroiu
D. Piper of The Baltimore
Sun, paid penalties in the
case.
The warning was issued co
the pair after they were
summoned to the Foreign
Ministry to meet With Lev
Krylov, deputy head of the
press department.
A Soviet court last month
found the Iwo guilty of
slandering Soviet television
with stories doubting the
authenticity of a jailed

dissident's televised confession. But both Whitney
and Piper refused to appear
at court hearings.
This prompted Moscow
Court
City
Judge Lev
Almazov to declare that he
considered the reporters'
conduct disrespectful toward
the court. Almazov said he
would inform the Foreign
Ministry accordingly.
A prosecutor had urged
that the journalists be
stripped of their press ac-
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Winchester
Western

Dove
Quail
Load
Shotgun
Shells

Only

Complete With Sites

wopme011111131M,

Shotguns
$4880

BOX
$
2
8
7
Lt3 Solos

20-12& 410

Sale $3800
Adjustable
45 lb. to 55 lb.

1 Lb. Can

It is one thing for one to say that he will do something,
but its another thing when one does what he says hell do
when the time comes for him to do it.

Red Dot
Or
Green Dot

Uncle Jeff said that when he took back the sporting
goods department that he would lower prices. This he has
done and he's going to keep them low.

Powder

UJif

$997

11111 liii IIIII

NH

I14

Structure Pro 30
New Tom Mann

Check our Prices on

U.J4OO

$125m
Aqua Keel

Carry Lite No. 5570
Canadian

Goose Field
Shell-Decoy

Mallards N0.3020
Black Ducks No.3024
Pintails No. 3021

$1195°
First Quality

Uni-Royal
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Thermo-Ply

Boots
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Tom Mann
Humminbird
Super 60

Humminbird
Depth Finder

DISCOUNT PRICES

PRIIICESS

No. 1371
U. J. Reg.$12.95

1 lb.

Shop Uncle Jeff's
Complete Sporting Goods
Department

RIDE THE:

Ice Chest

Shop our ad and compare our prices!
UNCLE JEFF'S IS BACK!!!

$495

No Dealers Please

Igloo
Playmate

This is what he said...this is what he meant...this is the
time...Uncle Jeff's is the place.

II NI
'a ,
II

•

U.J. Reg.
$42.99

Savage Single Shot

RUSSELLVILLE, Ky (API
Heart
Sacred
—
The
Catholic elementary school
is getting a grant from the
Thomas P. de Graffenried
fund for the first time.
Officials Tuesday approved
tutfar 'lab
$3,000
playground equipment.
A New York attorney who
grew up in Russellville, de
Graffenried died in the 1960s
and left almost $1 million
for civic projects in the
Logan County community.

354-6205

$169

No Dealers Please
Limited Supply - Limit 1
Per Customer

Decoy Bags v Cots
v Hot Seats Skis
v Boat Seats v Sleeping Bags
MANY OTHER ITEMS
All At

Kerslake State Pork

Compound
Bow

12 Guage,
No.8 Shot only

Catholic School
Is Getting Grant

Kenlake- Marina

Indian
Archery

Zebo 202

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Kentucky State University
officials have declined to
release figures concerning
out-of-state
student
enrollment this fall until
registration
officially
is
closed at the end of August.
Bernard Taylor, dean of
development, said current
enrollment results from last
Week's
registration
are
available. but KSU President
W.A. Butts feels it would be
premature
to
release
emollment
figures
until
registration
is
officially
over.
Kentucky State has been
directed by the Council on
Higher Education to reduce
its high percentage of out-ofstate students and the school
launched a campaign to
attract more instate students
this fall.
Butts
said
the
late
registration of continuing
education
or
students
students in the university's
community college or public
affairs school could still
have a significant impact on
out-of-state
student
enrollment percentage.
Last
year, out-of-state
students
accounted
for
almost 33 percent of Kentucky
State's
total
enrollment of 2,144.

11 a.m. daily except Sundays
7:15 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
s
$2.50 ad ult-jl

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Department
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"However, guided by the meeting with Krylov was
interests of Soviet-American informal and friendly.
relations and taking into
Piper said he and Whitney
consideration the fact that
you paid the fines and court informed Krylov that they
costs as ordered by the had not attended hearings in
court, the press department the case _because they had
considers it possible to been told by Almazdv that
confine itself to a warning. under Soviet law they were
We expect to hope that you not required to do so.
wilg draw the proper con"We also told him that we
elusions," the statement would continue to be guided
said.
in our work here by our
Whitney said afterward profes sional standards,"
the tone of the 10-minute Piper added.
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creditations, which would
force them to leave the
country.
Krylov
read
them a
statement saying in part
that on the basis of the
court
decision and information
provided
by
Almazov "that you showed isrespect to a court of this
country — whose laws and
regulations journalists are
obliged to observe — you
deserve to -be deprived of
accreditation.
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Woolite Liquid
Cold Water
Wash

Sergeants
Sentry IV
Color

IrtlatiLIZTlinirtri

New
Gentle Touch
Both Soap

he AAIUN
• I Oz.

kits flows op to 4 months choice of dog or cat collar

4

Witt ashy Oil
Both Size

2 io, 49'

him that we
to be guided
here by our
standards,"

Campho-Phenique
Liquid

HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY, KY
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ic tureci

Ipana

Vaseline
Pure
Petroleum
Jelly

Oil of Oloy
Moisturizing Beauty
Lotion
4 Oz.

Hold & Hold
& Hold
Non-Aerosol
Hair Spray

With Iron Bottle of 100
4.:110.1

IMISUPTIC

Family Size 7 at. Tube

$224
Sale

Sole

Softens Dry Skin
34i Jo'

fJ•Il
)
•SIL S.,
,1•16
1“..1
Aka %00.

59'

Massengill
Disposable
Douche

matS Scift!

Ban Roll-On
Antiperspirant
Deodorant

Realemon
Reconstituted
Lemon Juice

Giant Size 2.5 oz.

New improved plastic-shield bottled
320z. _

Vinesior & Warter
4 Oz.

lemon
once
14PP
C::
.80.114.40•
,
1/1140110w,

Front Johnson & Johnson

Cleans away more decoy-causing material

Men's Pocket

Girls

T-Shirts

Jumpers
Wintyk
. Yarn

Men's

Gym Shorts
$249
Only

Boys Stretch

Great
Quality
,
by
Wrangler

Large Selection
Of Colors
Reg.$1.09

Machine Washable
Full Size Only $

Sizes 4 tot

Sizes XS-S-M-L-XL

57_

Roll

18"x3 yard
wood gram,floral
fruit, newspaper print

Large

Marble Chips

Plastic
Ware
Shipment
Includes waste baskets, clothes baskets,
hampers,dish drainers, and buckets too.

Discount
Prices
KeyedByPa
dl
oc
ks
Mast
er

$1
From

Bag$1

roll

111

37
op

$555

Roll

$1 47

Entire Stock
Ladies

Sizes 5' to 12

"Weed Killer
"

Self-Adhesive

Shelf
Paper

99

Roll

Plain &
Prints

G.E.
Steam & Dry

Iron
$1 127

Blue Enamel Finigh

Come See!
New Shipment

Our 14th Anniversary Sale was a big success as was the
Grand Opening of our all new Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Department.
We would like to thank our many friends and customers for
making all this possible. We would also like to acknowledge
the hard work and overtime hours put in by all of the em
ployees at Uncle Jeff's. Our employees realize when there k
extra work to be done and without being asked, they do
whatever is necessary in order to better serve our customers.
All your work and special efforts are deeply appreciated.

_,

(
lb I lb III

6-9-12-15
Ft. Lengths

3/$"
1

Bios,
Plastic

Car Ramps
ai"x30'

Our Price

Sale

99
King Size Onl) $
24

Sizes 8 to 14

6,500 Lb. Capacity
U.J. Reg.$24.97

910

Reg. 3/$2.50'Sizes 6-9,8-11

For Children
Reg. 6.99

Comforters

lir

Tube Socks

Scooby
Doo
Canvas Shoes

Household or Dorm

Extention
Cord

Pictures
8t

ure Frame_
Wood & Metal Frames
Assorted Sizes & Shapes

DISCOUNT PRICES
Screwdrivers

39C

Discount Prices

Phillips & Straight
Blade Type

3 or 4 Prol;
Metal Decorative
pair
.93

each

Complete With Legs
Printed With
SrtTrttuialS
and Other Scenes
Assorted Shapes
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Could Be Deepest Racer Position

r Dickens, Ray Only Two
Of 5 MSU Quarterbacks
by TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
With a bit of luck, Murray
quarterback
State
Mike
Dickens won't be injured
• again this season. But if he
is. there will be a Ray of
hope.

L

Hope in the form of Ricky
Ray, a freshman from
Owensboro, and the biggest
threat to Dickens starting
role as the Racer signalSept.
caller
2 against
Southeast Missouri.

noddle of this summer,"
Dickens said last week, but
I kept exercising it and it
seemed to come around
well."
Despite sitting out much of
last fall, he completed 74 of
136 passes for 828 yards and
six touchdowns.
And his scrambling ability
yards,
268
him
netted

The pair,according to
Head Coach Mike Gottfried,
are currently battling for the
top spot.
Dickens, a senior from
Evansville, Ind., suffered anankle injury in the sixth
game of the 1977 season —
against Middle Tennessee —
. and was hampered by it the
rest of the year.
The 6-3 205-pounder had
surgery early this year to
correct the injury. That
forced him to miss spring
practice, but he is apparently full strength again.
"I was kind of apprehensive
during
the

the Gold team last spring in
the annual Blue-Gold game,
he completed 6 of 11 passes
for 55 yards.
And as a senior at
Owensboro Catholic High
School, Ray passed for 1,389
yards on 95 of 193 passes.
He was redshirted last
season.
The depth at quarterback
doesn't stop there — not by
a long shot.
Jerry Powell, a 11-I southpaw from Mansfield. heads
a list of three freshman
signal-callers.
Two first-year walk-ons —
Freddy Fiveash and Scott
Staples — should add an
unusual amount of back-up
at the quarterback slot,
Fiveash is a 6-2, 170pounder from Toronto who
could have played at several
Canadian schools but chose'

Ray. at 6-0 and 186
pounds. is smaller than
Dickens, but has good
leadership ability. Directing

something new.
He hunched over a putt on
the practice green, his hands
some four inches apart and
the forefinger of the right
hand pointing down the

They can't catch the Rabbit's engine.
Only the real Robbit uses regular gasoline Because only the real Rabbit has fuel
injection. Its a system Volkswagen pioneered and improved to deliver economy
and performance And they can't match the most economical car engine in
America because they haven't been able to copy the Rabbit's Diesel engine that
delivers 53 mpg highway, 40 mpg city.*

_ "What's this?" asked Bob
Rosburg, television commentator and former PGA
champion. "You only go to
that style when you're over
70 years old."
Palmer just grinned and
hit another 30-footer dead
into the back of the cup.
"A little experiment," he
said before teeing off in
today's first round of the
$250,000 Hall of Fame Golf

Murrill State quarterback Mike Dickens, coming off on off-season operation, is the top candidate for the starting job in the
Race season opener Sept. 2 against Southeast Missouri. Dickens is only one of five Racer quarterbacks.
Staff Nieto by Tony Whoa

Classic.

They can't catch the Rabbit's handling.
But man does not live by mileage alone. There has to be a joy in driving. And the
real Rabbit remembered that. It is by for the best handling car of them all We've
kept the sure firm, European handling package intact We believe you can love
driving without getting mushy about it

Only the real Rabbits • has the kind of passive-restraint seotbelt system that the
S Department of Transportation says every car will hove to have by 1984 Just
another of the important touches that make the Rabbit o big improvement over
the others

They can't match the Rabbit's reputation.
You just can't copy experience The others will always hove to be a few years
behind the real Rabbit in that They can't imitate Volkswagen s reputation of
reliability, durability and -economy that comes from decodes of building cars with
qualify and integrity — not from building cars to fit o price tag
•C9
,
P,-*".
''Moe* IRobb.

Mike
of Mr.
Tolley
defeated
6-4, to c
16-and-un
Eastern
Tennis C
Bel Air,

despite the usual sacks
behind the line that deplete
a quarterback's net yardage.

We're flattered because everybody is copying our Rabbit But, they're still along
way off_

'lased co
,'970 0PA 999,
no.es

Murray State.
Staples. at 5-11 and 170, is
the smallest quarterback on
the Racer squad, but could
be a pleasant surprise. He
was an honorable mention
all-state pick last season at
Woodford County.
Perhaps the best sign of
the strength at quarterback
came at the start of fall
practice. Roger Rushing, a
6-1, 205-pound senior from
Morganfield,
Ky.,
was
moved to safety, where he
_ will likely start this fall.
That, in itself, is not too
unusual. Unless one knows
that Rushing was the firststring quarterback in spring
practice. "We want to take
advantage
of
Roger's
speed," Gottfried said. And
besides, whoever heard if
six quarterbacks on one
team?

nury .ory depond.,2 oe «Sor•end no« you ck,•• tr., co, 1

There have been countless
little experiments by the
most popular player. in the
game's history. Many of
them have concerned his
putting.
"No - matter what anybody
says. I was never a truly
great putter," said the 48year-old Palmer "I putted
out of desperation; I putted
because it was my salvation.
Sometimes it was the only
alternative I had.
"I still enjoy the game,
the people. the competition."
And he's still very competitive.
"I've been in position to
win several times over the
last couple of years. But
every time I get there, I
manage to do something
dumb. My concentration
isn't all that good, and that
makes it very difficult for
me to do the things I want
to do."
Palmer, however, remains
among
golf's
greatest
drawing cards and is, at
worst, a sentimental favorite
in - the event that began on
the No.2 course at the
Pinehurst Country Club, a
famed old layout that has
been ----- toughened
and
lengthened
since
Hale
Irwin's 20-under-par winning
effort last year.
Irwin is back to defend.
He hasn't won this season
but has collected almost
$160,000 off a series of high
finishes.

Flat or Gloss

SALE
• One Coat Coverage. $
when applied
according to directions.
• Resists Peeling.
• Colorfast.

• One Coat Coverage.
when applied according
to directions.
• Woshoble

Sotisioctioo Coorasteeil In the two/these coatings

or

your pun host price

will he refunded.

Saves2agel.
$11.99
(Accent colors sale priced higher)
Sale ends 'September 18

Thinking of Landscaping This Fail?
• i.asy to Apply
• Soap and Water Cleanup

can accommodate all your needs
We design and install
or
We con Deliver For Do-It
Yourself Landscaping
We specialize in
Outdoor Living Areas
New Lawn Establishment
Foundation Plants
,
Trees (large & small calipers)
Fruit Trees
Patios of Concrete, Brick on Sand,
Redwood Decking and Retaining Walls
Ties Jury—.
..4deve- f
Rock & Bari Mulches

Contact Us Today
For An Appointment
Call Eddie Jones 753-1725
Free Estimaps with Purchase

Sale ends September 5. unless otherwise noted
0 1175.71.. Shama. W"anti C oenpOnv

--

ktit lottorofiog :orrice. Use Master Morro leakilirericord, rise, or
spocioG is ow sterei7W stems

ezteetied-creelit terek_iere eiLeMer___

iti414 miialitereslisted Mew

Murray
Southside Shopping Center
763-3321
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screaming the sensational year," he said. "The Giants
headline, "Vida Blue Has probably think it doesn't run
Angry Words for Both Kuhn out until the end of 1979. It's
something we'll probably
and Finley.”
the haggle over.
examined
Blue
"My hope is to play on a
and
cursorily
periodical
year-to-year basis, no longsmiled.
"I was in a bad mood term agreements, and keep
I said those things," my free agent options
when
3a
Tolley rallied from
Mike Tolley, grandson
he insisted. "I don't feel that open."
5 first-set deficit en route
of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
At p, still young and strong
way any more."
to the title, which was
Murray,
of
Tolley
t
with 140 victories over a 10resentmen
and
The anger
held at Salisbury Staate
defeated Dave Ryan, 7-6,
famous year period, Blue has rethe
inside
boiled
that
College.
6-4, to capture the Boys
fireballer's breast as late as established himself as one of
He advanced to the'
16-and-under crown in the
five months ago seems to the hottest commodities in
finals by whipping topJunior
Shore
Eastern
have subsided, and Vida now baseball. His 16-6 record this
seed Nick Mantzouris, 6-3,
fennis Charnpionships in
is at peace with the world — season has given impetus to
6-1.
iel Air, Md., recently.
the
Giants' surprising
and himself.
pennant drixe..
.. He holds no grudges, he
After going 24-8 in 1971,
says, for the two men he his first full year, he fell to
for
responsible
deems
6-10 in 1972 when hg was the
wrecking the timetable of center of a conteact -conhis career — Charles 0. troversy and got so fed up
Finley, controversial owner that he-retired temporarily.
of the A's, and baseball
Blue, the 1971 Cy Young
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
Jesge
n
Rican-bor
Puerto
Award
winner, wanted a
n,
Tennessea
another
Still
By the Associated Press
He once accused Finley of raise from about $25,000 to
Viejo,
American Joan Pennington of Madison, Vassallo of. Mission
—
BERLIN
being a slave master and $95,000.
offered
Finley
Andrea Calif. won the men's 20017-year-old
swimmers, armed with their beat
said, "He treated me like a $50,000, -take it or leave it."
2:02.16
in
e
backstrok
meter
world
defending
Pollack,
record
swimming
world
fifth
of damn colored boy."
Bruner
Mike
and
Kuhn interceded, forcing the
and five more gold medals, champion and one of East
Of Kuhn, who interceded owner to meet the pitcher's
the
took
Calif.
Stockton,
vaunted
most
s
Germany'
launch
to
today
prepared
in in the pitcher's behalf in the terms. Finley sued Kuhn for
weapon swimmers, with a time of men's 200-meter butterfly
major
another
contract
of notorious
time
record
meet
$10 million.
against their rattled East 1:00.20 in the women's 100- the
1972 but who
of
ns
negotiatio
1:59.38.
meter butterfly.
Blue awkwardly found
German rivals.
would
that
deals
Nevid, 19, said he'd gone later voided
Pollack, till holding' the
the center of one of
Kim Linehan, American
himself
New
the
to
Blue
sent
have
than he had planned
confiercest
champion and world record East German team's stuffed faster
baseball's
Cincinnati
or
felt the pack closing on York Yankees
He continued so
holder in the 400-meter bear, said she still was and
troversies.
"Kuhn
said:
he
Reds,
him toward the end. ,
commissioner
the
women's freestyle, was the puzzled by her time of
of Nixon, with when
"If the race had been 10 reminds me
entrant
1:00.26.
States
sale to
the
81
million
voided
hottest United
patriotic
'and
suits
those
sure the
"I knew I had to swim meters longer, I'm
and
1976
in
Yankees
the
in that event at the World
have ties."
something under a minute to rest of the field would
trade to the Reds
a
Swimming Championships.
nixed
said.
Blue said that when he
from win," she said. "I didn't, caught me," he
prior to
15-year-old
The
world broke into the majors 10 last January just
German
East
why."
know
don't
I
her
set
and
sent
that
swap
the
approved
Sarasota, Fla., who
have lost in years ago, a , rairMd with a
The Americans had con- champiOnS who
the pitcher to the Giants for
world record at the U.S.
Pollack,
Maninclude
of
this meet
whip-like arm out
and a wad of.
championships Aug. 2, was sidered Wednesday one of
and Ulrike sfield, La., he decided to seven players
Cynthia the most difficult in the Barbara Krause
by
cash.
backed
hang
Tauber.
make histiortune and
Woodhead, also 15 and a championships.
"Finley was a tough man
Pollack conceded that the up his spikes at the age of
Soviet swimmer Vladimir
world record holder.
to deal with — you always
attributed to 30,
be
might
losses
ease
to
little
did
Woodhead set a world Salnikov
the East Germans' inability
"It didn't work out that had to look out for the small
mark of 1 minute, 58.53 their worries, opening the
times beyond way," he added, indicating print in those contracts,"
their
better
to
European
a
with
seconds Tuesday in the night
those set in recent national outside forces had sabotaged Blue said. "People tell me
women's 200-meter freestyle, record of 3:51.94 in the 400was
championships.
his plans. "I'm going to be the commissioner
freestyle,
men's
German meter
East
shattering
I
little
interests.
my
a
lost
protecting
we've
or
three
"Maybe
two
for
delayed
Jeff
Arftericans
Barbara Krause's twomonth- beating
think so. As he said,
said.
don't
she
least."
dence,"
at
self-confi
years,
more
Forrester.
Bill
Float and
old mark of 1:59.04.
Blue will be 30 next July he was looking out only for
The Americans have set
By that tie, he the best interests of baseball
28.
five world records in just
have — no special regard for the
will
probably
three days of the nine-day
man.
contract
his
ed
renegotiat
. championships and have won
Giants and decided
the
with
events.
swimming
13 of 16
big electric
the
.0n
how much longer he expects
Tracy Caulkins, the 15say
they
s
cureboerd
trying
by
living
his
make
to
yearold star from Nashville,
old
'grand
the
is
baseball
from .to burn fastballs past enemy
squad
Taiwan
her
By the Associated Press
established
Tenn.,
Hogwash. It's cold
game.'
batsmen.
an
league
through
major
Pa. Pingtung, said
WILLIAMSPORT,
second world record Wedstrictly
"In my mind, my contract business
and interpreter Wednesday night.
Taiwan
—
nesday night with a time of (AP)
business."
this
of
end
the
at
out
runs
4:40.83 in the women's .400- Lexington, Ky., advanced to
"I tried to give all 14 of
the semifinals of the Little my players practice today
meter individual medley.
"I'd set my mind on going League World Series with against Canada's pitching
out for this one," the shutout victories, but neither because I know they pitch
nearsighted champion said team was satisfied with its slow."
after her victory, squinting performance.
Tzen, preparing for a final
at a television set showing
Taiwan walloped Surrey,
Nashville teammate --Nick BC., 12-0, Wednesday, and in which an American team
Nevid winning the men's Lexington beat Palatine, Ill., is guaranteed a spot through
with
scheduling, huddles
200-meter breaststroke.
7-0.
team manager Yen-Tien Li
"I wear glasses and I
Li
coach Jwei-Lin
"I still have some players and
can't see the scoreboard, but
I could tell from the reac- who are not familiar with during games. The three
tion of the crowd it was a slow change-up pitching," adjust strategies and make
Jau-Ren Tzen, leader of the substitutions.
world record."

Tolley Captures
Maryland 16's

By WILL GRIMSLEY
.. AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — A nearby
radio blared out a jivy
rock'n'roll number as Vida
Rochelle Blue, Jr., changed
into the orange and black
uniform of the San Francisco Giants in front Of
visitors' locker No. 14 at
Shea Stadium.
Vida snapped his fingers
and kept time to the music.
apman
A
bearded
with a sports
proached
magazine featuring a cover
portrait of the pitcher, in an
Oakland A's uniform, and

American Swimmers Surprise
East Germans, Win 5 Medals
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Scrimmage
Interrupted
The stress is • now on
conditioning in the Racer
camp, says Head Coach
Mike Gottfried, conditioning
in preparation for Southeast
Missouri on Sept. 2.
The enthusiasm is still
good, says Gottfried, but the
players are becoming leg-

Today marks the beginning'of only one practice
session — scheduled for 3
p.m. daily.

LA, Giants Both Successful
On The Road As SF Survives
Giants scored their other
By the Associated Press
run in the second on Roger
Dodgers,
Angeles..
The Los
clinging • tenaciously to a Metzger's single. The Mets
one-half game lead over the also scored in the second on
San -Francisco Giants in the Doug Flynn's RBI single.
Knepper, 13-9, yielded nine
West,
League
National
returned home today after hits in eight innings and
the
what Manager Tom Lasorda Gary - Lavelle pitched
called a very successful trip ninth for his 13th save.
Padres 6, Phils 5
East.
Jerry Turner smacked a
"It's been a long trip,"
Lasorda said Wednesday three-run homer and Padres
after the Dodgers defeated shortstop Ozzie Smith scored
the winning run in the
the Montreal Expos 4-2.
On their Eastern swing, eighth on Derrell Thomas'
was
the Dodgers went 6-2 with triple. The homer
series in Philadelphia, New Turner's fifth this season as
a pinch-hitter, one short of
York and Montreal.
, --the major league mark.
The Giants, meanwhile,
are keeping pace with the Smith singled and stole
Thomas'
before
Francisco second
Dodgers. San
Rollie
hit.
winning
e
-game
three-gam
a
completed
sweep of the Mets_ Wed- Fingers, 5-11, got the win in
relief of Randy Jones, who
nesday with a 2-1 victory,
Elsewhere in the NL, San breezed through the first
Diego edged the Phils 6-5, four innings before the Phils
the exploded for four runs on
out
shut
Houston
Pitfive hits in the fifth,
and
Chicago Cubs 3-0
Astros 3, Cubs 0
tsburgh nipped Atlanta 4-3 in
Ken Forsch, 7-4,. won his
12 innings.
Burt Hooton, 14-8, got the first game as a starting
victory for the Dodgers, pitcher in three years and
giving Lasorda eight strong combined with Joe Sambito
Charlie on a six-hit shutout over the
before
innings
sixth Cubs, who blew another
his
got
who
Hough,
save, relieved him in the chance to gain ground on
Philadelphia.
ninth.
Forsch allowed four hits in
Giants 2, Mets
Marc Hill, pinch-hitting for seven innings and Sambito
Bob hurled the final two innings
pitcher
starting_
the for his ninth save.
in
drove
Knepper,
All of Houston's runs were
winning run with a double in
the first two
unearned,
the
giving
inning,
ninth
the
Giants their 36th victory in coming off Chicago starter
59 one-run games. The Dennis Lamp, 5-13, who has

been on the mound six times
this year when the Cubs
have been shut out.
Pirates 4, Braves 3
Dave Parker singled home
a run in Pittsburgh's threerun fifth inning and scored
the winning run in front of
Ed Ott's 12th-inning single,
as the Pirates extended their
winning streak to nine
games.
With one out in the 12th,
Parker tripled off reliever
Dave Campbell, 4-3, and
came home on when Ott
left.
to
singled

Reid, Wade Score Wins
By the Associated Press
MAHWAH, N.J. — • Krrty
Reid of Australia scored a II2, 6-4 victory Over thirciseeded Lele Forood to advance to the second round iif
the $75,000 Bergen Women's
Tennis Classic.
Top seed Virginia Wade
also advanced to the second
rouud by defeating Barba&
Jordan of King of Prussia,
Pa., 7-6, 6-1.
In other matches, sixthseeded Regina Marsikova of
Czechoslovakia beat countrywoman Renata Tomano,
6-4, 6-1; Mareen Louie won!,
6-2, 4-6, 6-2 decision ovk
Sharon Walsh and Carol*
Stoll downed Yvonne Vet.
maak of South Africa 6-3,

o.

Hwy.641 South-Murray, Ky. -153-9491
4mington
870 WINGMASTER
PUMP
Remington Model 870 "Kingmaster America's best selling puma action shot
jun. Double action bars, receive,
machined from s,-.1,
1 step!
-able bawls.
'
—Vent Rib 12-20 Ga.
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,0.99

they were later discovered
to be Southeast Missouri
students. They were, of
course, later asked to leave.

weary with so much work.
The Racers scrimmaged
last night, probably the last
full scrimmage they will
have before the season
begins, but that event was
delayed temporarily.
Three individuals were
noticed in the stands, and

•.5...„,!Zifee-re•I
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When you realize what it's worth,
there's no place like home.
9 95

Your home's worth money to
you. Big money. And you can get it
without selling, because you
have equity.

so does your equity.

And the bigger your equity, the
more you can t)orrow in nn us in a
large Homeowner Loan.
With the cost of homes going
up and up, chances are your equity
is a lot more than you realize. And
od for a much
you're probaXgu
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MODEL 058 SINGLE SHOT
PISTOL
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re after,
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remember:

There's no pace like home.
And there's no place lie our place
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Jut give us a call. Today

As youri
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Corner, After A Visit, Leads
Rangers To Shutout Victory

Football's Instant
Replay Complicated

By the Associated Press
Steve Corner went to visit
grandmother
sick
his
Wednesday but it wasn't an
excuse to go see a baseball
game.
Corner reported for work
Wednesda
as scheduled
night and hurled a six-hitter
for his first major league
shutout, snapping a four'
game Texas losing streak
and pitching the Rangers tt.
a 2-0 victory over tt!t,
Minnesota Twins.
It was a happy MinnesoL

The U.S. Open tennis
simple, but it isn•t.
'• By the Associated Press
onships will have a
with
champi
ms
proble
"There are
Football
National
The
this year and
look
idea." says Tony Verna, new
League. reacting to in- that
get ample
will
s
Bowl
viewer
Super
the
d
directe
dignant outcries from public who
it all in
lake
to
nity
January for CBS. "We opportu
and press,' has been con- last
27 kg
led
schedu
ha
S
CBS
ion
as
a_posit
in
really
chicting experiments during are not
all
It
ge.
covera
of
te games with our hours
the exhibition season in the to officia
with
day
Wednes
next
the
begins
up
set
We
use of television's instant cameras.
lates to- show the game, the first of 10 15-minute
replay as an officiating tool. camera
with
ends
and
s
wrapup
ons.
night
violati
hunt for
The NFL has had an of- not to
into
run
will
which
cameras positions are the finals
ficial monitoring TV feeds Our
10.
Sept.
time
a
prime
people
to give
during four games thus far designed
CBS, looking to spice up
the stands, not to
and will check-another three seat in
tennis package, has
its
angles.
this weekend. Then the give weird
e convinced the United States
officiat
to
want
you
"If
officials will make a report,
to
Association
s you're going Tennis
everyone will talk it over with camera
the men's and
both
le
schedu
and
s
camera
special
and, chances are, the whole to need
you're women's singles finals on
be quietly special angles. And
will
subject
people the final Sunday. Previously,
train
to
have
to
going
dropped.
and
semis
men's
the
for things."
The idea, of course, is that where to look
were
finals
's
path
women
the
on
g
focusin
is
TV
officials occasionally miss a
-carrier, not on Saturday with only the
call and teams occasionally of the ball
ve tackle who men's final and some dull
offensi
lose games because of it. the e
not be guilty of doubles on Sunday. The idea
Sometimes the play turns up may or may
ratings,
boost
to
following the is
is
TV
on instant replay clearly holding.
show
the
since
lly
official's action, not 'looking for especia
the
showing
into
over
going
be
the
will
right;
it
do
To
howls of violations.
mistake. And
first
the
for
time
have to set up prime
protest rise from living NFL would
cameras at every time.
own
its
nation.
the
across
-rooms
CBS did a fine job last
-a group of
The plan is to have an game and have
switching around in
g
year,
mannin
ists
special
official check out replays trained
the early - going, leaving a
and change •a-call if .it is them
dull match for a better one
-Open
U.S.wrong. Sounds
obviously
and giving viewers a chance
to follow several matches at
once.
There will be more of that
this year, according to
director Bob Dailey, because
the network will be able to
cover five courts at one time
instead of last year's three.
Dailey will have 11 cameras
to work with, including one
on a crane that can cover
two- courts.

homecoming for Corner, a
24-year-old right-hander who
was born in Minneapolis,
was a star pitcher for the
University of Minnesota and
lives in Excelsior, just
minutes from Metropolitan
Stadium.
Asked how he spent the
day,Comer said: "I visited
my grandmother in the
hospital. I was running
around all day visiting
friends. I guess I didn't have
that much time to gear up
for the game. But it's really

Pecci Stuns Dibbs;
Orantes Advances
year, figured to breeze
through the second-round
match. He had a 12-match
winning streak going that
encompassed three victories,
including the Canadian Open
last Sunday, and a runnerup
role in four previous tournaments, boosting his earnings to more than $200,000
this year.
Mexico's Raul Ramirez,
Italy's Corrado Barazzutti
defending champion
and
Manuel Orantes of Spain —
the second, third and fourth
Longwood..
in
advanced
An early-round loser in seeds_
most tournaments this year, straight sets.
Paraguay's lone representative on the pro tour turned
giant killer in a Cinderella
fashion, even beating the
stroke of midnight.
Bucking odds that even
the ,wildest gambler would
consider a joke, Pecci pulled
an upset by knocking off
top-seeded Eddie Dibbs 4-6,
6-3, 7-5.
Dibbs, runnerup here last

By the Associated Press
BROOK LINE, Mass. For four years Victor Pecci
has been little more than a
on the
name
program
circuit.
tennis
pro
world's
something like a working
stiff playing in a rich man's
paradise.
No longer, though. The 22year-old Paraguayan had a
fantasy dream come true
Wednesday night in the 51st
UtS. Pro Championships at

End Of Year Sale!

Baseball
Standings
, 0.D.
James W. Courtney
Opening
Announces The
of his office at

Street
505 Mainy, Ky.
Murra
Phone 759-1419

BytheAsaisciatedPress
NATIONAL 1-EAGLE
EAST
Prt GB
L
•
_
537
116 57
Philadelphia.
4
504
63 42
Chicago
44
500
62 67
Pittsburgh
24
468
67
Montreal
144
421
53 73
Si lows
317 174
New York
N51)
EST 711
567 74 52
Los Angeles
583
74 53
San Francisco
563 '3
55
71
Cincinnati
74
528
60
67
Diego
San
465 154
59 68
Floustor.
448 17't
56 69
Atlanta
Wednesday's Games
5
hia
San [Sego 6. Philadelp
San Francisco 2, New York 1

so

Offering:
General Optometric Core
Specializing In Contact Lenses

los Angeles 4, Montreal 2
Pittsbureh 4, Atlanta 2, 12 intones
Houston 1. Chicago 0
Only games scheduled
Taarsday's Games
Pittsburgh ,Blyieven 104, at Atlanta
P Niekro 15-131. • n
iSt lows .Yuckovich 114, at Cincinnat
,n,.LaCoss
Diego
New York Bruhert 24) at San
Owchinkn 129.. ,no
Philade:phia Carlton 12-ii/ at Los Angeles . John 14-9., , ni
Only gamm scheduled
Friday's Geases
St Louis at Atlanta, DI
at
Chicago (Incinnat2 h)
PIttsburtdi at Houston.(RI
New York at San Diego, ,0
Philadelphia at Los Angeles.. n
Montreal at San Francisco. , n

25'f Console Now $59995

Minnesota
Chicago
Seattle

Values to $889.95 - No Sets Held Back
Save $ Until the First Kick-Off
Olympic Plaza-Murray
Good Old Fashion Value •

56
52
49

71
71
77

'500" to
'2,500°°

MIN

Quasar Warranty I
Beats Zenith
and RCA
n1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Register for FREE Quasar Color TV,
Hoover Vacuum, Litton Microwave

On 1978 Models
78 Cadillac Sedan DeVille r new)
78 Cadillac Seville, 4 door i demo)

Ilnirsday's Games
Texas 'Jenkins 114 at M in rwaata
Goka 10-7,
Cleveland Paxton 97, at Milwaukee
Augustine 11121
Toronto Moore 5-4. at Detroit Wilcox
104. n
Kansas City Splittorff ISIO. at 1:hicage
(Pr* 3-21.
Only games scheduled
•
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Toronto
Seattle at Baltimore n
cabfornia at Bastes'. n
,ftkland at New York. n
Milwaukee at Detroit
leveland at (liras° n
Kansas city at Iota,

78 Olds 98 Regency Diesel, 4 door,(new)
78 Olds 98 Regency Gas,4 door(new)
78 Olds Toronado (collector's item)(new)
78 Olds 98 Regency, 4 Ow,(flow
78 Olds Cutlass (3) New
78 Olds Omega (1) New
Ti Ohis Ctrtioss coto Loupe------

78 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe(new)
78 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door(new)
78 Pontiac Sun Birds i new)2
78 Pontiac Grand Prixs (newl2
78 Pontiac Trans Am Special Edition Gold (demo)
78 Pontiac lemons, 4 door,(new)
78 Pontiac Phoenix, 4 door,(new

With our 79 models showing September 28, we need to move our 78 models. This is
one of the best years yet to purchcise a late new car because General Motors has
not changed the 79's and we are passing a special savings on to you in addition to
saving the priced increase of the 79's.
If we don't have the color or model, we'll do our best to get it for you.

PURDOM MOTORS

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

IA

12T11 ST., BENTON
INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE 108 E.

•

Oldsmobile - Pontiac - Cadillac

er
NOW Has A Local Numb

IT COW
FOR THE RESIDENI1OF NWRIATTIttOW

SP*

441 134
419 Al_
389 31

Iteasesday's Games
Toronto 4-5. Detroit 3-4, lit game 12 in'Ands
Milwaukee 9. Cleveland 4
(Imago 3. Kansas City 0
Texas 2. Minnesota 0
nabfornia 6, New York 3
Baltimore II. Oakland 0
Seattle 5, Boaton 3

Pick Your
Feature, Pick
Your Cabinet, But Just Pay $599.95

PAUL WINSLOW'S

SAVE from
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*NFL SPECIAL*
Every

two-run
clubbed
26th home run, doubled and Velez
ap after
nice to come back here, to
nightc
the
in
homers
Joe
run,
a
singled home
the
home
come back home. I had
singled
Ruth hit a pair of sacrifice McKay
12th
the
about 60 people watching, 20
in
run
g
winnin
Knapp,
and Chris
and flies
family
my
opener
from
the
of
subbing for Don Aase after inning
."
friends
c
40
Ashby'
probably about
Alan
ng
followi
up
picked
an auto accident,
The victory left the third- his 13th victory with help double. Al Woods' home:
's first
place Rangers seven games
front Tom Griffin and Dave accounted for Toronto
out in the American League
three runs.
e.
LaRoch
West. The Kansas City
Rusty Staub picked up his
Mariners 5, Red Sox 3
Royals were beaten by the
by Rup- 100th RBI n the nightcap,
singles
Two-rim
Chicago White Sox 3-0 and pert Jones and Lee Stanton the first, time a Tiger has
had their lead over second- off Mike Torrez in the sixth driven in 100 runs in two
since
place California sliced to one inning rallied Seattle from a consecutive
years
1965percentage point when the
in
it
did
Horton
4-3
Willie
a
to
deficit
un
three-r
when
Angels downed the New
ended
game
The
lead. It was the--Mariners' 66.
threw
York Yankees 6-3.
fourth victory in a row. catcher Rick Cerone
Boston
atan
In the AL East, the
on
e
LeFlor
Boston's Jim Rice hit his out Ron
Red Sox lost to the Seattle 31st homer, a two-run shot tempted steal of second,
AL
Mariners 5-3 and are six
LeFlore's
snapping
the
of
ahead
games
of 27 consecutive
record
Milwaukee Brewers, who American League
stolen bases.
Cleveland
the
trounced
Orioles 11, A's 0
the
in
hlin
McLaug
Byron
off
Indians 9-4. Elsewhere, the
Palmer pitched a
Jim
Toronto $lue Jays ran their first inning.
for his sixth
tter
threehi
Brewers 9, Indians 4
winning streak to a club
of the season as
shutout
15th
whose
Sal Bando,
by
games
five
record
beat the A's for
the score in the Baltimore
sweeping a double-header homer tied
time in .as many
ninth
the
and
singled
from the Detroit Tigers 4-3 sixth inning,
loss was tin
goahead run on meetings. The
in 12 innings and 5-4, while scored the
15 games fi
last
the
in
13th
ng
throwi
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the Brewers won for
10-0.
12
losing
1976,
of
July
time in their last 11 games.
White Sox 3, Royals 0
t.
straigh
off
Bando singled to lead
Ken Kravec fired a fourDoug DeCinces drove in
fielded
hitter, striking out nine, and the eighth and Monge
runs, two of them with
three
but
s' bunt
Claudell Washington's third Gorman Thoma
n first
ew wildly a double i the four-ru
hit of the game, a two-run slipped and C.:a
with
other
the
and
inning
all
raced
single in the eighth inning past first as Bando
third,
-run
five
a
and Thomas single in
off Dennis Leonard,. broke the way home
and veteran Elrod Hendricks
Blue
third.
took
up a scoreless duel.
hit his first home run of the
3-4
Tigers
4-5,
Jays
Angels 6, Yankees 3
.
season
Dave McKay and Otto
Don Baylor slammed his
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Trainer To Start From Scratch
After Ellis Park Fire Tradgedy

Is
FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
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There is, no group of summer.
00 senior
Last year, 4,6.
citizens in this country that is
very
these
attended
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more deserving of our efforts
this
under.
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excellent
than
lives
better
their
make
to
iciant
We
year,
This
program.
are our older people.
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These are the people
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out as a result
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conditions, without all
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performance in Lexcapades
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the Department of demonstrate in the plan due
One of the most popular Transportation showed of- Dec. 31 that it will meet air
activities last year - and ficers cited 489 overweight quality standards by 1982
therefore one that is being trucks, 113 more than in must start a mandatory auto
inspection and maintenance
exparided this year -- was to June.
violations, program in the polluted
Overall
provide a means for our senior
citizens to attend the various however, declined by nearly metropolitan areas.
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outdoor dramas that are per- 20 percent from 2,637
expensive equipment, and
2,115.
formed around our state each

Cities May Adopt Laws
Requiring Car Tune-Ups

HENDERSON, Ky. (AP)
— Tired and bedraggled
after watching a tragedy
unfold at Ellis Park, V.A.
Doleski admitted he would
have to start from scratch
again but "I'll be back."
The Louisville trainer lost
11 of the 30 racehorses and
one pony that died Wednesday in a fire that swept
through an old barn on the
grounds of the western
Kentucky track.
It was the worst fire in
the 55-year history of Kilt
operations
and
Park
manager Ruth Adkins wa:
unable the value of the
horses destroyed in the
blaze. She said it would cost
$55,000 to replace the barn,
built in the late 1930s or
1940s.
It had no sprinkler system
but Mrs. Adkins said the
barn was one of six rewired
this year.
State police arson investigator Mike Owens said
he essentially ruled out
spontaneous combustion as a
cause for the blaze which
apparently started in the
east end of the barn where
hay and straw were stored.
Five people suffered burns
in the fire.
Doleski said only two of
his horses, Francais and
Flasky Knight, were saved
but he wasn't certain that
the latter-will survive. "He's
on the doubtful list and I.
don't know whether
going to make it or not"
He said that owner Paul
Davis of Sellersburg, Ind.,
had turned down between
$40,000 and $50,000 for Paul's
Knight, an tuiraced 2-yearold which died in the fire.

"He could have been any
kind of horse, believe me,"
said Doleski. "He had done
everything right. Nothing
wrong."
Wednesday's racing at the
track went on as scheduled.
But even as track activity
in
quickening
was
preparation for the day, the
charred bodies of the dead
thoroughbreds were being
for
trucks
on
loaded
disposal.
Morris Fife Sr. was among
owners who lost animals.
His car: which was parked
nett-10 the barn, also
burned. He lost three horses, including Mumbles. He said he
would not have accepted

$50,000 for Mumbles.
lost everything I have
last night," said Fife.
He was sleeping in a tack
room in the barn when the
fire began. He said he heard
someone yell, and he ran in
his undershorts to try to
lead horses out. But the fire
forced him back, and by the
time he put on more
clothing and returned he
could not even get to the
spot where he was before
because the fire had spread
so rapidly.
Mrs. Adkins said she and
her late husband had worked
out a water wagon system to
control fires and that this
may have saved the barn
next door.

Friday At The Fair
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP).—
Friday at the Kentucky
State Fair.
9 a.m. — Beef cattle
judging, Broadbent Arena.
10 a.m. — Rooster-cowing
Departcontest, Poultry
ment; Harold Roberts School
of Dance, Newmarket Hall.
11 a.m. — Doug Green and
Riders in the Sky, West Hall
stage; U.S. Navy "Commandants of Dixieland,"
West Courtyard gazebo.
11:30 a.m. — Patti Medley
School of Dance, Newmarket
Hall.
World
p.m. —
12:30
Championship Horse Show,
Coliseum.
1 p.m. — Pipe-smoking
contest, Tobacco Department, West Hall; Kim
Sublett Dancers, Newmarket

2 p.m. — Beef cattle
judging, Broadent Arena.
3 p.m. — Pat Gagel School
of Dance, Newmarket Hall.
4 p.m. — Rooster-crowing
Poultry
contest
finals,
Department.
4:30 p.m. — Freadreacea
School of Dance, Newmarket
Hall.
5 p.m. — Blue Apple
Players (melodrama)t West
Courtyard gazebo...,
6 p.m. — The Osmonds,
starring Donny and Marie,
Stadium stage; Bev- -School
of Dance, Newmarket-Hall_
—
World
7:30
p.m.
Championship Horse Show,
Coliseum.
9 p.m. — The Osmonds,
starring Donny and Marie,
Stadium stage.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
753-2571

Chestnut St.

Citations Up

FACTORY
REPATE
Back to you from Fisher!
Yes, $50 back on any Fisher Woodstove
bought between now and September 4,
(Labor Day) 1978. It's an incredible rebate
offer you may never see again. (allow 4-6
weeks for processing)

Plus
Another $60 off
Another $60 off of the price of our genuine Fisher
Wooditove at gurfiyiroinelrquloT--

The Ladies'
and Children's
Shoes You've Been
Waiting For Have
-Arrived At

A THE
I' SHOE
SHACK

S11.10
I 1

Offer Good
through
September 4
That adds up to
an unbelievable
savings of $110
That Adds Up to an unbelievable savings of $110
on the Best Stove you'll ever own. Hurry though,
this limited offer expires soon.

106 N.4th

Consider these Fisher Features
• ( Across From the Murray
Ledger and Times)

Mew shirrtitrits-cettitriSttcrintt-strMaffd enfilfr atriviiri daily.
Casuals and dress shoes and boots for school, work, and "dress-up"
occasions.

.
4-60% SAVINGS
FAMOUS BRAND SHOES 40

• Saves up to 50% of your c urrent
heating hill
• Fee Brick Lined
• Vktually luLtighl
Burns Renewable'Wood
Energy
• Guaranteed
• Patented Spin Draft Controls
• Doesn't need Fans or Fancy
Gadgets
• Different Styles and Colors

er
idea
im,rna so uarrninA if, I.
.19711FSII

Orit'n
_

-
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Help Wanted

6 Nell) Wanted
HOUSEKEEPER needed
for 2 BR apt. Good pay
for light housekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 6
p.m.
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ship, products, and applications in a thoroughly
7reir
Tornado. Call 436-5837.
Field
_,....responsible and willing
professibnal, company-paid program.
1:11
to work towards our
training follows, right in your territory.
goal. Excellent starting
14 Want To Bus
and
,
effort
fringe
ime
full-t
salary and
No investment except your
cted territory
benefits. Contact Neil
you get an exclusive, fully-prote
)
441
„WANT TO buy used Gym
•••••
products that
for
ects
Smith at Burger Queen
with hundreds of prosp
Set. Call 436-2742 after
You
of Mayfield, 1002 Pa.
repeat and repeat, year after year.
6:00.
y
Road. 1-502-247-1548 rot
represent a company on the move; the qualit
er
quart
a
over
for
appointment. Equal
field
cant
an
lubri
the
in
r
leade
•
Opportunity Employer
century.
•:/9411
WOULD LIKE to buy
Liberation Front freed about
s
300 hostages in group
Wednesday, and Venezuela
the
that
announced
Nicaraguan goveszunent had
agreed to let an estimated
150 political prisoners and
the estimated 100 guerrillas
the
in the palace leave
country.

If You
Need Them:

15 A
USE
REF
with
gooc
A ut
was!
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smrn
magi
targ
trim
hoist
4548.

We I
Used

alien(

non
nmoonon

non nom
mown
mra
moo anon
anno nano

Logan County Authorities
-. To Destroy Pot

TUESDAY

=IN

the Shield!"

THE PHANTOM

TARAR1410 PALACE WALL,l ,.
WHERE GENERAL 7ARA'
AVELZ.,

ENEMIEV ARE Col5PL
AWAITING EXECUTION--

Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start
in
building your lucrative career today, right
your
with
s
night
home
your own area, and be
.
•
...Ansa),obile doing it.
ories is
Act now, while one of our choice territ
giving
e,
resum
your
still open in your area. Send
promour
get
It'll
data.
nal
perso
and
experience
pt attention.
Write:
Jim Pruitt
Sales Personnel Manager
Imbrication Engineers,Inc.
3851 Airport Freeway
Fort Worth,Texas 76111

WANT TO hire baby
sitter week day afternoons.
References
and
transportation
required, 753-9520.
X-RAY TECHNICIAN
REGISTERED. Need
Immediately, Contact
Personnel Office,
Hospital,
Community
Mayfield, KY 42086 1502-247-5211.

canopy bed, call after
3 p.m. 753-8001.

WE BL
air c
Elect
1551
FOR
Wilsc
plast,
4'x12'
ft. Ci
at if
West
1203

SWING
refrig
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SC

WAtiff TO BUY STANDING timber Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
TIMBER WANTED. We
pay top prices on
standing timber, tie
logs, or veneering. Call
489-2334,
Wayne
Adams,

Sn
fri
it

nc
to

•
'

.,Tosisor

AT •
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PUT IT IN THE

needed
43'd Pay
eeping.
iter 6

15. Articles For Sale
USED
REFRIGERATOR 19.2
with ice maker, in
1
good
condition.
Automatic
Sears
washer. 753-8604.

part
rs 5 to
ply in
s Dept.

T

11,

Wraingl
Tot IMSMESSMAN'S CHOKE SOO HMI
/111111ING

PRINTING

LABLE
e man
days a
person
;tore.

,LOlince•slor

•rvicsis

102 N. 4t1. -)53.$397

SMITH & WESSON, 357
magnum,6" barrel with
target hammer and
trigger and shoulder
holster. $200.00. Call 4354548.

) Partperson
lerviewrt, Ect.
Friday,
1-5.

We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Appliances

wanted,
5 years.
tween 6

Hodge 11. Son, Inc.
205 So. Sth

D. Apply
, Games
13th and
.1 a.m.-4

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551

YOUNG
Would you
r75 for 15
Call 753terview.

FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson- an, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.

far
-Care
ning and
utes. Call

ER

ie

t-

short
in person
one calls.
Inn Rt. 3
42071.

I -ficrt-P-Azriglit
Freezers &
Room Air
Conditioners

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales & Service
753-4471
Ml N.

pportunity

highly
Icl beautiful
Jean Shop
. Featuring
in Jeans,
Sportnd
,500.00 in;inning in)(tures and
may
You
store open
as 15 days.
me for Mr.
itik 582-4308.

MIN

AND
Group
:S.
specialists
st Kentucky
ennessee.
Golden
kg
Ins. Co.
273.

SWING SET, sand box,
refrigerator, baby car
seat, potty
chair,
redwood lawn furniture, 753-9263.
S3.95 BUYS ALL OF THIS
1-lndian Need Penny
1-I.iberty Nickel
1 Buffalo Nickel
1 large Penny eng
1-WW 11 1943 Penny
I.W. B. Pennies
Before 1920 og
1•Wooden Nickel
1-D Mint Penny 25 yrs
1-1961 S Penny (unc)
1 -Rare 1960-D Small
Dote Penny
1-S Mint Penny-25 yrs.
Phis Free two S till
Plus Our Fre* Gift
Plus Our Free Brochure
Send 53.15 and 25' postage
to
JIM DeNNINO & CO.
S PA. tidy Vi•Irgweet

15. Articles For Sale
JOHN
DEERE
110
Lawn
Mower, $450.
Call
753-7765
Just received another
load
of
used
refrigerators and deep
freezers, one used 110
air conditioner, four
manual
typewriters,
school desk from Si to
52. Murray Ford Tractor, South 4th, 7594895.
BABY BED, $25. High
chair, $10. Pecan dining
table and chair. Call 7537136 or 753-6701.

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.
16 Home Furnishings
TABLE
BREAKFAST
and 2 chairs, good
air-conditioner.
used
Call after 5 p.m. 7534684.
FOR SALE: Tappan
model,
floor
Stove
coppertone like new,
$125.00, Wood desk, full
size, $60.00 Message
oriental-- table,
neon sign 3' x 5', 2.
wicker chairs, oriental
furnishings. Call after
6 p.m. 753-5281.
FOR SALE: Roll-a-way
bed, Hollywood bed
mattress, couch- and
chair. Best offer. Call
753-4821.
BROCADE
GOLD
cushion,
3
couch,
chair,
matching
$100.00, 3 living room
tables, $75.00. 753-0061.
FOR . SALE a gold
couch, swr.....1 rocker.
Dixie
Old
$20.00,
Bricks. Phone 753-4575
after 5 p.m.
DINETTE SUITE with 6
chairs, 2 occasional
one
chairs,
swivel
3 'piece
rocker,
bedroom suite, springs
CtLP"
mattress.
and
dryer.
and
washer
Pictures, tables, etc.
Call 753-9036 for appointment to see after
5 p.m.

HELP WANTED
home is
tected..r
I11

If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a job for
you,telling the good news of His kingdom. The harvest is great, but the labors are few. Saturday services 3 to 4 p.m. Bible classes 7 to 8 and 8 to 9
evenings, Special study or Bible answers anytime!
We are a group of people who love the Lord and are
teaching and studying the Bible.

BIBLE FACTS - 759-4600

Ye got

'

leanie Ross
753-0419

le Or Trade
LE or trade for
truck, 1972 Olds
D. Call 436-5837.

()buy used Gym
11 436-2742 after

Saturday, August 26, at 10 a.m., rain or shine at
the Mrs. J. C. (Con) Milsteact home. From Hazel,
KT, take State Line Road west approx. 1.9 miles
then turn right at auction sign, then 1.4 miles to
auction. This is one of the oldest homes in the
county and Mr. and Mrs. Milstead saved
everything, so plan to be with us.
Will sell: 1963 Plymouth (runs good,frostfree
refrigerator, deep freeze, new cookware, 4 hp
Ariens tiller, 20. in. push mower, dinette set,
hidabed livingroom suit, large mirror, Kirby
sweeper, 24 in, RCA console TV, new portable
elec. sewing machine, sausage mills and dress
form.
Antiques: Kitchen cabinets with bins; oak
beds, dressers, and washstand, ice box, goofus,
depression and carnival glass, w.;ash kettle and
rack, dough tray, 3 kerosene lamps, preserve
stand. McCoy pottery, telephone call box, salt &
peppers, dining 'table and 6 oak chairs, wash
r bowl and pitcher, player piano and 49 rolls, 2
runks, quilt box, feather bed, 2 library tables,
veral quilts and tops, half iron bed, radio,
double barrel hammered shotgun (rabbit ears),
china head and other antique dolls, treadle
sewing machine, bedroom suit, rocker, old
magazines and newspapers, beam and platform
scales, horse collars and hames, tools,
smoothing- irons, muffin „paa,..paures and
frames, other garden tools and miscellaneous
Items.
Not responsible for accidents, detailed artnouncements day of sale, eats available. For information and your auction needs call
lab W.(Frosty) Miller
4921594
Terry Shoemaker
438-5327
AUCTIONEERS

\e
LIKE to buy
bed, call after
753-8001.

ro BUY STAN.imber. Will pay
.es percentage er
all 498.8757.
.R WANTED. We
top prices on
ng timber, tie
ar veneering. Call
334,
Wayne.
S.

29 Mobile Home Rentals
TTs1.. ' HOME,
BR, central air and
heat, new carpet, new
furniture, like new.
Shady Oaks, no phone
calls please.

16 Home Furnishings
WANT TO buy a used
air conditioner from
2100 BTU to 2700 BTU
Call 753-4726.

SIGNET TROMBONE,
like new, used 1 year.
Call 753-0011.

NEW COUCH, love seat
and chair. Phone 7535108 after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE: Trumpet.
condition.
Excellent
Call after 5 p.m. 7530806

17

USED SINGER sewing
machine Zig Zag all
regular
attachments
fully
perfect
sews
guaranteed. Cash price
$39.50. Payments may
Call
arranged.
be
Martha Hopper. -3546521.

SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO FOR
SALE
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over
spinet piano. Easy terms. Can be seen
locally. Write: Credit
Manager, P.O. Box
207, Carlyle, II. 62231.

36 For Rent Or Lease
RENT: Mobile
'FOR
Home, call 474-8805.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.

19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE 105 hp
Outboard.
Chrysler
' Used less than 20 hours.
Phone 759-1872.
TRACTOR FOR SALE
1952 Ford Red Belly
plow disc and loading
boom. Fine condition.
Call 436-2427.
NEW-13 Hole Martin Bot
cheap). Also.. Modern
Wooden Lawn Chair.
Phone 753-1712 after 4
p.m.
SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
leveling or spreading,
753-0129 or 753-7370.
FOR SALE tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 4892126.
TOBACCO STICKS For
Sale. New-Sawed 52"
long. Call 753-5674.
TWO ROW mounted new
corn . picker.
idea
condition.
Excellent
Also 17 Cu. Ft. white
Norge -refrigerator,
very good condition.
Phone 753-8555.
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
protectors, 875.00. *Tail
gate protectors,
stainless steel. $15.
Vinson Tractor Co. 7534292
20 Sports Equipment
FOR SALE: 1978 16' 3"
Mark Twain 140 in and
out. Call 527-3984 or
354-8065.
FOR SALE: 1978 23'
Prowler trailer fully,
self-contained. Call 5273984 or 354-8065.
FOR SALE: tEZGO Golf
cart, reasonable. 7535108 after 6 p.m.
'76 BOMBER BASS boat
fully equipped excellent
hp
65
condition.
Mercury. Priced lo
sell. Call 753-2316 after
5 p.m.
22 Musical
PIANO IN STORAGE
Beautiful
spinet-console
stored locally. Reported like
new Responsible party ale
toke at big saving us low
poyment bolance. Write leak
Piano, lop1m, Missouri 64101.

LIKE NEW silver Vincent -Bach
trumpet.
Excellent condition,
used 6 months. Call 7591119.
SEI.MER FLUTE, used
year, excellent
1
Buescher
condition.
Alto saxophone. Call
498-8281.
PIANOS AND ORGANS
- large -selection
available, rentalpurchase plan available.
Selection -- quality
price cannot be beat
anywhere Shop for
yourself and .sasr...4)pett
8:00.
til
Friday's
Claytons, Dixieland
Shopping Center, 7537575.
SELMER SIGNET alto
saxophone, like new.
Call 43-9385.

A COMPLETE set of
Premier drums with
symbols, wood tone,
case,
carrying
one
$750, 753-7379 after 6
p.m.
MUSIC LESSONS: immediate openings for
piano, organ, or voice
Experienced
lessons.
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - beginners to advanced.
Rental purchase plan on
organ.
and
piano
Clayton, Dixieland
Shopping Center,. 753757
24 Miscellaneous

OFFICE SPACE for
rent, 505 Main St. Call
759-1429.

COUPLE WOULD like
to rent a 3 BR home in
or around Murray. Call
collect 554-4672.
APARTFURNISHED
MENT, $90 per month,
753-8333.

USED DOORS - kitchen
vent hoods - used sinks,
Formica sink cut outs
for table tops. Sell
cheap at Roy's Carpenter Shop at DriveIn Theatre entrance.

32 Apartments For Rint

WANTED:
University
student
to share
apartment (male). Call
1-821-4288 days or 1-8211772 nights.

FURNISHED APT. for
married couple next to
MSU campus. New
carpet and decorations.
Call 753-8585

FREEZER
BEEF
choice grain fed-aged
beef. Front quarter 79
cents a pound, whole
or half 89 cents a
pound, hind quarter, 95
a
pound
hanging
weight. Food stamps
accepted. We also do
custom
slaughtering,
Paris Meat Processing,
642-8201 off 641. One
mile north of Paris on
Old Murray Road.

4-BR APT. for rent at
1303 Chestnut. Large
kitchen and
dining
area. Bathroom with
built-in vanities, double
and
tub,
sinks,
comode.

FOR SALE, Craftsman
12" radial saw and
Craftsman drill press.
Phone 436-5467.

SLEEPING ROOMS, air
conditioned,
private
entrance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman Apts. S.
16th Street. Call 7536609.

AUCTION SALE. Every
Sat. Night, 6:00 p.m. at
Henry Auction House
in Henry Tn. 10 miles
South of Paris on 79
Hwy.

BUILDING IN Dixieland
Shopping
Center,
directly adjacent to
Murray State Campus.
Call 753-3018 after 5
p.m.

OFFICE BUILDING.
across from Murray OFFICE SPACE for
Post Office, available
rent available SepSeptember 1. Phone
tember 1, 1978. Long
Max Brandon, 753-1975.
term lease required.
W.
Ronald
Contact
TWELTH STREET, 134
753-8395
Churchill,
Commercial lot for
days, 753-2736 nights.
lease. 175' frontage 189'
deep. Call 753-7618 after
37. Livestock - Supplies
5:00.
31 Want To Rent
FOR SALE 4-year-old
registered
polled
TVA EMPLOYEE need
hereford bull about
housing North or East
1400 pounds. Gentle.
of Murray, call collect
good calves. 753Has
618-549-1502 or 618-5497531.
4781.

ONE SET OF Thurman
truck scale weighs up
to
50,000, doesn't
require pit. 35,000 or
best offer. Also a
Palomeno
mair.
Contact
Toy
Lee
Barnett 753-4776 after 6
or 7 p.m.

25. Business Service

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
253-4758

MOBILE MINES an
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call.753-3280.
30 Business Rentals

TWO
FURNISHED
apartments, one at New
Concord,
one
on
waterfront lake lot. Both
air conditioned and rent
for $60 month. 436-2427.

WILL RENT a room to
one or two college
girls, will have access
and
kitchen
to
Near
bathroom.
campus. 759-4804

43. Real Estate

LAYING HENS for sale.
Phone 753-6037.
QUARTER HORSE, 4
years old, Saw color,
registered. Call 4374827 after 4 p.m.
38 Pets

Supplies

FULL BLOODED male
St. Bernard. Phone 7532255.
St.
FEMALE
AKC
Gentle
Bernard.
disposition. Perfect for
breeding. $175.00 or
best offer. Call 7531310.
MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER puppies.
AKC registered. Call
436-5353.
REGISTERED
AKC
Beagle Pups. Pearson
Creek . Bloodlines.
Excellent huntiag dogs.
753-9928 after 5:30 p.m.
REGISTERED
FOUR
English Shepherd
puppies, call 753-8832
41 Public Sales
MOVING MUST SELL,
piano, console stereo,
recliner. Plus indoor
afSaturday
sale.
ternoon 19th and 26th
August. Call 753-7212.
188 Riviera Cts.
YARD SALE Wednesday
and Thursday 9 to 6
p.m. 502 Blair St. Baby
items, household items,
toys, clothes. Many
other items.

I.

'in Business
Since 195E,
7534646

Vacuum, Tappers ifisbwesher,
clothes and miscelioneoes

4-PARTY
yard
sale
across
from
old
Coldwater
School
house. Saturday from
9-5. All sizes of men
and women's clothing,
portable stereo, and
miscellaneous items.
MOVED TOO much:
piano, furniture, photo
enlargers and equipment, RCA dishwasher,
linens,
glassware,
lamps,
toys,
phonographs, . etc...
Friday, 5-dark, all day
Saturday. 1711 Holiday
Dr., Murray, Ky.

SONY COMPONENT Set
8-track, turntable, AMFM, radio speakers,
can record 8-track.
Call 753-7741.
27. Mobile Home Sales
2 BR TRAILER 12 x 65,
water furnished. Call
753-0957.
MOBILE HOME for sale.
12x60 Richerson, 3
bedroom. For
information Call 753-8438.

B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy.1346 off 84 East

436-2788

T Our ey People
In Real Estate'

753.7724
'MI

THREE
BEDROOM
CHARMER - Just
listed brick ranch home
with central heat and
air, lovely landscaped
lawn, fenced backyard,
and lots of other
pleasant features in this
dream home. Priced in
the 30's. Located at 1619
Kirkwood. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for an appointment to view this
fine home.

YARD SALE: Friday
and Saturday, August
25 and 26, 9 a.m.-4
p.m. on 121 bypass,
next to Fina Service
Clothes,
Station.
items,
household
furniture and jewelry.
GARAGE SALE: Sat.
1711 Holiday. Spennitt
furniture,
piano,
decorator
clothes,
room
dark
items,
enlargers, supplies and
equipment, and other
items.
YARD SALE: Saturday,
Aug. 26th. 108 So. 13th
St. 7 a.m.-? Bicycle,
plants, clothing, lawn
mowers.
YARD SALE, Thursday,
Friday, & Saturday.
Baby and toddlers,
Maturnity clothes, men
and women clothing,
dinner bell and other
Pony
items.
iron
saddle, black-white TV,
and curtains. Go to
on
turn
Coldwater
Hwy. 1836 N. watch for
signs, 4 miles.
Bass
SALE:
YARD
equipment,
fishing
electric cook stove,
rocking horse, highchair, baby bed, little
girls clothing, odds and
ends. 1517 Cardinal Dr.
9-5 Fri. & Sat.
YARD SALE, all day
Saturday, 1627 Loch•
Lomand.

Owner says sill this 3
2 bath brick
/
bedroom, 11
and stone home 4 milts
south of Murray with 3 plus
acres. HOMO has great room
with fireplace, kitchen with
all the extras. Reedy to
priced

nig:iwd7lilsYia.t
Nes
in
tinogaid
lyi
tnoewse
remodeled 2 bedroom house
on corner lot. His mistral
gas hoot, mitred Ur, eel
insulated, aluminum siding,
with storm windows end
doors. Priced to sell.

Sycamore

HELP WANTED
Positions to be filled Coin Operator Attendants, 'Counter Clerks, Steam
Finishers and Seamstress. Apply in person at:

Boone's
I,aundry & Cleaners

0

%VI

FREE
20 MILE DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored and reedy up ti 12 s 24. Also born styli.. offices, cottage.
and patios, or U 111U11.0, pee-cut completely reedy
mobilo home o4
to assemble vp to 74.60 Bey the best for less

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Murray, Sy

BOYD-MAl
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The F:madly Touch

CHIC - ELEGANT SPACIOUS . . . This
4,000 sq. ft. home has it
all. Entry hall, living
room, dining room, 4
hugh bedrooms, 31.2
baths, & rec. room. 1
acre. Let Us Show You
This Country Estate
Today. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION - Drive
down Main Street and
take a look at this impressive 2-story home.
Lots of living area which
includes 4 bedrooms,
study, dining room, den,
living room, plant room,
basement and central
nariu-al gas heat. Price
now only $35,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

dalksti

753-3263 Anytime

ow

CONSTUNNING
TEMPORARY - Glassed
wall in'foyer brings one
to the Great Room with
bricked wall, ample
family size kitchen,
large master bedroom
with built-in desk and
walk-in closet plus 2
other bedrooms and 2
baths - Add 1 acre land 2
miles from Murray and
then call 753-1492 Loretta Jobs Realtors.

BOYD-MAJORS."
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Profesmonal Serv es
With The Fnendly Touch

REDUCED! REDUCED! This is a find for
the family desiring a
wooded location with
224' of lake frontage.
Living room, dining
room,kitchen,2 baths,
2 bedrooms. Central
heat & air, fireplace.
See This Today. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

Hornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Street
- NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday-7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013

YARD SALE, Sat. Aug.
26. 8:00-? 408 S. 6th St.
SALE
BASEMENT
Saturday, August 26
509 Chestnut. Quilts,
comforts, bed spread,
crocheted sheets and
pillow
cases. Glass
dishes and clothes.
GARAGE SALE, rain or
shine, Saturday 8:302:30 L2 mile past New
Concord on Hwy. 444
Curtains,
household
items, shoes, purses,
for
something
everyone, some nice
items. "CHEAP."
RIG YARD SALE. Many
different items. 509
8:00
11th,
South
Saturday, August 26th.

all332111111,

Going Out
Of Business

SALE
Everything In
The Store

s3-s5-10
We Will Close
Saturday, Aug. 26
Fixtures For Sale

designed for you
Taste %Ise

1973 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, 1": baths, 2
bedroom, good condition. Call 435-4424 or
492-8534.
FOR
SALL_ Mobile
home, 3 BR, 11-42 bath,
completely
carpeted,
furnished with house
furniture,
underpinning, tiedowns,
patio and awnings.
Extra "SHARP". Call
753-0035.

Guy Spann Realty

Waldrop Realty

Fri. & Sat
1623 Keenland

26. TV Radio
FOR SALE, 21 inch
color TV. Call 753-8905.

43 Real Estate

GARAGE SALE
2 BR unfurnished house
in country. References
and deposit required.
492-8594.

ALL NEWLY decorated
and painted outside. 2 RECENTLY
REMODELED 4 BR
BR, and living room,
house, 1
furnished
and porch added. In
block University. $280
Hardin call 753-6791
after Sunday call 492- 'per month. Call 7531)430 or 753-8131.
8306.

Vacuum Cleaners

AUTHORIZED
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call
443-6469. IN MURRAY
MONTONY
call
TGOMERY 753-6760.

34. Houses For Rent

41 Public Sales

Donald
Tucker
Realtor
502 Maple
753 4342

"NEW-, year round,
home,"
lakefront
brand new, "never
been lived in," 3-4 BR
lakefront home. 2
story, 2,000 sq. ft. of
living area, 2 bath,
central heat and air.
plush wall to wall carpet, _well insulated
cypress
fireplace,
wood deck on 'sides
All the extras you
would expect in a
quality built home and
at a down to earth
price'
Weekends & Evenings Calllot KIPI/f1011 436 5676
Bud Nall 753 4161
Pens Meyity 753 1624
Dee Tacker 753-1930

AUCTION

Ytkr

-

Saturday, August 16 at 10 a.m. approximately 14 miles South of Murray. Take 121
and 119 to Shamrock Rd. go 2 miles to sale. 4
miles from Paris Landing at Mrs. Mina Carroll
home place.
Selling old glass door cabinet, old high oak bed
and dresser to match, old oak spine!! rocker, 2
old trunks, old record player,couch and 2 chairs,
stove, 9 piece dining room suite, what-not
shelves, old oak wardrobe, small tables, old
sewing machine, 2 old wicker rockers, old picture and frames, 4 old guns and 1 20 gauge
automatic, old powder horn, old dated amber
fruit jar. 2 old dinner bells, lots of old stone jugs,
lots of dishes, corn sheller, sider-mill, XI, 123
home-Lig/it chain salt like new, garden-tiller like new, lots of hand tools., ladder, small pot
bellied stove, also selling pop-up camper,sleeps
4, and hundreds of items not listed. Sale rain or
shine. Not responsible for accidents.-Sandwiches
and drinks available. Mrs. Nina Carroll owner.

Beechum Auction Services
of Paris, Tenn.
901-642-0919

-
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47 Motorcycles
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41 Real Estate
EW LISTING — Three
bedroom bungalow on
quiet street. Home is
neat as a pin with
Maintenance free
aluminum siding and
econdmic natural gas
heat, plus extra lot
which would be excellent for large garden
House and extra lot
priced right - in the 20's.
Owner will give quick
Phone
possession.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

FOR SALE, by owner: 25
acres 12 mile south of
Grocery.
Wiseharts
Good well and pump;
dandy little farm. Call
James. Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.

41 Real Estate
NEED 3 bedrooms, 2 OPPORIUNITY FOR
baths, near city schools,
your business - Now
with
room
family
available - up to 3400
Franklin fireplace,
square foot of carpeted,
priced in the 30's'?"
air conditioned, cenWe've got it! Need
trally heated, secured,
Financing? We've got
building to develop your
that too! Call 753-1492
own business ... ideally
Loretta Jobs Realtors or
located ... ideally
753-1499.
designed for expansion Oh, yes, we have
available financing for
you too! Unbelievable?
Try Us! Call Us! 7531492 - Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
South 12th at SV

NEAR THE UNIVERSITY — two bedroom
brick home, 2 blocks
from university. Earn
extra income with upbedroom
1
stairs
apartment with outside
entrance. Full
basement, central
natural gas heat, and
15'x20' brick storage
building are extra nice
features. Priced to sell
fast only $31,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

•c cpHONE 7S3181

DUPLEX LOTS — for
Westwood
in
sale
Subdivision. Two duplex a
Jots for $3300 each.
KOPPERUD
Phone
,
REALTY 753-1222 for
all your real estate
needs.

Ky. Lake Music Barn
New Concord, K
Begins Fall Seas.. Sq. Dance
Fri., Sept. 1, 8:30 p.m.
featuring

Bert Fowlkes I The Tenn. Roundups
Don't Forget

All Professional Country Music Show
Every Sat. 8:30 p.m
For Info. Call 502-436-8806

Ky. Lake Music Barn
Electric & Gas Bill High!
home could
Moe that Mastic histallod nularneath your
Did
your heady WPM.pole aid moil'In minds ot
sharply
Odd air and damDer home,Int moorIda lbadamowo aniantooth.
satpomlnin liootle. wet 11111Pli help
pensavillh
tarsikaa,rot.howl nod Ohm &sums and insects
protect
WC trod lor newts and havi—noloil Mame and emulation
- and impadlos.
Cod for PIS lodormaloo

P A CERTIFIED
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
100 South 13th Street
MURRAY. 'KENTUCKY 42071
Phone 753-3914
ROACHES-SILVERFISH-SHRUBS

Nation
MT/

ONTROt
.nocla

Professronal Semices
WithTheFnen0Totnt

'Fri-Level home, stone
fireplace w/ocatherm
for efficiency & energy
3
conservation,
bedroom, 21'2 baths,
central heat & air, 2
electric heat pumps,
plush carpeting, plul
kitchen & dining rm.
Has
House
This
Boyd
Everything.
Majors Real Estate,
105 N.12th.
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES -7Here is that rare homebuying opportunity of
good home plus acreage
close-to-town
plus
location at a reasonable
price. Three bedroom
brick home with central
beat . and air and low
utility bills. Lots of the
great outdoors with
apple trees, garden
outside
spots and
buklding suitable for
horse stable or storage.
Phone us right away!
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222.

JUST REDUCED -:- This
very nice mobile home
just off Hwy. 280 on
large lot. Mobile in
excellent condition. Best
underpinning, new
field
septic tank and
tile. Should see for
THE
112,900.
only
SHROAT
NELSON
Uncle
REALTORS,
Jeff's Shopping Center,
759-1707

FLORIDA PROPERTY,
will trade for motor
home, Murray business
lot or sell. Phone 753753-0790
or
4124
evenings.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
south,,d. Court Square
Wormy, Kentucky

753-4451
—
AMPHITHEATRE
seats 1200, 2 extra lots
for expansion & parking.
Stage and dressing
watt
rooms, 6000
lighting system, completely fenced, on Hwy.
68 between Aurora &
Jonathan Creek, The
Mecca for Ky. Lake
tourisits. Ideal for
theatre workshop, local
theatre groups, entrepreneur could use for
all kinds of businesses.
Only $34,500. THE
SHROAT
NELSON
REALTORS, Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center,
759-1707.

43. Re?' Estate
V OWNER — Dodge
City Apartments, seven
Good
apartments,
location. Call 753-8333.

PONDEROSA
On Kentucky Lake
we ha% e an unusually
nice 3 bedroom with 3
full baths and lots of
extras Located near
Aurora on beautiful
lake front lot. Offered today for
$65,000

DUPLEX for sale by
owner,
Westwood
2
BR
subdivision.
brick, central heat and
air,
carpet,
stove,
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
$40,000.
Call 753-4470 after 5
p.m.

44 lots For Sale

6Homes For Sale

46 Homes For Sale

HOUSE FOR SALE:
Frame house 201 S.
9th. House must be
moved from lot. For
more information call
753-5131 extension 240.

THREE BR brick house,
bath and a half, double
outside
carport,
storage, central heat
carpeted
air,
and
throughout. 804 Broad
Street, 753-8375.

GREAT INVESTMENT
beautiful
acres
23
wooded property, just 1
mile S. of Ken Lake
Golf Couise. Highway
94 frontage. Call 7534501.

46 Homes For Sale

BY OWNER on Circarama Dr. Brick 3
BR, Pi bath, living
room and dining area
combined, family room
and kitchen combined,
seven large closets,
patio, with gas grill,
lawn,
landscaped
appliances and curhome.
with
tains
Ready for immediate
sale in desirable quiet
Phone
neighborhood.
753-4673.

onda
1K SA
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.
1974 CAN AM 125. Good
shape, new tires. Call
after 6:00 p.m., 7535400 or 759-1331.
650
YAMAHA
1978
conPerfect
Special.
dition. Contact Billy
Dyer, 753-6038.
FOR SALE: 1973 Suzuki
in good condition. Call
436-5360 after 4:00 p.m.

1978
DAVID:
has soi
2815 or
1976 Y2
excellei
$600.00.
1978 HO
miles.
Phone
m.
48 Auto
SIDE
'boxes.
mercial
bed pi
pair. C.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
You can STILL Buy a Time-Proven
Gas Saving, Long Lasting

TRUCK,
Hiway

ply, 81'

John Smith, Realtor
Coll
753-7411
(Anytime!)
or call
Ron Talent-153-9894
James Herndon-159-1184
Cynthia Gamble-T59-1396
Linda McKinney-153-8561
WE HAVE it NT listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,
school, and hospital. the
home includes the
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
C.
Call
JOHN
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.

Buick
1978
FREE
the
with
Skylark
purchase of this lovely
bath
BR-2 full
3
HOUSE".
"DOLL
walking
Within
distance of the lake.
You will get a complete kitchen with a
washer and dryer that
makes your easy to
care for home. Total
price for all $55,000.
Call 753-4501.
PRICE REDUCED! 3
carpeted,
bedroom
walk in closets, 2
baths, 2 car garage
with a storage room,
central gas heat and
electric air, entry hall,
living room, large den
burning
wood
with
fireplace and dining
with
area, kitchen
and
dishwasher
disposal, built-in stove
with hood, food center
and many cabinets,
central vacuum, patio
with grill, intercom,
landscaped, near high
school, 804 Minerva
Place, 753-0196 or 7537906.

DATSIIN B-210

FET,
$35.39 .
Wallin
Paris.
49. Used
1974 OLD
88 Roy
burgun
top Ha
extra
45,000 n
492-8103
1973 CA
conditic
mileage
5:00.

FOR UNDER $3,500!!
(Stook No. 167, Stock No. 220)

MURRAY
BATSUN,INC.
SO4 South 12th Street, Murray, Ky.

Phone(502)753-7114
• OP •
•

• US

• a

• l•

.11

IfITS y4
Special

••

a

1973 CU'l
air, st
AM-FN,
tires,
dition. I

1962 CHI
pick-up,
5660.
1963 FO,
running
tires,
753-2304

1974 SA
exceLler
$2695,
Ranchr
$1895.
days,
nights.

5
FOR
Chev role
good con
4343 or 75

COUNTRY LIVING

WESTERN CEDAR

Acre lot on Wiswell Road. A 4 bedroom home
newly decorated & all new carpet. Has large entry with attractive stairway, living room,family
room, 4 bedrooms, game room, double garage,
central heat & air, 22 baths. This is a large
family home that you must see to appreciate.
Don't miss out on this.

This lovely new 3 BR home in Westwood has all
conveniences at a modest price. Living room,
family room, eat-in kitchen, garage, 1L baths,
all carpet and has an economical heat pump for
central heat & air. Call for further information.

SPANKING NEW BRICK

INCOME PROPERTY

I Dvely 4 bedroom brick in Westwood has a
double garage, economical heat pump, 2 full
baths, large eat-in kitchen, great rooms, all carpet. You must see this lovely home. Price is
moderate for a home with so much to offer. Call

At 1602 Calloway, nice duplex with carefree
aluminum siding, completely rebuilt inside &
out. There are 2 apartments each. with .2
bedrooms & bath. Each apartment has range,
disposal & new sink, new carpet. A really good
piece of rental property near M.S.U.

US

T%

cera
firer
built
garE
01
$110

EXTRA LARGE
On 641 South is this lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home on Pi acre landscaped lot. Master
bedroom is 19x24, family room & living room
each 14 x 26, large dining room, walk-in closets,
central heat & air, fireplace, fruit trees, grape
arbor, strawberries. Has a deep well. Just the
place for a "Country Gentleman."

CATALINA DRIVE

NEW AND NICE
3 bedroom home on Oayshire, brick & frame.
kitchen-den combination, built-ins, garage, concrete drive, el. wall heaters, 1 bath, carpet, attractivefy decorated. Priced in 30's.

WELLS BOULEVARD

CEDARLING HILLS

One of Murray's better built homes with 4
bedrooms, Pz baths, central gas heat & central
air, 2 car carport, large living room, large
family room, large formal dining room, 12
closets, pantry, fireplace. All brick porch &
sidewalk. Convenient location on quiet street.
Must see to really appreciate.

Western cedar home that has all modern conveniences for year around living. Has 3
bedrooms, modern kitchen. with built-ins, 2
baths, carpet, heat pump for central heat & air.
Good floor plan & large deck. Big brick fireplace
dr double garage. Nice!

Attractive brick with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central gas heat & central air,fireplace, kitchen-den
combination, covered patio, fenced back yard,
double carport with extra wide concrete
driveway. Call to see.

LIVE IN THE COUNTRY!
Large 3 bedroom brick home with 2 car garage,
dinin room,den, wall to wall carpet, good well.
On Highway 80. In So. Marshall school district. If
you like living in the country you will love this
place. Call for appointment.

CEDARLING HILLS

THIS HAS EVERYTHING

Two story home of Western Cedar and made for
year around living. Has cathedral ceiling in
living room and balcony above. Has large deck,
kitcheh with built-ins, 2 baths, carpet, heat
pump, beautiful brick fireplace, double garage.
Truly unique.

Extra large year-around home at Cedarling
Hills. This home has such "Flair" that you just
have to "see it to believe it." Fireplace, large
dining room, washer, dryer, range, refrigerator,
compactor, dishwasher. Huge deck, lovely carpet, beautifully decorated. We can truly say this
home has everything. Priced at $110.000

RUDY'S RESTAURANT
•

Downtown thriving business Murra'y's oldest restaurant & has a good
reputation for home cooked meals. Doing a good business. Building is leased.
Call us for more information. Better hurry on__ this one.

Spann -Realty-

Prentice Dunn 753-5725

25 7
Guy Spann 753-8
105 Sycamore

a

of Moltipla Listing

Phone 753.7724

With
room
featu
firep
wood
cooki
have
menf
firep
per r
11.4 ri

A thr
the ur
and
today

e -753-2409
L431;15;Bakr

T.C. Collie 753-S122

-
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

1
1 .1a.rium.

47. Motorcycles

49 Used Cars & bucks

1978 YAMAHA XS-400
Special. Call 753-6809.

on, 753-2467

1978
HARLEYDAVIDSON Superglide
has some extras. 7532815 or 492-8525.

1 125. Good
tires. Call
p.m., 7531331.

51 Services Ofteree

49. Used Cars & trucks

FENCE SALES at gearnow. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

1973 CHEVY WAGON
good condition, low
mileage. Call 753-8333.

1962 CHEVROLET pickup, 6 cyl. engine,
3-speed
standard
transmission. $200. Call
1973
NOVA
2-door,
753-2501 after 4 p.m. •
power, air, AM-FM,
Monte Carlo, wheels,
307 2 Barrel, orange FOR SALE or trade for
pickup truck, 1972 Olds
and black. Call 436Tornado. Call 436-5837
2427.

51 ServIces (Three
WILL HELP out in
Tobacco. Call 759-4859.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

BUSH HOGGING, North
'Calloway County and
South Marshall County.
BYARS BROTHERS &
753-2418.
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
AND
aluminum siding and INTERIOR
Exterior painting. Call
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
753-8056.
or 1-362-4895.

BACKHOE WORK,septic
tanks, dirt and gravel
hauling. )el! 753-5808 or
753-5706.

WILL BABYSIT in my
1.41,4 CARPET CLEANING
home. Monday thru
vibra-back, steam, dry
Friday.
Experienced.
Yamaha,
1976 YZ 400
references.
cleaning,
Call 759-4713.
condition,
excellent
Reasonable rates, free CHIMNEY CLEANING, 'MR SALE, Essex soy
$600.00. Call 489-2149.
estimates. Call 759-4085
bean seed. 489-2602.
CARPET CLEANING at
bird screens installed,
or 753-5816.
reasonable rates.
FOR SALE 1970 Inby
work
repair
minor
400
K
1967 BUICK RIVIERA
1978 HONDA 750
4
Prompt and efficient.
Scout
ternational
Hat
Magic
my
in
SITTING
Heegel,
BABY
Cliff
buy.
Great
sound body, fair inmiles.
901Custom Carpet Care,
Call
Wheel
Drive,
Call
Sweeps.
thru
Monday
home.
Chimney
terior,
Phone 753-5108 after 6
good
tranLICENSEb .ELEC489-2774.
642-6353.
753-5672.
Call
Friday.
759-4878.
sportation, 5 factory
m.
TRICIAN and gas inmag wheels 125.00 can
BLACKTOP
L
do
&
J
will
stallation
48 Automotive Service
PIANO TUNING and
be seen at House of 197; CHRYSLER New ).
PAVING and repairing.
plumbing, heating,
repair. Call Joe Jackson
Yorker
Brougham.
Willow Hwy. 94 East.
Call 753-1537.
SIDE MOUNTED tool
sewer cleaning. Call 753Music
Chuck's
at
Tan, full power and
.•••
-••••Ph.
436-2437.
b.
7203.
'boxes. Koening comInc _
Center, 753-3682 or 753jr
air, sharp. Only $1875
0 1'178 United Feature Syndicate.
CONGENERAL
mercial grade for long
7149 after 6 p.m.
at Murray Datsun, 604
QUALITY SERVICE
If it takes
STRUCTION.
Bl'ACKbed pickup. $200 per
MITCHELL
NG
BIG 73 CHEVROLET
I
AN'T
PL
S. 12th. 753-7114.
YEAR
XT
NE
.
nails to mend or build FOR
pair. Call 753-7537.
- sealing,
Company
TOPPING
Inc. Air conYOUR
COAL
camper special truck
HAMBURGER HELPER TRO/v1 HERETO ,patching striping. For
new we can do. Any type
dition sales and serNEEDS, call or write
with camper. Call 753- GREEN 1974 Datsun Bw AI INC, POOL
TH
construction, dry wall
free estimates call 753vice. Modern sheet
TRUCK.,TIRE Sale Edward Spook, Rt. 1,
210 2-door sedan with
8061.
hanging and finishing,
49.
Used
&
Cars
1537.
Trucks
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
metal
Dawson Springs, KY,
department.
air, AM-FM radio and
50 Campers
roofing, exterior and
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85 '75 DODGE VAN mag
Larry
797-8318.
Wisehart,
miles.
43,028
1977 FORD Van
only
ub
interior painting, no jobs
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
MODEL Comb' FOR. YOUR septic tank
President. Phone 753Priced at $2495 at
Wagon Chateau, 31,000 1972
wheels, white letter
too small, reasonable
and backhoe work
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
'9290
Camp 500 tent camper,
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
miles, new tires, Capradials, sun roof, AMA COMPLETE Insulation
tank
septic
rates, 15 years exAlso
needs.
Wallin
Call
753-7114.
$375.00.
Hardware
12th.
sleeps 5,
tains chairs, factory air,
FM tape, flairs and
Cellulose,
Service.
perience. All work'
cleaning. Call John
Paris.
753-0605.
TANKS
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
spoilers. Call 753-5227
Fiberglass, Foam, TVA SEPTIC
or
also, in753-8669
Phone
guaranteed,
••••••
Lane.
L'll Hustler.
DATSUN
front and rear speakers,
cleaned, field lines
after 5:30 p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
KentuckyApproved.
surance repair and
436-5348.
Green 1976 model with
types
all
layed,
rear bench seat, fully SPECIAL - Free air
Insulation
Tennessee
roofing. Call anytime,
AM-FM radio, tripod
with
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta 1977 GREEN VW
conditioners
backhoe work. Rex
carpeted, solid silver,
7
256
Rt.
Box
Inc.
Rabbit.
mirrors, and bumper,
CB Construction, Alm°,
88 Royal, burgundy on
purchase of new 1978 DO YOU need 'stump
Camp, 753-5933.
blue interior, - mint
25,000 miles. Standard
Murray, Ky. (502J435753-0955 or 7a9-1667.
Ky.
44,150 miles. Only $3550
Concord
or
burgundy with white
Prowler
clean, excellent _conremoved from your yard
shift, 1 year factory
4527.
at Murray Datsun, 604
trailer. or land cleared of . Anytime day or night
top. Has power and air,
travel
-CARPENTERS
dition, $6495 firm. Phone
warranty, •excellent
our
repair
roof
Camper
753-7114.
extra clean car with
12th.
Arrowhead
S.
AVAILABLE to do any
Murray 759-4590.
stumps? We can remove
WET BASEMENT? We
condition. $3400. Call 1specialty.
45,000 miles, $2450. Call
Sales, Hwy. 80 E,
satisfaction
- job,
stumps up to 24"
901-642-6300.
make
wet
basements
PICKUP
DATSUN
Mayfield, Ky., 2474187.
753-6471
492-8103 after 4:00 p.m.
guaranteed,
ground. Leaves
beneath
dry,
work completely
ALL TYPES backhoe and
1976 CUTLASS Supreme
model.
truck, " 1977
p.m.
5
after
chips
only sawdust and
guaranteed. Call or
septic tank work. Field
1969
DODGE
D-Aou
Maroon
with
white 28'
Heavy duty bumper,
wheel
FIFTH
1973 CAPRI. Excellent
Call for free Estimate,
write Morgan Contile lines installed, 28
truck. 1 ton factory
vinyl
air,
roof,
power,
mirrors,
coast
west
camping trailer, sleeps
condition. Good gas
WATER WELLS. Smith
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or,
struction Co., Roikte 2,
years
experiesce.
air, auto power brakes
AM-FM
8
._
-track
tape.
at
$3925
Only
radio.
753-4588
Call
$3500.
6,
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
mileage. 759-4822 after
435-4343.
Kemp,
Bob
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Licensed through Health
and steering, original
Wire wheel covers.
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
or 753-8353.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
5:00.
Ky.
42001.
Phone
Call
-Department.
•
Rex
383 4-BDL engine.
day
Extra clean and sharp.
12th. 753-7114.
p.m.
or
night 442-7026.
Camp..753-5933.
Power like- you can't
'NEED TREES CUT?
$4200.00 Call 753-6677.
1973 CUTLESS Supreme,
Service.
Tree
Landolt
buy anymore. 38,000 GREEN
air
FREE
SPECIAL 1975
Model
air, steering, brakes,
long
actual
miles,
Call George Landolt,
with
conditioners
1972 DODGE Van AMDatsun pickup with
new
AM-FM-Tape,
wheel base with 12 ft.
753-8170.
purchase of new 1978
only 20,932 miles. Has
FM-Tape,
fully
cartires, excellent _eonflat bed, and side
Prowler or . Concord
radio. bumper, and
peted, Craigar mags.
_
, dition. Call 753-9951.
WILL KEEP children
tool
boxes
mount
west
trailer.
coast
mirror.
travel
$1500.
1972
Chevy
$2975.00. Call 753-7537.
ages infant to five
Only $3125 at Murray
Camper _
Arrowhead
Newport Royal, 58,000
1962 CHEVROLET 6 cyl.
years old in my home,
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
Sales, Hwy. 80 E,
$950. Call 753miles,
pick-up, $150. Call 436through
Monday
753-7114.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-8187.
5399 after 5:30 call 4921969 GALAXY Ford 500,
5660.
Friday, 6:30 a.m. to 5
8149.
BOYD- MAJORS
must sell, $200.00. Call DATJUN
p.m. Good supervision,
PICKUP, 1974
home 19'
MINI-MOTOR
REAL ESTATE
753-7868 after 6 p.m.
1963 FORD 8 cyl. good
fenced in back yard.
model with bumper.
1972
_
CHEVROLET
Special $10,500, 443-1075
running condition. New
Have experience and
Only $2425 at Murray
truck, after 6 call 474443-9643.
or
'72 CHE'VY pickip. Long
tires, 4-door, $225.00.
can give references.
Datsun, 604 S. 12th,
2347.
7534080
wheel base. 'A-C,. new
753-2304.
$20 per week. 753-7694.
753-7114
SALE ON all 1978 models
Murray
paint, 350 V-8. $1150 or
FOR SALE Good conin stock - save-savebest offer. Phone 753- 1977 DATSUN B-210 21974 SAAB-LE 2-door,
1971
Lincoln
dition
save. Paschall Campers
7827.
condition.
door sedan. Nice gold
excellent
Continental, • 47,000
- your Nomad Travel
Custom Doling
color. 30,818
Ford
1973
$2695,
miles,
miles, loaded. Call 7,53Trailer dealer, Thiry. 641
'74
FORD Torino Sp
"SHARP"
$3625. Murray Datsun.
Ra.nchro
$28.00 Per Hour
6581.
5 miles south of Murray.
604 S. 12th. 753-7114.
station
wagon
new
Call 759-1161
$1895.
day.
Monday-Satur
Open
Call 753-6311
paint, good tires, A-C,
753-2738
and
days,
• 1975 DODGE pick-up, all
Phone (502 492-8186.
PB-PS $1425. Phone, GOLD
nights.
1974
model
extras including air,
753-7827.
Datsun pickup with
WILL
$3,000. Call 753-7765.
DO
plumbing
1968 25' AVION travel
AM-FM radio, bumper
1971
SALE,
FOR
repair work. No job
Chevy
1971
with
trailer
1966
FORD
pickup,
and
mirrors, 33,833
Chevrolet dump truck,
too small. Call day or
360
station wagon equipped
extra sharp with exmiles. Only $2495 at 1974 MATADOR X,
good condition. Call 753night, 753-3918.
double
as
Sell
automatic,
trailer.
V-8,
pull
to
Call
tras.
753-4112.
NO FRILLS - JUST FACTS
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
4343 or 753-4955.
753power and air. Has
separately.
or
unit
3 Bedroom B.F. home built in 1967 located on 1-2 acre lot 2 miles south
12th. 753-7114.
of Murra
and
wheels,
factory
ALUMINUM •
ALCOA
7600.
Just off a121. New carpet in living rm. & bedrooms, new vinyl in
kitchen
& utility.
45,000
deck.
tape
Imported
priced,
FORD customized van.
siding, budget
51 Services Offered
14x24 workshop give you extra storage space. Priced in Low 30's.
B-210.
1976 DATSUN
miles. $1350.00. Phone
Immediate
imHas 8 track stereo, C.B.,
estimates,
free
Car
Possession. Be sure to compare this before you buy.
Only 19,717 miles. Dark
1-354-6217.
GUTTERING BY SEARS
AM -FM
radio,
mediate service. Call
blue color, AM-FM
Broke?
gutter'
continuous
Sears
television, speakers
436-4338 or 527-1132.
radio. Only $3025 at
50. Campers
installed 'per your
We Can
front and rear, couchMurray Datsun, 604 S.
specifications.
Call
Fix It!
bed, ice box, sink, portaMOBILE
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FEATURED HOMES AT KOPPE= REALTY

WHIP INFLATION NOW

With this spacious 3 BR,2 bath home with living
room,den,kitchen & dining room. Lots of special
features for year-round enjoyment including
fireplace for that cold winter ahead, and large
wooden backyard deck for those summer
cookouts! You can enjoy all these features and
have part of it paid for through a separate apartment with vaulted beamed ceilings and a
fireplace. The apartment currently rents for $125
per month. This is another new listing so phone
is right away! Priced in the 40's.

rung
just
Large
'ator,
carthis

LOG CABIN

JUST LISTED

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

Genuine log cabin close to Ky. Lake. Year-round
living with lots of space. Three bedrooms and
large fireplace in living room, one acre lot.
Priced to sell. Price reduced to $18,500 for quick
sale!

This quality-built, 3 bedroom 2 bath home with
fireplace in Greatroom has just hit the market.
two car garage & beautifully landscaped yard
and many extras mike this home one of the best
on today's market.Priced nght I,ow 50's.

Drive down Main Street and take a look at this
Lots of living area
impressive 2-story
, study, dining room,
which includes 4
den, livirig room, p nt room, basement and central natural gas neat. Price now only $35,000.

PRICE REDUCED $1000

NEAR THE UNIVERSITY

blocks from univerLocated on quiet street near the university- Two bedroom brick home. 2
upstairs 1 bedroom
with
sity.
Earn
income
fireplace,
extra
large
with
bungalow
bedroom
quaint 2
entrance. Full
outside
charm
with
apartment
wood-beamed ceilings and lots of
heat, and 15' x 20'
gas
natural
building
central
apartment
basement,
garage
A146
throughout.
extra nice features.
LIVE AND EARN
with 2 rental unfts-: each bringing in good rate of brick storage building are
A three bedroom house plus a garage apt. near * return. This entire package priced at $28,000. Priced to sell fast at only $31,500. Owners will
•
arrange for quick possecgati
the university., large rooms, fireplace, 1117'baths
.one:0one us today! s
thi.
.4slaz .
and a lot with 27- tieerA Tiew-figthig,Taft tIR- today. 30's.
•

REALTOR
a

111 Main
Murray, Ky.

PRIVACY PLUS
Privacy plus beauty is only part of this 3
bedroom home on 6 acres northwest of Murray.
A large garden, lots of trees make this very
economical 1,800 sq. ft. house one that you must
see. Franklin' fireplace in family room and all
good sinfl rooms. First time offered.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

24 Hr. Phone
Ph. 753-1222

Marry Patterson 412-1302-Bill flayborn 151-41100-6ori Anderson 753-7132- George Gallagher 753-6121-Sill Koaporud 153-1222

FRIENDL,Y LITTLE HOME

Three bedroom bungalow on quiet street. Home
is neat as a pin with maintenance free aluminum
siding and economic natural gas heat, plus extra
lot which would be excellent for large garden
House and extra lot priced right - in the 20's. Fast
possession.

LAKE LIVING
Extremely attractive A-Frame home near Kentucky Lake. Lovely landscaping and manicured
lawn. Franklin stove in family room, large concrete patio and wooden deck. Priced in the 20's.

MOVLON IN!
Sharp 2 bedroom brick home with fireplace, 1
block from university. Great Location and home
is in excellent condition. Priced in the 20's_
•
Vacant Immediate Occupancy

MEMBER
MULTIPLE
LISTING
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'Obituaries'
Donald Riley Dies
Suddenly; Grandson
Mrs. Chlora Farmer
Donald Riley, grandson of
Mrs. Chlora Farmer of Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, died
expectedly at his home in
Detroit. Mich., last Saturday
morning.
His death at the age of 41
was due to an apparent
heart attack. He was the son
of Mrs. Mattie Farmer
. Riley, who survives, and
Boyd Riley who died ten
years ago.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Annette Ivy Riley. and
Misses
two 4- -daughters,
Cheryl and Pam Riley. one
sister, Mrs. Jerry IPstriciai
Kanahki, all of Detroit,
Mich.; three brothers. Carl
and Jerry Riley. Detroit,
.Mich.. and Edward Riley,
Pennsylvania; his grandmother, Mrs. Chlora Farmer, Murray.
Funeral and burial services were held Wednesday
in Detroit, ?Arch.

Hazel Methodists
Plan Program For
Sunday At Church
Danny Kingins of New
Providence will be the
featured speaker at the
fellowship
wide
church
supper to be held Sunday,
Aug. 27, at 5:30 p.m. at the
Methodist
United
Hazel
Church.
Kingins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins. is a
Good
the
of
member
Shepherd United Methodist
Church. He is a past

Lynn
Shara
Miss
McDougal of St. Paul,
Minn.. formerly of Murray,
died Tuesday. Aug. _22, at
Ramsey
St.
Paul
the
Hospital. St. Paul. Her death
followed an extended illness.
The young girl, age 20. is
survived by her father, Bob
her
Benton;
McDougal,
Jeanette
Mrs.
mother.
McDougal. St. Paul, Minn.;
her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. R. P. McDougal,
Murray; half sister, Kelly
McDougal, two step sisters,
Mrs. Linda Henson and Mrs.
Karen Sarten, brother. Sean
McDougal, and half brother,
Bro. Robert McDougal, .all
of Benton.
The funeral will be held
Friday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Goctrout and
Sons Funeral, Home, St.
Paul, Minn, with burial to
in the Oaklawn
follow
Cemetery there.

Dee Vinson's Rites
Being Held Today

Danny Kingins
-Guest Speaker
president of the Calloway
County High School Chapter
of the Future Farmers of
America and has been active ..,on the local, district,
and state levels of the FFA,
along- -with- the Calloway
County High School Speech
Team.
Special music will be by a
quartet from the Kirksey
United Methodist Church
composed of Donna Beach,
Angela
Phares,
Mike
Manning, and Laura Fones;
and by J. W. Jones. Hazel
church song leader, and
Toni Jones, Hazel church
organist.
The pastor, the Rev.
Frank Bratt, invites the
public to attend this special
program on Sunday evening
at the church.

Rabid Bat Is
Found, Area
Health
County
_ Graves
Officials say a 32-year old
man at Mayfield who was
bitten by a bat will be
required to take shots to
protect against rabies.
Officials say lab tests
made in Frankfort showed
that the bat that bit Ronnie
Strong this past Friday in
Mayfield was rabid.
ofdepartment
Health
ficials said the bat reportedly landed on Strong's
when be
shoulder, and
moved to knock it away, it
bit him on his arm.
Although Graves health
officials said that the incident was the first of its
kind to be reported in the
area, they warned that bats
are a prime carrier of
rabies, and issued further
warnings for residents to be
extremely cautious around
any bats they might_ happen
to encounter.
witnessing ,or
Persons
being involved in siniiilar
such incidents were also
urged to report them to
health
department
local
officials as soon as possible.

AFTER THE ORDEAL — Diana Nyad's face is swollen
after she abandoned her attempt to swim from Cuba to
Florida. She had been in the water for almost 42 hours
and had suffered numerous jellyfish stings, sickness and
e‘treme
(AP Laserphoto)

WASHINGTON r AP) —
Factory orders for durable goods, - one _ sign of the _
nation's economic health,
declined in July by 5.5
percent, the biggest amount
in 342 years, the Commerce
Department says. The steep
drop was attributed to
declining demand for aircraft. missiles and parts
after a series of strong
months.
Demand for durable goods
such as -autos, •ships, home
appliances and other longlasting products has been
slowly declining in the .past
few months. But the drop in
all durable goods in July
was the biggest since an 8.6
percent decline during the
recession in December 1974,

to
Committee
promptly
approve the companion- bill'.
It _ has already__ been approved by a subcommittee.
The Treasury Department
calculates that the coppernickle
dollar,
by
replacing some
of the
quickly worn out paper
dollar bills, can save $17
million a year and make
unnecessary a $100 million
expansion of facilities for
producing paper money.

By TOM FENTON
Associated Press Writer
MANAGUA, Nicaragua API --Leftist guerrillas still held an estimated
200 hostages in Nicaragua's National
Palace early today, but President
Anastasio Somoza's regime apparently
bowed to their demand for the release
of political prisoners and safe conduct
out of the country for those freed and
the guerrillas.
Although -no Nicaraguan official
would confirm an agreement had been
reached, the armed raiders of the
Sandinista National Liberation Front
freed about 300 hostages in groups
s\ednesday, and Venezuela announced
that the Nicaraguan government had
agreeitto let an estimated 150 political
prisonerk and the estimated 100
guerrillas 'in the palace leave the
country.
A Venezuelan air force transport was
reported on its way to Managua to fly
them to Panama and Citicas.
The guerrillas also demand planes
from Mexico and Panama arid said
three Catholic bishops and‘the
Panamanian and Costa Rican ambassadors who had been negotiating'
with them must go along as guarantees
of safety. But there was no word from
the Mexican and Panamanian
governments.
The Sandinistas shot their way into
the National Palace while the Chamber
of Deputies was -in session Tuesday
afternoon, killing eight persons-most of
them National Guard officers, and
wounding 15 others.
In addition to freedom for political
prisoners,they demanded $10 million in
cash and the broadcast of a statement
of charges against the Somoza regime.
There was no word of the response to
the ransom demand, but the government radio-television station read their
statement Wednesday evening.
The guerrillas then postponed a
deadline they had set to begin killing
the hostages, who included many of
Nicaragua's 70 congressmen and a
number of government officials, and
released a large group of their captives.
Shortly after midnight, everybody

materials, an admirable harmony
exists. In the case of more recent
building, efforts were taken to respect
the integrity of the pre-existing ones —
the only exception being the
Administration Building."
N,Why are Murray State's original
buildings "historic" and worth
preservation? The document that went
to Wastitngton, D. C., says it simply:
"For its impact on education in far
western Kentucky composing what is
known as the Jackson Purchase,
Murray State University is the most
significant institution iftslhat region...
This t historic) area is Where the institution had its beginnings."
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Frigidaire is making a
lot of noise about a
dishwasher that doesn't.

For pots and pans and crusty
casseroles, this Frigidaire
Dishwasher features powerful
Super-Surge washing action and
a triple-wash Pots & Pans cycle

Dishes should be cleaned and not hesrd So when Frigidaire
designed their Electri-Sever diShwashers they packed
austr.e_ussulabocLazound tharnoLor comparitnent
where you d espect to find it Pind all around the
top and sides 01 111$ tub where you might not
expect to find it The result' A dishwasher
So quiet you'll find it hard to believe
how furiously its working to get
your dishes clean

•"as

Win At State

!US 14 210-2110 lb.
1Sows
'us rmsollm
US 1-3 1110410lb..
US 1-3 eleolle les
US 14111601W
US 24 JINN 1b0
Roars 30.0044.49

(Continued From Page -One)
The nomination form Sent to the U.S.
Department of Interior for'approval of
the "Historic Buildings" at '..Murray
State emphasized the fact thirt,this
Historic District can also be said\to
include some of the finest architecturals.
designs in western Kentucky.
They range in date from 1917 to the
early 1960's and represent an assortment of styles; Colonial Revival,
Collegiate Revival, Collegiate Gothic,
Renaissance Revival, eclecticism, and
modern functualism."
The -form" further states: "An
appropriate scale is maintained among
the structures concerned, and due to
the repeated use of like construction

Two

Stre
I

Murray 4H'ers

•
LAKE DATA Kentucky [Ake.: / a.m.
356.5.
Below dam 301.6 down 0.8.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.5.
Below dam 304 2 down 3.0.

About 500 persons were taken hostage
when the guerrillas occupied the
building. On Wednesday morning, they
freed 110 women and children, a condition the government set for opening
negotations, and turned over the dead
and wounded. More were let out during
the day, and late in the evening 150
were released.
Some of those freed said there was
little food inside the white-columned,
four-story building, but there was
plenty of water. The palace was ringed
by members of the National Guard,
Nicaragua's army, and the city's
streets were heavily patrolled.
The government also ordered all
airports in the country closed to civilian
traffic and international telephone calls
to government offices were blocked.
ftkealed the border with Honduras to
the no.I.th and the southern frontier with

Costa Rica, from which the guerrillas
frequently launch attacks.
The Sandinistas take their name from
Augusto Cesar Sandino, a guerrilla
leader of the 1920s and 1930s who died
fighting the U.S. Marines who occupied
Nicaragua and put Somoza's father,
also Anastasio, in power in 193'7. The
family has ruled the country with an
iron hand ever since and without
serious challenge to its power until this
year.
The guerrillas have been making hitand-run attacks on Somoza's troops for
a decade. Four years ago they kidnapped more than 40 persons, and the
government gave in to their demand for
$1 million and a plane to Cuba.
But Somoza's grip was not threatened
until after the assassination Jan. -10 of
one of his most outspoken foes,
publisher Pedro Joaquin Chamorro.
The kWing touched off riots, strikes and
other demonstrations against the
government, calls for Somoza's
resignation and continuous unrest.
Finally, the U.S. government abandoned the dictatorship it had supported
for years as a bulwark against communism in Central America. But the 52year-old president refused to step down
and said he would stay in office until his
term expires in 1981.

WASHINGTON I AP) —
Spurred on by success in the
Senate, supporters of a push
to get a woman's likeness on
a new $1 coin are now
turning their efforts to the
House. The Senate approved
authorizing
bill
the
manufacture of the $1 coin
depicting suffragette Susan
B. Anthony on Tuesday.
House supporters say they
hope the Senate vote will
spur the House Banking
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With the push of a button, Frigidaire helps
you make the most of your energy dollar.
Cut up to 30% of the electricity used in the
Normal Soil cycle lust by 'votin'gr NO on the
- pushbutton energy option of Heated Dry.

Tall tumblers,skillets and serving
platters are as easy to load as everyday tableware. thanks to flexible
deep-rack design Once-a-day capacity
lets you wash an average day's dishes
tor a tam I y Of four Alt at one time

This Frigidaire Jet Cone Washer gets clothes cleaner than
the best selling brand's best washer.*

Tose a look at a F • , 1
socks offi indapendeni

It ii knock your
I.
y rests have proven that
Frigidaire'.Jet Cone washing action circulates the
wash ipadifwee times more often per regular
wish mei* And gots clothes cleaner than
Ow bat selling brand's bent wash., •

Stop wasting hot water,
detergent and other laundry
aids A Frigidaire Water
level selector lets you match
the amount of water to the
size of your washload— from a
few pieces to a full 18 lbs

1.1, ANNA. Slip
,
• T111104 ••• IL< 0,40/.•
r,
$
•••4 'VW tr.,*
,
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To help lodsen soil before agitation begins, the
exclusive Jet Circle Spray system starts drenching
clothes as soon as the Wilier turns on
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